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Here’s to the fools who dream, 
crazy as they may seem 
The game industry, and those who observe and report on it, are obsessed 
with what's next. As we put this issue to press, we are just opening our 
schedules for E3, where it is rumoured the next generation of videogame 
hardware will appear. Already this year, Google has outlined its own 
vision of the future of games through Stadia. Yet this is a sort of progress 
by consensus. Of course the platform holders will continue to make new 
platforms. Streaming has been promised as the future for years, and 
Google's endeavours have been an open industry secret for just as long. 
We are far more interested in those who identify opportunities for 

progress that defy the status quo, rather than being defined by it. In An 
Audience With this month, former Uncharted scribe Amy Hennig hints at 
her vision for the future of storytelling in games. She may have made her 
name by making blockbusters, but as she embarks on the next phase of 
her career, Hennig is thinking very differently. The opportunity Stadia, and 
the other realtime streaming services that will follow it, represents is the 
access they provide to people who do not consider themselves as game- 
players. Reaching this group will not be easy. Hennig believes we need to 
reexamine input devices, runtime, difficulty and more if narrative games 
are to reach a higher plane. 

That's certainly forward thinking. So is our cover star, though it might 
not look like it at first. IF you've played one of the games Hennig singles 
out as getting videogame storytelling right, you've seen Playdate before: 
it's sitting, innocuously, on a desk about three-quarters of ће way through 
Firewatch, a game published in 2016 by Playdate's maker, Panic. It's 
been thinking about this for a while, in other words. The final result is at 
once retro and futuristic, a classic sort of videogame console that 

challenges how we think about design, distribution and ownership. It’s a 
celebration of those who dare to think a little differently. The world- 

exclusive story of a console very few people saw coming begins on p56. 
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KNOWLEDGE 
ROAD-TRIP GAMES 

Moving parts 
How British publisher Excalibur is driving vehicle 
simulation in a new, emotionally charged direction 

үс Ui во але of he possenger мем моон. elderly олт ond iheir battered omy cor Кот ts simulaton porto wos cr 
sein (Беру, the roodtip gome За енен Sondy on a long joumey across he ln its gomes обои haveling, the one. 

a font of unsolicited personal history as шумен ый һа eponymous Chinese province. The gome constant had been the truck, which 
you dive trough East Germany on he ит Tee was Бот fom a conversation between quickly became a charac in іші. 
eve of reunification, and a source of cash achat he designer Alex Darby ond Excalibur Moreover, the publisher knew is players, 
when you've emptied the wallet in he “existing games are development director Steve Stopps, who adored the nillygrilty and quirkiness: 
glovebox to buy spare tyres. But ee which revealed o gop in ће publishers ol its sims. In Flashing light, for instance, 
developer Greg Pryimachuk considered әп тет that portfolio for 2019 ond о perceived you don't just drive a police car, you 
removing him entirely, such was the ine yore cae. appare lor more "law diving’ games ite the engine ond tum on the sirens 
personally of he cor inel, The loko шкетын "i pitched on idea | hod for yeon which fs Refueling, replacing a lon bal 
601 Deluxe, olicienolsed кіс on hee ikon imme fined into ho ot” Dorby soys. “really changing о yr: hese constant granular 
iconic Trabant, spluters ond rates ab Слои, _wanted fo make a gome which might be кіз, comparable o he grounding 
ifs ее by the nosycigaretesiholline оет онер anl ое feel Ще the equivalent ofa Wes techniques of mindfulness, root you 
the shelves in every ракі alon. does ие Anderson fim. The кофе gene jal deeply in he wold of Eiro Tack 
zero ю 60 in 22.5 seconds, has good melai favour and happened ю come along Guangdong and Jalopy. 
days and bod, ond requies constant cin wos ig ime.” : Whats more, when 
maintenance, In other words, is ће most ути sone mb be Just as PC audiences А new audience you're looking so closely 
relatable character in diving simulation 

The simulation genre is undergoing 
something oF reli right now, but unlike 

Malar hare ol ыан he ey тоте ин min, only the pull ofthe Stone prs cor cone 
the Laka, по ou of песешіу Rater, these dvinggome еї, о power ool lor 
ће breakout success of games like Euro. developers hove been on ОР | but the storytelling, ts nol news lo 
Tuck Simulator 2 on Steam has а роды ceive кино, bond between simulation developers that 
awakened he field's developers ond ‘Aker years of work in he ^ N local machinery can evoke 
publishers е posibles сі new dro Boya river and rig а particular fme and 
configurations, А new audience has “realy lovely to just poole place. In Tran Sim World, 
сопе o appreciate not only һе pull oF about, tohing in бе scenery and not fot instance, he весне whine and tgh 
Ihe open road, but the bond between worrying about racing lines or optimal speed contol ofthe SBohn's Talent 2 
diver rd rig. a relationship os broking points" And cher working on дос he poce of he meiopalian 
‘emotional as it is mechanical, № fram five iterations of Codemasters’ F} series, German commute, while the slow gear 
this connection that he roadtrip game Jalopy developer Pryjmachuk was leen tonsons of the armoured behemoth that 
has emerged, and is now exploring о to swap out some ofthe ports ко. “FÎ is tokes you over Pennsylvania's Sond Paich 
very diferent side ol a well gene. о sport in which nol much ocon actualy Grade ae scathing ond окну. On 

voles place on he hock.” he tls us, The Seam, simultan sequels and 
Euro Truck publisher Excalibur Wins ae mode inthe guroge ond in ће expansions ae chen sud on the basis of 
Gomes has pulled to ће front of this pi lone. Considering his, | hough, their locations, and players tend to travel 
developing syle, backing Jalopy trough сода you remove he competive note on virtual rus оз close to helr homes 
early excess unl its lounch lost year, ond and обор! the genre fo tate опа more аз possible, looking for отог соты, 
publishing he forhcaming food To zen opaco” The car in roodtip gomes play lo 
Guangdong. In he lares you fur Tuck wos a big inspraten for this potential. The very existence ol o 
‘accompany а young graduate, her Jalopy, ond for Excalbur the throughline  nowredundont corbutettor in your ® 





KNOWLEDGE 
ROAD-TRIP GAMES 

laiko dates Jalopy in he early ‘90s, ot a 
point of major ansiien, and ће rickety 
sate of this communist symbol tels you 
more about ће world passing by outside 
your window than Uncle ШІ ever could. 
In Guangdong, he rusting vehicle ot 
the core of the experience takes on o 
diferent meaning = this is he story of 
о 23 yearold who unexpectedly inherits 
а воћке restaurant, Every time she 
reignles ће engine, she's a зер closer 
lo doing Ihe some withthe family bonds 
she's neglected, The incor rodio hos 
just two chonnels: one representing 
protagonist Sunny' taste in ‘90s donce 
and rock, and бе ether accountng for 
‘aunt Guy Маз classical leanings. з your 
[ob ю repair boh the cor and your 
relationship with your aged passenger. 

Guongdongi wit, Yen Ooi, hos 
net only made up for ће team's dati in 
their undorslanding of Chinese culo, 
but taken the gente in new directions. 
Her story advances the roadtrip formula 
wih dialogue - narrative puzzles ond 
moral choices that protagonist Sunny 
novigales when she's out of he drivers 
seal. "Stories ond rood tips oro both 
‘about geting Кот point A to point B." 
she soys. "The only difference is in the 
‘expectation = when l'm on а rood кр, 
а good one would be unevent and 
этооһ, whereas in sores, he more 
eventul, һе more interesting ће story 
(might be.” Ooi sees ће cor maintenance: 
ard story aspects of Guangdong as 
complementary, he yin and yong hot 
bring balance to your emationol 
‘engagement wih the game. Pryjmachuk, 
ко, suggest that fixing up the laiha 
gives you important downtime in Jalopy 
Жу. "I like lo have something lo do with 
ту hands while I hink,” he soys. 

Ultimately, Ёз he relationship 
between you and the vehicle thats he 
defining one in his gene. Pymochuk 
has never added on ouforapair option to 

problems would compromise your 
‘connection o he Laika, in Guangdong. 
Darby believes, your responsibility to 
keep Sandy tuning is key ю the whole 

premise. You hove o yo зорӣ 
breaking ond so you automatically 
become Invested in 1, he soys. “Y a bit 
Ihe the Companion Cube was in Portal" 
Оо points ой that Sandy hos been port 
of he Teng fomily longer hon he 
protagonist has, The cor has been 
collecting stories lor decades, ond brings 
secuniy ond familiarity honks o отуз 
childhood memories of rood tips wah her 
porents. "f only à could tok!” 

Darby expects that poy: wil 
onthropomorphise Sondy, not just 
becouse its team has named it, but 
because of the “acts of caring’ required 
Jo keep this idiosyncratic vehicle going. 
The chorocer hey оніме 
1o the cor, he sys, wil 

or commiiment fo going through with 
what you're doing," he soys, "which 
‘almost necesstotes ihe dropping ol 
‘ematonal barriers, | think ће situation 
realy lends tell о exploring deeper 
human tuts, needs, or destes, | reckon 
maybe 75 per cent ol the realy imponan 
decisions Гу made wath my wile have 
been mode on long car journeys = 
geting morte, having о child." 

Pryimachu isn't currently working on 
а followup ю Jalopy, bul woud love lo 
build a roadtrip game again. For its por 
оз publisher, Excalibur is dedicated Io ће 
gerve, ond plans to keep tinkering with 
the formula as new competitors enter he 
тоб. The question is whaler Excalibur 

and its collaborators hove 
inverted something 

depend on how they Road trips are a completely new, or simply 
cro diet We gift for designers Warped rew потоње 
don't have an explicit foil around a wechanch 
personality for Sandy looking to provide чод зе сі mechanics, Bur 

Both ses of develope players with a its worth noting hat other 
agree rood lips ore o gih genres have been born the 
for designers looking to regular cadence same way. When Fullbight 
provide players with о. advent made Gone Ноте, it 

regular codence of of іше moved the combot 
unpredictable adventno. mechanics of s porn! 
“There's o lot you con do withthe open 
rood,” Pryjmachuk soys. “You con put 
олуйа in front ol he characters and 
Жеуге bound to come across й. You can 
organically force a big array of 
ineractons * Rood ips, occording ю 
Darby, ore on ideo! way ю present 
обез hol hoppen lo бе player, her 
thon rendering hem о passive listener. 
“There оге зо many interesting ses to 
tell and places, people, and соз ю el 
them wilh, and зо mony intresting 
interactons among all ha," he says 
"I think ifs о virtual certainty hot П до 
more games in ће roadtrip genre." 

Derby looks al he rood tip asa 
Powder keg of interpersonal droma, 
thanks o the proximity ol o smal group. 
of people over a prolonged period. Из o 
soryelieis dream, since 1 allows lot a 
forced, bu believable trashing ou сі 
longbutied issues "In the сотен of 
diving there's o shored burden of 
солсептовоп, boredom and resignation 

genre, the immersiva sim, in order o 
occonuate those that wore about 
Inmately interacting wih e world 
‘round you. Firsiperson narrative games, 
‘ot walking simulators, have gone Кот 
sengih lo srengh since. 

Similarly, radii developers are 
‘king the competition cu! of driving 
gomes = he elements hat promote 
tension, frustration ond exhilaration = 
о get at o diferen set ol emotions 
Namely, the potential for zen inherent in 
fiddling wih a cor you con! replace or 
update, but only герой. However the 
ood ip game develops, irll be powered 
by hol relationship between mechanic 
‘ond machine. There's ап inital 
‘excitement from leaming about his new 
ппу in your Hie,” Pryimachuk says. "Ви 
the reol reward comes aor а bond forms 
between ће wo, from learning he ішін 
‘ond how lo bes! work around them. I's o 
really positive thing | know what’ best 
here, ond I know Icon help.” № 





KNOWLEDGE 
AETHER ENGINE 

Test fight 
CCP Games and Hadean team up to explore 
the outer limits of massively multiplayer games 

phrose '10,000-player deathmatch’ 
hethar fils you wih excitement, 

dread or simply curiosity = is dificul 1o 
ignore, Crealing one was ha ombiious 
goal of Hadeon, a londonboxed. 
engineering company specialising in 
lorgescole simulation, And at this years 
GOC, with he och demo Eve: Aehor 
Wars, I hit it. The number of concurent 
human players peoked ot 2,379: 
including Al, he deathmatch topped out 
о 10,412 participants, A cumulative otl 
of 3,852 human plots Боне alongside 
10,422 Al pilots, bringing he М number 
of combatonts 1o 14,274 

\ е sor of outlandish space rocas 
you might associate wih, soy, ССР 
Gomes, Lo and behold, ho Evo: Online 

inlerupton зоте even eis inside 
ohers, which is what olows developers 
to have games adapt on ће fy. We've 
reminded of SpatalOS, Improbables 
cloudbased soluton o ceatng persistent 
lorgescole muliployer gome words, Bul 
Hadeon's dien in key овоз HodeonOS 
is natively run across тәйірі servers, and 
doesn rely on middleware. "We're not 
trying o network ond gue together a 
bunch of existing Unreal or Unity servers,” 
Dobson says. "5o when this needs more 
resources, i con spown up now serves, 
ond use cores and memory kom those.” 

Thot approach otracted CCP CEO 
Hilmar Veigar Pélursson s oherlion n 
february of last yeor when Hodeon visted 
CCP: offices. “Immediately we hit off,” 

molar imched, аз he soya. “And when | gol 
evidenced by he ch | ioo ie d vier hey 
de’ rome. ve: Aoher "When this needs were oculi dong ard 
Wars uses assets от it ow they ware doing V, 1 
ССР games some fo TOTO TOSOUTCBS, I ты a kct обоя 
Бик Onine, he пону CON SPAWN UP NEW achwcue we cuneles c 
from Eve; Valkyrie. But ch CCP had on the design 
Hodson is doing the hea 5077813, al id use table in around 2010." 
ing on ho tene ide, cores and memory CC? hod decided таю 
Powered by Наваан. е bul was ко вой, 
Aether Engine is the world’s from those and foo much of a 
fi umbau goning cholenge o mohe 0 
engine: it able to partion large virtual 
spaces, remaining flexible enough to meet 
specihe and evershifing needs. "You con 
basicaly alocate arbirary отоле of 
CPU and computation lo where 1% 
reeded," architec! Matthew Dobson іі: 
us. "So In а game world, you might have 
events that ore hoppering, maybe some 
big bosses spawn and players ore 
grovialing towards them. That port oF he 
world now requires a lol more resources.” 

In Aether Engine, each processor core 
manages a chunk of data, Each chunk 
communicates with he others, so that 
Players con move between them without 

12 

generc ооп = bul Hadean approach 
was so spirally aligned hat t mode 
sensa o support i 

Hypothetical ols began: what # hey 
were lo build on Eve gome inthe engine? 
"I mode litle requirement stements, 
which included 10,000 spaceships, 
without any ime dilaton, leeckicht 
осоп and ой hose kind of ings." 
Pétursson soys, "Out c hol, we stored o 
develop he concept c Aether Wors 
We'd lake spaceships hom Eve: Online, 
make a lechnical proche in Aster 
Engine, and see # we could өз 10,000 
people ю join 1 and what would breok 

ЖШ: & 

it we did" Surprisingly Не, it tumed ou 
Flooded login servers delayed he event 
by obout 30 minutes; otherwise, Asher 
Wors ton extremely well. Boh Hodeon 
‘end CCP are keen o repeat he success, 
опа push the prototype oven фо, 

There ore numerous benefi of testing 
the imis of һе мі меу we can build 
wilh his оп of technology, one of which 
% opening up possibles lor designers = 
"р he limiter oft one variablo, in his cose 
scole, ond developers may sor to create 
enkiely new genres. Hopeful, some of 
them wil be good: we can't help but 
wonder whather anyone really wants а 
10,000 player deathmatch, Indeed, оле 
of Hadeorí fist ideas for his tech demo 
was a 10,000 person batla royale, 
loro CCP pained ou hal бе frst 
players о die would be receiving а raw 
deol, "à à a fun thing fo do?" Pétursson 
says, "I опт thin it will be. But herein lies 
the opportunity. Who would think hat 
going lo Wembley sodium іс waleh 22 
people argue over a ball would be fund 

“Doing things together os 2 shared 
experience is something furdomentaly 
human. Unfortunately, gomes lack he 
‘echrical capabilites, and developers lack 
the imagination ol what would you do in 
that seting, because i's по obvious — 1 
requires о lot of experimentaron” Wih 
CC? having fiedtesed this subject with 
Eve: Online for о decada, ifs Рйммот 
fem, and ones Ike i, 
engineers such os Hodeon's in new. 
drechens, 76 never really seen ССР 
оз jus о compulergome company,” 
Pétusson soys. "We wort lo explore he 
boundaries of human achievement on a 
Jorge social scale. And every tool like he 
Hadean event, wih which we can make i 
even more spectacular, seems Ike the path 
1o explore orcund busines.” т 



‘The main challenges of the event 

Hadean is using Eve assets but Petursson кеі worried about 
the ste af serio shold the tech demo Become something 

eke if there are to parents. the baby?” 



KNOWLEDGE 
DEVELOP: BRIGHTON 

Sea plus 
A look ahead to this year's Develop conference unearths 
another coastal celebration of the UK game industry 

з we ofen mention in hese pages, away from ће heodine octs heres sill INDIE VISIBLE Gomes ore jst few of he big guns 
he annual Develop: Brighton репу o chew on, No event hot focuses Mew he with represented on he schede 

conference in he coastal UK town ofthe on a creative medium that moves ot uch Fado Smwona wich Yet old Develop hands wil tel you 
some name is a highligh cl he Edge a highening pace as games con lord узышу tho ho real action lakes ploce ouside he 
social calendar Ever since їз inception ino stand sil, and ho action ol o muere md main conference. The bor at he len 
2006, 1 has been congregation point ^ dedicated Discoverobily hock is ‘wn de coun Te Metropole is abuzz wih meetings hom 
for an industry hat, for ой ts ability o welcome given how indies, in porscul "бе era оге morning fo night; Meet@Develop lets 
punch above ік weight on he iwenolonal ore in a constar Бойе forthe medios ord be gen iwer own olendees schedule meetings in advance. 
scene, hos chen stuggled o deline o players ann. Among he зекіме Sein PAM fhe show, wih dedcoed rooms 
sense of volf, Thats not to soy #за Hannah Рут, of есені Sido Profle anu жы available lo save you I ing o gel your 
parochial even speakers come hom oll subjects Faibeter Games — he кі, Med © тиден опе signed while standing in a bor, 
‘over he werid, and олепбовв likewise. Everyhing We Did To Chon On Sieom, Меты fending off on adman who's been on 
Ви it helps remind local developers that, should make for enlightening ито ити attendees, the gin since breakfast, For hose who 
while they may be making games for Elsawhera, her's оой ted The Secrets ими, е thal sort of thing, though, here's a 
‘overseas financiers, дөкісерен and Of Influences Marketing. in case youre Song re раме dedicated networking bar, sponsored by 
слотов, hey ae sill a community wondering what to do wih hat one of Ренеа онай тео Engine, in he heat сі the Expo 
Thats made clear by ће keynote тоюп tomatoes you've bean string Hanoi mai Pol which wil be іе to allcomers and 

speakers. Jason and Chis Kingsley, ‘Another odditon а Roundiobles ‘rag, Cancer. packed with game companies showing 
founders of Rebelion, know rock, a seres of pone! thoi wares. There's ово tho usual той of 
a thing or Wo about how : discussions around hor evening, em, ‘oclivikes' which, in ue 
to build a UK videogame Attendees will hear Ьл, but senstive isses. British style, mostly involve о drink or six; 
business = and indeed, from staff at some "ch, commendobly is in previous years oigarisers have 
much more han that no everyone wheeled in тойгу» piled up with bacon 
since t now owns кей of the biggest and белігін of whether oli for pal ed canes ba 
ран c 2090 most successful heye pied up fra moming ofer he inlomous Gl biz porty. 

and recently opened o | Corletence pass. Topics 
$100m film studio in game companies һе IGBTQ« issues, The headline evening 22). 
Orci, They! on the planet mental heath, develop: however, is he newly rebadged Develops 
on heir 26 years in he vrionsaon and paging Stor Awards show. Sreomlined compared 
business during ther ok, indie development ond ıo previous years = # 15 categories 
Rebellen ~The Path To Independence. pregnancy al he some ime. sounds lle to much then believe us, 

Elsewhere, Halo Games boss Sean Al rect on indushy whose росе you've seen обла; here were 24 
Murray wil tell he remarkable story ch eb change is no longer driven solely by the year кісе last = here's о greater 
№ Man's Sty. Released ю о storm of advancements in technology = hough ‘emphasis on rewarding game design, 
contovetsy in 2016, i iso game theres sl репу of thot elsewhere. The чай new catagories such os the Diversity 
tronsloimed, new playable wit fiends Evolve rock, which focuses ёз goze on Str ensuring the ceremony ellc ho 
and in VR, surging in popularly wih the bleeding edge, features іі on eden game indus, A panel of industry 
every update 18 been a rocky road, to topics including machine learning, observers, Edge included, whites down 
pati mildly, bul he lessons Muroyhos lacationbased VR and бе use cl vital the shots; a body of UK game devs 
learned along the way orm a tale wel ^ твой in aining the emergency services, picks he winners. The oforementoned 
woth hearing. He'll be eling the sory Across the ther conference tod, Sean Muray, of Hello Games, wil be 
wif he help ef Edge еіс Nathan onendees will hear hom чой ot some of receiving a special award, we're told. 
Brown, but don't let hot put you of the bigges! and most success game Apparently we won't be required on 

Remaining keynotes wil be componies on the plana (ond Bo Wore) sage to help him accep! i and bask 
announced in е титир to he show, but — Ubisofi Rovio, Micros, EA ond Riot in he glory. Maybe next year. ш 

“ =роє 





DEMON DAYS 
Exit 73 Studios’ spirited debut is о playable 
cartoon that puts а vibrant wist on vampire slaying 
J you ought being a teenager wat bod, 
spare a thought los Backy Brewster she's olo 
gol vompires to worry about, #ВШО is o weledy syish 2D brawler influenced by Bay Tha Vampire Slayer and Cartoon 
Network shows. “We und бе ой ales ol 
The Powerpufl Gel ond Dexters Laboratory 
to ку ord лә! ihat Sandoy morning caren 
eol" designer Chris Burns tells us. #BLUD'S 
demons ore os key to be any os 

ноњия, "Every vilain vil hove vampiri 
Жетет bu a nt tay every moni 
‘rook ike о баве трио Bors vay rien compar Du T 

ffl gome. “We о conglomerate 
кке honor mores ol he 

101 gnd 90: We aer gang юну end ‘einen vampire ore, bul we ore gon o 
ри our т animated wist оп No тікше: dre ist yer keep sharpening hose sles, в 

e 





KNOWLEDGE 
TALK/ARCADE 

Soundbytes 
Game commentary in snack-sized mouthfuls 

“It has been a fucking 
nightmare. The fact that 
we're still so afraid of a 
topic like weed instead 
of the murder 
simulators you 
can market any time, 
anywhere, it's shocking." 

ers Mike Wilton 

“Emerging 
тейеп Же 

leon TII 
permanent 88 per 
cent revenue share 

"Sorry for losing my temper. 

Someone threw a fucking 
raw crab at me. 
Barely missed my head. 
What the fuck man?" 
Juan "Hungrybox" DeBiedma 
definitely stinker side c. 

ARCADE 
WATCH 
Keeping on eye on the 
coin-op gaming scene 

Scandal is rare in the arcade scene 
these days, but а fuss broke out 
recently after one of the most 
legendary rarities in coin-op 
history found its way onto ROM 
sites. Akka Arrh was in 
development at Atar in the early 
39805 to the extent that 
production of cabinets had begun, 
fl was the work of Dave Ralston 
and Mike Haly, Atari employees. 
‘with credits on the ler of 720% 
Paperboy and APB - Al Points 
Bulletin. A sort of 360° spin on 
Missile Command, it was deemed 
too complex forthe mass market, 
and so was Killed off 

As far as arcade historians are 
aware, only three Akka Arch 
Cabinets exist today, and are in the 
hands of collectors, playable only. 
at the occasional community event 

until a recent MAMEWorld. 
forum thread warned readers to 
"it down on the tollet before. 
reading this or else you wil shit 
your pants." Akka Атту ROM had 
been dumped, and one of the last 
‘great rarities finally became 
Playable in МАМЕ 

‘Allegedly, the ROM was stolen. 
So the story goes, an engineer 
dumped the Akka Arrh ROM file 
‘while maintaining a collectors 
Cabinets The source, according to 
an Ars Technica report, is reliable: 
another collector who has owned 
Akka arch as well as other prized 
aries, such as the unreleased 
Marble Madness sequel, Marble 
Man, Sceptics have pointed out it 
would be difficult for a contractor 
to hook up a ROM burner and a 
PC without being noticed. 

The case has sparked debate 
about whether games like Akka 
Ат should be available for 
Preservation' sake, and whether 
2 MAME release harms the value 
ofa (stil very rare) cabinet, ог 
enhances it, since more people will 
bbe aware of its existence. We're on 
the fence, but one thing's for sure: 
we'd love to play Marble Man, 
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My Favourite Game 
Sam Sykes 
The fantasy author on Hidetaka Miyazaki's influential 
character designs and writing around random encounters 

от Sykes is o novelist wih wo high nomo he hos given liso to protec mede no apologies lor being pasionate 
fantasy logias under his belt. When FANTASY. || flame and aber you defeat him, there в or caring about people. Тһе urge for a lol 

hes not wing dosharfcton on Tier mini on absence ol avons isto wrie chorocers who ore 
wih allow walter Chuck Wendig, he's ‘logis Moms Gate lis, Tanga cre for әкесі; ond fef 
конур gore Hopes vin Ба TTL, 4 o pupils eyes ond Бодо so boring because you um tha charactar 
proe Hor, һе discusses ЕНЕДІ п донот bok Ќе о тот, lols into onoher cbuiocle. 
Dok Sods A Unk o Пе обет a mob bai pone EEE 

tdo en © hounded expressions tim going tough Persona 5, ond Tt kind 
Whats your earliest memory of games? 222022. «дай averyhing Iva boon юта 
The legend of Zelo: A lint To The Post тей Stra! When you're describing characters, do obov because that game в nothing but 
was ће Мн game where | wos ji EL you ever take cues from thot approach? тооп Al of he monsters ond 
completely glued lo the screen. My mom o concept of a rondom  everying there is only in service lo 
tonled I ол Blockbuster. Unt hen, | a dungeon ond фе characters finding ther emotions 
though! games were like, "nove fom leh ghi on ogre, ond is зо point isto 
to right, and whatever gets in your way, "Tier to Fn yantan” perience so, Have you ever thought 
attack Y. dont wont жу before | Tred wandten You con level up ond All of the monsters about writing for games? 
played lnk To Tho Post! wanted obo a Қамат йі rene 1o he net bos You and everything 1 have, and I'm definitely 
banker, and then | played Zelda = bui 
her it, | started writing stories and they 
had similarities: о telepathic princess, о 
stormy night, sneaking into a dungeon. 

ina book 

ру Stained Red, the 
єз ore his 

there is only in 
service to the 
characters finding 

open t i Ever since 
childhood the ulimote 
dream has been to moke 
my own, But you know, 
with everyhing | hear 

You've spoken in the past about how ШОТ, violent cl who oppor {heir emotions" boul he goma indus, i 
Hidetoka Miyazaki pushes for emotion зу, ene Vel the desperis 7” ! becomes mor and more 
in his Soulsborne character designs. meta slasher movies. ће story you go, you realise most of daunting, And | don't know if I'd want to 
How does that inspire you? КЕТА them ore under crushing poverty, ond make o tipleA gome. | find that Indie 
In Western games, the emphasis of а 
monster is to make you feel like о badass 
for taking it down, One early boss in 
Dragon Age is his huge snarling ogre, 
and the fi thing you see ìs it eating 
someone and throwing hele body 
‘agains! ће ground, Compare 
that o Gwyn, ће final boss of 
Dark Souls. Sure, he's carrying 
a huge flaming sword, but when 
yeu lock at him, he's по! hulking 
or menacing, His eyes ore 
sunken, his beard is scroggly 
he looks weak! You see tha 

20 

they’ 
by society. So when our heroes kil hem, 
hey re basically kiling someone that 
wos so desperate that hey tumed to 
drosi meons to survive. That has on 

Ts Lockhart hom Final Fantasy VI. 
loved that she was so in une with hor 
өтей jr inio he осоп, bul 

games have өсімі syle, whereas wih 
"ipleA games, i feels like а race Io sas 
who can make the most hidel pores 

So what's your favourite game? 
Aline, ГЇ have o go with Final Fantasy 
Vid played RPGs before tha, Im а 
huge fon of he Breath OF Fire series, but 
those gomes had characters, and some 
of them were just lle... here. Final 
fantasy Vi was бе fis! gome | played 
where everybady had a reason for doing 
what hey were doing. Except for Vincent 
1 don't know what his deal wos. Ші 
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THIS MONTH ON EDGE 
When we weren't doing everything else, we were thinking about stuff like this 

Monster cot — Teething issues 
болбо ond Puzzle & The lve-oction Sonic is 
Dragons = he most being redesigned. Con 

ambitious crossover ever yow edit Coolio out ook 

Elfing and Jeffing ^ Lobo Link 
Overwothgeto 2482 VR mede im 

player facing gome what we'd dreom of, 
siping sytem. You but ot lost he 

balance it, hon framerate’ terrible 

Flow like water Code violation 
Дезеге, ships, cheese А Dark Room is pulled 

? strat = Sekio speechuns Кот Switch eShop over 
. ore geting rievlous hidden code editor 

War of the words Опе million tweets 
Microsofts "rash tolê Тһе rol Clopirap ives on 
‘ide is nicely done Randy Pichons Twiter 

E 
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Dialogue 
Send your views, using 
‘Dialogue’ as the subject 
line, to edge@futurenet.com 
Our letter of Ihe month wins 
a year's subscription to 
PlayStation Plus, courtesy of 
Sony Interactive Entertainment 

PlayStation.Plus 

2 

Prime suspect 
Having watched the character models in 

railers for the live-action Sonic The 
kachu, my interest 

is piqued by both for entirely different 
reasons. While Detective P 
decent, thanks to the humility and talent of 
Ryan Reynolds, Sonic looks like a 
ready to unfold. Possibly the main problem is 

‘hu looks 

imwreck 

compared to the Pokémon, whereas the latter 
look cartoonish, detailed and faithfully 
recreated. The Pokémon seem somewhat less 
disturbing and o 

e hype 
ly proportioned legs and trainers, and 

putting when compared to 
realistic Sonic, with the somewhat 

unnatural lack of gloves. 
‚king past that, if you 

can, the plot as a whole looks 
awful and highly derivative 
(somebody's seen X-Men in 
regards to that time-pause) 
Jim Can 
mostly unfamiliar apart from 
brief cameo at tl 
actually looks something close 
to Eggman. I honestly don't 
know who they're targeting 
any adults who wilfully want to 
see this, [don’t know what to say to you, and 
1 can't see kids really wanting to see this 
character in cinemas either. 

However, if somebody at Edge is willing 
to forfeit their time and 
these movies for the magazine... well then, 
р 
be intrigued to 
Owen Hiscock 

id (somewhat remorsefully) 
ar about both, 

As we go to press, it appears they're going 
on Sonic. Phew 

New tricks 
As of writing, the Wired interview with 
Mark Cerny is still doing the rounds, and 
with Microsoft expected to launch the next 
iteration of the Xbox at E3, it seems we 
have finally made it to the next generation. 

“Where else 
can the humble 
controller go, 
and is it folly 

nd where һе lo assume that 
this is it?” 

Of course improvements such as an SSD 
drive, no loading times and the near 
mythical of 8K are seriously head 
turning, and seem st a full 
generational leap, but what I'm most excited 
about is also likely to be the place of least 

ration — the controller. 
We are now looking at two decades since 

the du stick controller became de rigueur, 
and, Nintendo aside, the standard seems to 
be the one place where it is essentially a bête 
noire to digress from this norm. Granted, 
most triple-A games nowadays fall into the 
first- or thirdperson action-adventure genre. 
and therefore this standard seems best 
suited to cater to these types of titles, but 

Teannot accept that this is a 
plateau for player control 
Last gen Sony trialled its 
in-controller mie and touchpad, 
neither of which seem to have 
really have taken off, and 
Microsof 
the if it ain't broke’ mentality 

nd tried to perfect what it 
ady had, Even with the 

Switch, Nintendo seems likely 

doubled down on. 

to ditch advances such as HD 
rumble with the next iterations. 

But this can't be ít, right? The controller 
y 

20008 will be the one that I clutch in the 
grave, having played GTAXIV? Where else 
can the humble controller go, and ік it folly 
to assume that this is it? 
Martin Hollis 

that I played Ape Escape with in the e 

A susp 
what's on the cover, Martin. Have you 
been going through our recycling again? 

sly well-timed missive given 

The missing 
As usual, after werk take ny way to the 

vay PS4 to relax, unwind 
and uncouple mysel from the corporate 
ord 1epend too much of my day within. 
This isn't a particularly novel journey by 
modern standards but mine ls often filed 

room contain 



with guilt because while m staring at my 
monitor, my roommate is downstairs. As a 
result 1 often keep my play sessions to a 
minimum so I can join them later on. 

Usually, by the time I move into the 
living room later in the evening they are also 
relaxing by playing mobile games, binging 
crime dramas or doing а jigsaw puzzle. The 
social time I've lost with them by playing, 
videogames in the other room inevitability 
makes me feel more guilty. 

However, something struck me while 
reading Steven Poole’s Trigger Happy in 
Esso. I now realise my guilt was largely for 
nothing, as playing mobile games, bingeing 
crime dramas or doing a jigsaw puzzle are 
helping my roommate unwind in the same 
way videogames are helping me. They are 
all simply puzzles of varying degrees of 
interactivity and challenge. 

"The benefits from puzzle-solving in my 
current play sessions of Sekiro will provide 
a similar relief to my flat mate trying to 
guess whodunnit in CSI or finishing a level 
of Candy Crush. 1 realise now that both our 
methods of puzzle-solving are equally 
important after a long day's work and 1 
shouldn't feel guilty about not socialising 
straight away, Instead we're both doing 
ourselves a favour by unwinding in our 
own unique ways. 
Zak Evans 

Woll, we all have to do what we must to get 
through the day. We're not sure we'd call 
playing Sekiro ‘unwinding; mind you. 

Tvej 
two close friends (1 cried) and it got me 
thinking about the first big commitment 1 
can remember making: Nintendo 64 or Sony 
PlayStation? Nintendo won out in the end 
thanks to the likes of Mario Kart 64, Mario 
64 et al (again, cried) though it also meant 
‘that I missed out on a lot of Sony exclusives 
(I've still not played Final Fantasy VII despite 
an adoration of the genre). 

Fast-forward 20-odd years and I can now 
play Final Fantasy ҮП on my Switch, PS4, PC 
ог Xbox One (if had one), but I might not 
ever do so. Much like every relationship there 
comes a point where familiarity, or over- 
familiarity, creates a barrier to loving, 

overcoming that barrier and potentially getting 
married, for others it means staring at a 
colossal library of Steam games before deciding. 
to switch the PC off and watch trash on Netflix 
in deathly silence just to get a taste of 
something different. Sorry, Final Fantasy VII, 
1 don't think you'll ever pull me away from 
endlessly watching twee crime dramas, 

Which brings me onto choice, or more 
specifically, Stadia, which from what I 
understand is partly billing itself as a choice 
of how to experience games, though the 
unintentional choice appears to be whether 1 
want to play games uninterrupted from a di 
or play games with shoddy streaming quality 
оп an average internet connection in suburban 
Wales. Unoriginal sarcasm aside, I'm willing to 
bet that Google's attempt to marry up gaming 
audiences and platforms into a new community 
streaming service will ultimately end in an 
inamicable divorce, as people realise that a 
committed relationship to a personal game 
library has far more appeal than a library that. 
everyone has as a little bit on the side. 

But then what do I know? I once bought 
Chameleon Twist before realising my mistake 
and selling it weeks later. 
Alexander Davies 

So what you're saying is that if Google's new 
internal development wing makes a Midsomer 
Murders game, you'll be all over it? Us too. 
For the second month in 2 row, irony decides 
the recipient of a year's PS Plus. All yours. 

Line of duty 
Thank you for the lovely article on EverQuest 
(E331). Who would have thought it was actually 
still being played, let alone recently increasing in 
popularity? Apparently this has to do with the 
designers preserving the original version's 

DISPATCHES 
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o 
nach cor 
cd 
‘eon age nae 

esoterie nature: make the game about 
exploration, preferably with help (or 
misinformation) from others, It's heartwarming 
то read that the designers actually talk with and 
learn from fans setting up their own servers, 
‘This is why I don’t play World Of Warcraft any 
‘more, but have been contemplating returning 
to their upcoming Classic Ge vanilla) release, 

However, reading about the compromises 
Blizzard is making with its re-release, Lam 
having my doubts. The thing is, the charm of 
old-school MMOs is their lack of accessibility 
1 want to find myself spending time to find 
people to raid with, I want unclear directions 
so 1 might stumble onto something I wasn't 
expecting, 1 want some quests to be too hard, 
too long, too weird, because that's what makes 
‘them memorable, Above ай, want to need other 
people's help. There's nothing more uniting than 
the feeling of us against the world. 

1 must admit, this genre requires a critical 
mass of players, and thus, if WOW Classic turns 
ош to be too repulsive, they won't stay around, 
In retrospect, its 2005 release seems like the 
perfect storm of ‘something so new, everybody 
has to try it and “something so new, it's still 
rough around the edges} and I doubt we'll ever 
experience something like it again. 

EverQuest sounds more like the kind of game 
1 could end up playing for the next three years 
оп a daily basis (Clash Royale is finally starting 
to feel a bit stale, and Fantasy Strike still has to 
be offically released), Dare I make the plunge? 
1 find myself afraid I'l be the only one who 
doesn’t know the game like the back of their 
hand. Please write about the next MMO which 
has a clean slate, so I can be part of the next 
‘massively multiplayer adventure, 
Robert August de Meijer 

Indeed, part of tbe charm of many games 
of this ilk is that you fall in love with them 
despite their laws, Removing them from a 
later version may make for a technically better 
game, but something gets ost along the way. 
Perhaps that's why all these GaaS releases are 
such a mess at launch: we await Anthem's 
transformation into greatness with interest. 
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is videogame hardware dead, or at S so rahe a 
details about next year's PSs, that 

seems to be the bet that Google is making 
with its Stadia game-streaming service. In 
this bright future, gone will be the days of 
large upfront investments in black boxes 
that become — progressively | more 
technologically obsolete over their lifespans. 
Instead, cutting-edge games will be more 
accessible to everyone, everywhere. No one 
will care about the particular box doing the 
calculations in some server farm. The 
Videogame industry will be finally free to be 
all about the games. The attraction is 
obvious, though you won't catch me fogging 
my Neo Geo Pocket Color or Game Boy 
Advance SP on eBay, because these pieces of 
exquisite consumer hardware design are 
physical memory palaces that are crammed 

the hours of pleasure 1 got from using 
them. But more generally the idea that, in 
the digital age, we won't mind if everything 
becomes immaterial is plainly false, as 
evidenced by the resurgence in music 
released on vinyl and, more recently, even 
cassette tape, And people who play games on 
their phones still care about the phone's 
hardware. Soin this respect, the fact that the 
Stadia controller looks во utterly and safely 
generic = like a DualShock crossed with an 
Xbox controller and then rigorously super- 
blandified by a crack committee — seems 
like the wrong way to go. I would be more 
interested in Stadia if the controller were 
innovative, like the N64’s, or just insanely 
weird, like Steel Battalion's. 

As a grizzled veteran of virtual failure 
and death, though, what did pique my 
interest was the Stadia feature called State 
Share, by which players can follow a link to 
an exact moment in any game. The 
analogous thing has always been possible in 
other forms of media — you can simply 
quote a passage of text from page 296 of a 
book without requiring someone to read the 
first 295 Pages; you can show them a clip 

% 
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STEVEN POOLE 

Trigger Happy 
Shoot first, ask questions later 

What State Share also 
promises is an entirely new 

way for videogame players to 
interact in a ludic way 

from late on im a movie without forcing 
them to sit through two hours, and so forth. 
But (short of extremely fine-grained cheat 
codes), this has never been possible in 
videogames. All that is available is video of 
someone else playing through that particular 
part of the game, which is of course very 
different from experiencing it yourself. And 
the fact that this has hitherto been 
impossible is a shame for the discursive 
development of videogame culture in 
general, particularly for those of us who 
would like to appreciate and discuss certain 

game moments that we are certain we will 
never be able to experience for ourselves, 

I'm completely sure I would hugely enjoy 
just wandering around the blasted natural 
beauty of the later levels in Sekiro: Shadows 
Die Twice, for example, but there's no way in 
hell (almost quite literally) that I'm ever 
going to get there myself, having regretfully 
come to the settled opinion that, for me, 
From’s remarkable-looking games are Just 
Too Hard, and to work on my guitar 
shredding is both easier and more rewarding 
for me, if not for my band’s audiences), But 
if someone were to State Share some 
amazing moment from late in Sekiro so that 
1 could feel it rather than simply watching 
someone else ace it with a flurry of 
confusing twitches on YouTube, that would 
be very interesting, 

‘The obvious problem with this concept, 
of course, is that what is exciting about a 
moment late on in а game is usually bound 
up intimately with what you have learned to 
do in it, through painstaking hours of skill 
acquisition, practice with your gadgets and 
weapons and working your way up through 
the enemy ranks. Drop me in the latter 
stages of Sekiro and, if I'm actually required 
to fight, all you'll be sharing with me is 
depressing series of baffled instadeaths; 
which, frankly, 1 can already get at home. 

But what State Share also promises is an 
entirely new way for videogame players not 
only to show each other things, but to 
interact in а ludic way — so, at least, hinted 
Dylan Cuthbert of Pixellunk studio 
Q-Games, who said that his team is working 
on something built around this as a 
gameplay feature. If this presages a future 
where it is more often possible just to jump 
in to beautiful parts of a game without 
having to grind for dozens of hours to earn 
the right to consume the good parts of the 
digital product one has paid for, then I'm all 
in — but still, hands off my old hardware. 
Seven Poole Trier Ha 
‘mason, Vit ыл cate Snow available om 
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NATHAN BROWN 

Big Picture Mode 
Industry issues given the widescreen treatment 

runch is a topie Ive consciously 
( avoided writing about ever since | 

penned the first Big Picture Mode 
some 380 years ago. If I'm perfectly honest, 
Tm a little conflicted about it. Don't get me 
wrong — I am not about to try and defend 
multimillionaires working their rank and file 
to the bone. But as regular readers of this 
page will know, 1 like nuance, and lament its 
absence from modern-day videogame 
discourse. This column, after all, was at first 
envisioned as using prints distance from the 
34-hour news cycle to take a more even- 
handed, zoomed-out look at the issues of the 
day. Admittedly it has since become a 
monthly cry for help from an increasingly 
addled new parent, but that's not to say we 
can't yank it back on track every so often. 

Whenever T read a report about working 
conditions at some triple-A studio or other, 
Т have the same human response a 
(hopefully) you do: how infuriating, and how 
miserable, that people in the business of 
creating fun should be working under such 
conditions, But there are degrees of this stuff. 
Some are worse than others Yet we tar them 
all with the same brush, repeat the same calls 
for bosses to be fired, for developers to 
unionise, for would-be consumers to vote 
with their wallets. 

Т see why, but I'm not sure that gets us 
anywhere. After Kotaku published its story 
about Rockstars working conditions shortly 
before the release of Red Dead Redemption 2 
last year, the Edge inbox received several 
emails insisting we factor the report into our 
review score, I replied to one of the more 
even-handed ones, pointing out that if we did 
that, we could never review another 
videogame without first having sight of each 
developers timesheets. In any case, the 
report itself didn't exactly paint a black-and- 
white picture of the development conditions 
at Rockstar, by its author's own admission. 

Yet there was a clear running theme to the. 
Rockstar report: there was still a culture, even 
if an unspoken one, of overwork. I know, from 
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We tar them all with the same 
brush, repeat the same calls 
for bosses to be fired, for 
developers to unionise 

the devs Г speak to, that this is, if not an 
industry-wide thing, at least still a prevalent 
one. Perhaps it comes from those tales of 
Japanese legends sleeping under their desks 
to get some stone-cold classic over the line. 
Maybe it's just another example of late-stage 
capitalism screwing over the many to line the 
pockets of the few. Most likely the truth lies 
somewhere in between, in stories no one is 
either willing, or able, to tell 

‘The recent fuss around Fortnite puts this 
into its starkest context yet. It seems to me 
that a degree of crunch is inevitable if you 
wake up one morning to find that your game 

has exploded in popularity. If you want to 
stay on top with a game like this, you need to 
ensure you update constantly, keeping the 
game in the headlines, on Twitch and 
‘YouTube, and therefore uppermost in players” 
minds. You also need to hire; Epic has done 
that at pace (Polygon's report pointed out 
that, at the time of publication, there were 
more than зоо vacancies on Epic's 
recruitment page). But that doesn't solve the 
problem either, because the overworked staff 
now have to worry about training up the new 
arrivals as well as their own swollen to-do 
lists, The only remaining options are 
compensation — Fortnite developers are 
apparently getting three or four times their 
annual salaries in bonuses — or to slow down 
the pace of updates. But doing that runs the 
risk of the game falling in popularity, and all 
those people potentially losing their jobs, 

1 don't know what the way out of that is, 
But I do see, in Epic, a company that knows it 
has a problem and is trying to figure out how 
to fix it. Lumping it in with a Rockstar, or a 
Netherrealm (a recent exposé sparked a claim 
that a developer had literally died at their 
desk) or the Japanese desk-sleepers of yore 
not only doesn't seem fair — 1 don’t think it 
helps, either. It sends a message that trying 
to alleviate crunch by spending money 
doesn't work, and won't win you any friends. 
So you might as well just use that $100 bill to 
light another cigar. The hell with the workers, 

Please don't read this as a lack of empathy 
‘on my part. Believe me, 1 know plenty about 
overwork; you don't make a videogame 
‘magazine every four weeks in the year 2019 
without making sacrifices. 1 realise that there 
is little appetite for nuance in an era where 
outrage is the default position. But just as 
this industry can do better in its treatment of 
its staff, во can we all in the way we analyse 
it. Anyway, sorry for the tangent. Ill get back 
to the important stuff — mosning about my 
kids — next month. 
Қайша Brow ls Edge edi, and i fly aware of he 
irony in im writing is it ot эолар ово Tuesday 
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ALEX HUTCHINSON 

Hold To Reset 
Building o new game, а new studio and a new life from the ground up 

ometimes it seems like game Sn Im mem 
We develop core tech, while building 

content in parallel, while writing the script, 
while growing the team, while bizarrely doing 
press (usually before the game is finished). 
"Ihe industry's roots in technology probably 
contribute to the fear of something being old. 
or surpassed, which leads to this ridiculous 
situation even though it makes a hard job 
even worse, So it is that we are preparing our 
Es demo, while iterating on our alpha build, 
while showing early code to the press, and to 
compound the challenge, while Sony and 
Microsoft decide to announce new hardware. 

‘And just like the release of Xbox One X 
and Playstation Pro, these releases are coming 
at a much faster rate than earlier generations. 
Both Microsoft and Sony seem to be pursuing. 
strategies akin to the way in which cellphone. 
manufacturers work, with incremental 
upgrades released every few years and a big 
push for compatibility across multiple 
consoles. This feels like a weird decision, 
even ignoring that traditionally hardware has 
been sold at a loss and then subsidised by 
software. Historically, one of the primary 
benefits of consoles was that you bought 
them, plugged them іп, inserted (or 
downloaded) your game and started to play. 
No setting up of drivers, no compatibility 
issues, no messing around, and never that 
creeping sense of the PC player that everyone 
else is playing a better-looking, smoother- 
running version of the game than you are. 

But assuming this isn't a disastrous 
decision that will make it impossible for 
casual players to know which console they 
should buy, and which console supports 
which software — and that it won't mean that 
each new game will come with a spreadsheet 
to show you which Xbox or PlayStation the 
game you may want to buy will actually work 
оп — then what does it mean for a studio like 
"Typhoon? In short, it means more work. 

Working on shifting sands is never fun. 
Making a game for nonexistent hardware is 
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Working on shifting sands 
is never fun. Making a 

videogame for nonexistent 
hardware is even worse 

even worse. But as these new consoles (and 
I've yet to see firm details) seem iterative, and 
we're late in our dev cycle, it's a different 
issue. Because of our smaller team size, we 
can't build the kind of assets that these 
machines can apparently push. And since we 
want to reach the biggest audience possible 
across multiple consoles, the best solution is 
to aim for the middle and make one game 
that works on everything, regardless of power. 
In fact, the quality and quantity of assets you 
‘would need to create to push these machines 
are beyond the budgets of almost everyone 
except the multinationals. So you can expect 

a Sony, Ubisoft or Rockstar game to make 
your purchase worthwhile, but not much else. 

On the other hand, new hardware 
hopefully means new players, and ifthe guts 
of the machine are sensible, then it should be 
relatively simple to support and we can 
maybe sell a few more copies. Savage Planet 
looks pretty great on a АК screen, so 1 guess 
there's that. But with the alternative future of 
gaming being pushed by Microsoft and 
Google being all about subscriptions and 
streaming services, why increase the rate of 
hardware production? 10 they truly believe 
that the next ‘real’ generation will no longer 
be a physical box, then surely longer cycles 
makes sense ан opposed to shorter ones? Or 
perhaps this is a retail Trojan horse that alms 
to push their hardware pipeline toward 
updates so that they can upgrade gaming 
boxes into the streaming hubs of the future? 

We will know soon enough, and we will 
no doubt be dazzled by sheets of numbers, 
My hope is that they articulate their strategy 
for consoles, so devs can understand what the 
landscape ix likely to look like for the next 
five or ten years and plan accordingly. 

Because even as a consumer, I'm certain 
what I'm going to do, 1 love new hardware. 1 
love the smell of fresh engineering as you 
take it out of the box, I love а new controller, 
and 1 love the first day of bringing it home 
with a stack of new games to test, even if 
your parents accidentally bought the 
‘education series’ math version of Donkey 
Kong Jr for your brand new NES, But for me, 
part of that joy was that it was usually a 
significant leap, and 1 hadn't felt the need to 
shell out a bunch of cash for several years 
Better still, it didn't complexify my current. 
gaming setup: it ushered in a new generation 
of gaming experiences. But looking at it right. 
now, the minor iterations Sony and Microsoft. 
are hinting at don't seem to fulfil any of 
those criteria, so for the first time in 20 
years, maybe Ill skip the next generation! 
le icon io Funder of Monica based Tyson Studi He can be found on Tete ot Banatan lic 
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MOST 
WANTED 
Blood а Truth 

Stop hitting yourself 
Despite decades of technological progress, violence remains the default 
language of videogames. For all that the designers’ vocabulary has 
expanded, and continues to do so, most of its verbs are still describing 
various ways of hurting things. As such, this month's Hype crop is a rare one 
indeed; for a change of pace, and to perhaps cleanse the palate before 
another presumably blood-sooked E3, we have largely put the guns away. 
We can't help what we've become, however - clearly all that fighting 

does something to you. That, at least, is our excuse for why we ask Frontier 
Developments, maker of the intriguing Planet Zoo (p38), what would 
happen if we were to put carnivores and their prey in the same enclosure. 
That, judging by the devs’ reaction, is emphatically not part of the plan. 
These are believable creatures, with their own Al routines and some of the 
most lifelike animations we've seen. We might as well have asked them 
which of their pets would win in a fight to the death. 
We don't really expect to see the brutality of the food chain in a game set 

in a zoo, admittedly. Yet in El Hijo (p50) we find something truly subversive, 
at least in the context of a videogame. Honigs eye- 
catching adventure is set in the Old West, but there's nary 
а gun in sight; it's a stealth game with no snapped necks 
or closeup knife kills, just а kid trying to evade the local 
guards. Fail, and there are no grisly death scenes: you're 
simply popped back at the nearest checkpoint. 

15 certainly not a typical month when one of the more 
violent titles we feature is a driving game. Yet the makers 
of Pacer {p46} have an excuse. This is a most earnest 
tribute to the futuristic racers of yore, and you can't make 
a game that feels like WipEout without mounting guns on 
a few ontigrav bonnets. Pacer may not feel much like 
progress, but that is precisely the point - and rather than 
the odd one out, it's merely proof of the progress games 
are making, for all that they remain in hock to the past. 
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Working full-time on. 
its spatial audio. 
"Audio is very 
important for any VR 
game," Chahi says. 
"Especially for Paper 
Beast, because the 
Universe isnot realistic, 
To make it believable, 
we need to have 
sounds that are 
believable, but they 
have to syne correctly 
with activity because 
this world is od 
the edge of the 

such as paper itself. 
The firstperson view 
ensures that much of 
Chahi direction relies 
оп sound, “Its difficult: 
if something is 
happening behind the 
player and you really 
want them to see this 
without saying, "еу. 
stop, look here at this 
cinematic thing then 
you have to prepare 
your scenography, 
your level design. 
Its pretty hard." 
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PAPER BEAST 

ight years on from the release of his 
previous game, you'd be forgiven for 
thinking Erie Chahi, creator of Another 

World and Heart Of Darkness, had given up on 
videogames. But he assures us that’s not the 
case, “After From Dust, 1 took some rest; he 
tells us. One year passed, after which he 
began to play around with physics and aD. 
procedural locomotion in Unity; another year 
later, he'd meet programmer Francois Sahy. 
Initially, Sahy was simply hoping to pick 
Chahi's brain on creating realistic fluid 
simulation; the two ended up collaborating on 
“dream project” in 2014, a 3D interactive lava 
simulator for a voleano museum on the island 
of Réunion. “I love volcanoes,” Chahi laughs 
"Maybe you know that.” 

Indeed, Chahi's fascination with the lava 
spewing landmarks has coloured much of his 
work on games. None more so than Paper 
Beast, however: the forthcoming VR-first title 
= and indeed, Chahí's new studio ~ sprang 
directly from the fertile ground of that dream 
project. "We started another project, a VR 
volcano experience only for that museum; he 
says, deseribing how their photogrammetry 
work and lava-flow simulation recreated the 
experience of being caught among an erupting 
volcano. It was his first experience developing. 
for virtual reality. "After that, I decided to 
create another game with a team, and that 
was the start of Pixel Reef” 

Chahi's studio, founded in 2016, is a 
product of necessity. "I created games alone а 
long time ago, and there was that freedom of 
just being really independent” he says. "But 
today it's difficult to really work alone. 1 tried 
atthe beginning, but I would have had to 
reduce the scope of Paper Beast” With several 
challenges to address — robust interactive 
simulation, developing fora new platform, 
and even just the various demands of 
publishing a game nowadays ~ Chahi 
needed а team he could rely оп. 

"The result, so far, is captivating. Paper 
Beast stylised world — a strange ecosystem 
hat's sprung up in the digital void of Big 
Data — is eerie, watercolour clouds bleeding 
into achingly vast stretches of sand. It's arid, 
but not entirely barren. Origami wildlife 
wanders the plains: dainty-footed quadrupeds 

with their hacks folded into impossible 
arches, collaged arachnids skittering across. 
the dunes, As a kind of unseen god, you 
interact with these creatures and their 
environment to learn more about them. Pick 
up the unfortunate things by a leg or a tail, 
and you can set them down wherever you 
wish. You might encourage a larger creature to 
move an obstacle or dig in a certain spot, or 
bring together predators and prey to observe 
their behaviour, Smaller beasts, for instance, 
will huddle close to large ones for protection 
against their medium-sized predators. 

А sandbox-style portion of the world 
allows you to shape terrain and create your 
own ecosystem, but it's the main narrative 
that is set to intrigue most. You're also a VR 
interloper in Paper Beast's narrative, you see, 
trying to pick apart this phenomenon. “An 
engineer didn't code this ecosystem ~ it just 
emerged? Chahi says. “And then you discover 

“It's something artificial, but 
very fragile and vulnerable, 
like real wildlife is” 

that world, like a virgin land. And the 
interesting topic is if wildlife grew inside Big 
Data, what would be the pressure on it? Big 
Data itself could be a pressure on that bubble 
of life. It's something artificial, but very 
fragile and vulnerable, like real wildlife is” 

He cites Playdead's Inside as an influence 
on the progression of the adventure. "There ік 
no clear goal that is given to the player - for 
Paper Beast, it’s the same. You arrive in that 
world in a very curious way. Imagine you're. 
dropped in the Serengeti, and you walk. You 
don't know where to go. But things happen 
that lead you forward, and in the end, you 
have a natural view of everything” Your 
goal shifts according to your developing 
understanding of the world. "There are a lot 
of surprising moments and twists in Paper. 
Beast Chahi smiles. On the face of it 
however, this is just what we'd expect from 
the Another World creator: a hauntingly 
beautiful landscape in constant, dangerous 
flux, made more spellbinding than ever 
before with the help of a VR headset. B 

өк chabi, centr of 
Paper Boast and Phal Reef cofounder 

* 
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here's a moment in our demo of Planet favourite animal = and if the player feels like 
the follow-u tie veir fi sn't been given as much love 

evelopments' theme-park sim Plane s another species, that would be a shame 
Coaster, that captures perfectly the f aster isn't the only Frontier game 

he clouds, overseeing all creation, before ест. "There's a lot of DNA in Planet 
plummeting with all the sudden gravi history” Marsh says, pointing 

rollercoaster drop, into an en filled w the aforementioned Jurassic World 
lions. Each member of this small pride roams Evolution, which applied the studio's 
around with convincing independence, one management-sim template to a park full of 
clambering down a slope to paddle around dinosaurs. Beyond that, there's Zoo Tycoon 

player-constructed pool, The cam nd its Kinectimals games for Microsoft an 
pushes in further still, until we can pick o further back still, the PS2 game Dog's Life. Th 
every strand of fur in their manes. What п elped equip the animation and programming 
it truly remarkable is the scale, and the teams, many of whom worked on these earlier 
contrast between the bird's- and worm’s-eye projects, with the skills needed to create 
views. The demo repeats the trick, zooming realistic animals. But scaling that up to an 

t and whizzing аст worth of species, able to react 

pick out a family of. turn molehills into mountains 
опе calf is in the water using its trunk a derfoot, or paw or hoof? That would 
snorkel, Then it’s onto the zebras, the grizzly require a fresh approach. 
bears, the peacocks. The solution, principal programmer Ollie 

Powell explains, was “finding core sets o 
A single 200 can contain hun animations that could be shared and tweaked 

in a procedural way” The basic element 
wants them all to be equally believable and le for a li for example, can be 

sk animal to feel like а another one” lead quadruped. “The retargeting system actually 
animator Chris Marsh tells we takes some inspiration from Spore; says 
found with Jurassic World Е is that Powell. ured out this idea of how you 
everybody has their favourite dinosaur, their generalise motion into this abstract motion > 

mae 

Cris Man е 
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PLANET ZOO 

essence, ready for any skeleton, and then 
reapply that to different morphologies.” 

"This might sound like it would result 
200 filled to bursting with lions, tigers and 

bears all marching in perfect step, but the key 
is the tweaking. Powell and Marsh show us 
how a zebra's walking animation can be carried 
across to a camel, then slowed down to give 
it a more deliberate gait. With a couple of 
tweaks to the posing of the camel's underlying 
skeleton — the neck raised a litle, the head 
held just а tad higher — the two animals 
quickly feel distinctive, even walking alongside 
опе another. “Layer on these little shakes, eye 
twitches and ear flickers” says Powell, “and if 
they're out of phase with each other, you get 
all of this variety emerging." Combined with 
procedural systems such as foot planting, 
headlook and ragdoll, the game с 
a menagerie of believable creatures relatively 
quickly, and "free up animators to do the 
bespoke lovely stuff". 

research on each species’ 
needs and behaviour 

He shows us a peacock spreading its 
tailfeathers, each one unsheathing from 
beneath its neighbour and fanning out 
beautifully. Then a loop of two lion cubs 
playfighting and tumbling over one another, as 
compelling to watch as itis adorable. These are 
moments handerafted by the animation team, 
and are what Marsh refers to as "the little 
‘motions that make an animal unique" This 
combination of procedural and handcrafted 
animation enables Frontier to create animals 
that feel believable both with the camera 
pointed straight into their refractive irises, and 
with it pointed down from the skies, watching 
a herd move as one. But, you might notice, this. 
îs all concerned with the act of watching rather 
than interacting, and that's partly because 
Frontier is currently keeping details about the 
game's management and construction aspects 
fairly close to its collective chest. 

The suggestion seems to be that Planet 
Zoo will stick fairly close to its theme-park 
predecessor, albeit with an extra layer of 
‘management in keeping animals happy and 

healthy. They'll need to have their habitat and 
nutrition needs met, and be paired up carefully 

inbreeding. This side of the game is 
founded in reality: Frontier has commissioned 
research on each species’ needs and behaviour, 
and interviewed zookeepers about their 
processes, The space needed for each animal's 
habitat is based on government guidelines. 

While management sims can lead 
players to ruthlessly min-max in the pursuit 
of efficiency, the emphasis here is on creating 
a“ modern 200” — a phrase we hear multiple 
times during our visit to Frontier's new HQ. 
Conservation and education will be as much a 
part of the management game as maximising 
profits, we're told, although how players will 
be incentivised to be good zookeepers remains 
a little unclear. It shines through in the overall 
feel of the game, which is relatively gentle — 
certainly in comparison to Jurassic World 
Evolution. Forget to complete the wall around. 
an enclosure and, while animals will escape, 
they won't then starting chomping on visitors, 
"The game will model alpha hierarchies inside 
a species, and fights can break out — we're 
shown a remarkable dynamic scarring system 
= but these are unlikely to be fatal. 

When we ask what happens if you were 
to put carnivores and their prey in the same 
enclosure, the team scem taken aback at our 
bloodthirstiness. The answer is that, yes, 
predators will eat their cohabitants — but 
it comes with an implied question of why 
anyone would even want to do that. This. 
reaction is indicative, perhaps, of Frontier 
dedication to making these feel like living, 
breathing animals. (Literally, in the latter case, 
with respiration being another procedural 
animation applied to each species.) The studio 
isn't denying that nature is red in tooth and 
claw, but realises this isn't what people want 
to see on а nice family day out at the o. 

‘This, ultimately, is what the development 
team is trying to achieve. While theme parks 
are all about interaction and thrills, zoos are 
by their nature more passive. It's the natural 
divide between the two halves of the park-sim 
subgenre, but in both cases, a major part of 
the pleasure i just sitting back and enjoying 
the fruits of your labour. So it's a good thing 
that Planet Zoo's virtual animals are about the 
most convincing we've ever seen. Ml 

- 

Pet sounds 
Its not the just the 
way animals look that 
matters. Sound plays a 
huge part in bringing 
them to 
look at those 
‘Attenborough 
documentaries, which 
somewhat 
controversially dial up 
the post production. 
sound effects so that 
lions clash with the. 
boom of gunshots, 
Frontiers audio 
department, led by 
Matthew Florianz and 
Jim Croft, subscribes 
to the school of 
hyperrealist sound 
design. That means 
recreating sounds as 
realistically as possible 
then boosting them 
so they're more 
audible to the player. 
The sounds that can't 
be sourced from a 
library are recorded 
at an in-house Foley 
facility, where paws 
fon grass are imitated 
with boxing gloves 
punching an artificial 
Christmas tree, The 
result is a 200 that 
feels authentic, 
without slavishly 
sticking to reality. 
Which is good, as we 
don't need the sound. 
of kids yelling from 
‘our PC speakers. 
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DUNGEONS 
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after a few rounds, as the game к 
hat concept, it nimbly justifies 
as a videogame 

It's worth noting tl eons was 
never proto: never red 

tentially physical game. The game 
developer Terry Cavanagh’s 

participation in the Se 
Challenge last April 
time was the 
Roguelike deckbuilder which, lik 

a Day Roguelik 
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card-based Roguelike Slay The 5 
a dung 

cards they found along the way. As he 
experimented, Cavanagh discovered a new 
twist on the formula. 

1 happened upon this idea of y 
dice to cards’ really early” he s 
hese chance game-jam things th 
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DICEY 
DUNGEONS 

incredibly compelling, and that worked 
almost right away” 

At the end of the seven-day game jam, 
Cavanagh put out a very early ver 
game online. He started to update it weekly — 
stumbling into his first early-access project 
almost by accident — and has spent the past 
year finding new ways to tinker with the core 
premise, Primarily, by adding new characters. 
"There are now six, cach of which Cavanagh 
describes as "a remix of the rules 

‘Take the Witch, Cavanagh's personal 
favourite, who has to spend dice rolls to 
summon her equipment from a spell book, 
building a new engine for every single 
encounter. Or the Robot, probably the best 
example of how n 
rewrite the rules of the game. Instead of 
rolling a set handful of dice like everyone 

v, the Robot plays a game that's closer to 

There are six characters, each 
of which Cavanagh describes 
as “a remix of the rules” 

ion of the 

ich the characters can 

blackjack. You start with no dice, and request 
them one at a time, working towards a set 
jackpot number. Hit the number exactly, 
and you'll receive a bonus. Exceed it, and 
you're bust — all equipment is deactivated, 
leaving you with a pool of useless dice. The 
Robot, with a bespoke interface reminiscent 
of a slot machine, turns Dicey Dungeons into 
a game about pushing your luck. Will you 
pull the lever one more time? It's one of 
those questions that proves endlessly, 
troublingly compelling. 

"The game is broken up into episodes, 
Quick dips into a randomly generated dungeon 
with six floors and a boss at the bottom. It's a 
condensed version of the usual Roguelike 
structure ~ in the game of Dicey Dungeons, 
you win or you die, but either way it'll never 
take more than half an hour, “I want to make a 
thing that people can just sit down and play 
for 20 minutes when they feel like it, and it's 
always different, there's always something. 
new to see; Cavanagh says. This latter goal is 
опе he's trying to meet even for those players 

who end up spending hundreds of hours 
in Dicey Dungeons. 

Which is where the episodes come in. In 
the final release, there will be six for each 
character (you'll notice that six is something. 
of a magic number in Dicey Dungeons, for 
reasons that may be obvious). Every episode 
comes with its own set of rules skewing how 
that character works — a remix of a remix. "If 
you think of each character as one particular. 
design tangent, then the way I'm exploring 
those tangents is to have modified versions 
of each character's rules; Cavanagh says. 

As an example of how these episodes 
‘work, let's return to ће Robot. In one variant, 
instead of pulling that lever, you can request 
specific dice ~ ensuring уәлі get the result 
you want, and never go bust But each request 
comes with a so per cent chance of failure, 
which will disable a random piece of your 
equipment. I's а new flavour of push-your- 
lock mechanic, built around a different kind 

ther than a dice roll or slot- 
simple coin- fp. 

here will 
odes in total, including one per 

ludes randomised rule 
changes, plus а final joint episode featuring 
all six characters. I's all part of that effort 
to make Dicey Dungeons endlessly repayable, 
something Cavanagh is hoping to bolster 
with comprehensive mod suppo 

“I worked with [Level Up Labs") Lars 
Doucet using his Polymod library to enable 
atomic modding for the game, so you can go 
in and add scripts and elements for any 
equipment or enemy or background or. 
generator and just run that piece of code," 
says. "Tm really excited to see what people 
will eventually do with this — hopefully 
well see some crazy total conversions” 

Since the initial prototype was finessed 
into a playable shape, the focus of Dicey 
Dungeons’ development has been finding new 
ways to tweak and occasionally even break its 
rules, creating dozens of versions of the game 
that effortlessly reshuffle themselves. The 
basic components might still fit on an airline 
tray-table, but Dicer Dungeons as a whole has 
grown into something deceptively huge. M 

Once th 

No dice 
“One of the nice 
things about making 
a deckbuilding game 
digitally is that it 
removes a lot of the 
taft of moving pieces 
around and keeping 
track of things, which 
allows you to explore 
complicated things 
that would be a 
complete pain to do 
by hand,” Cavanagh 
says, when we ask if 
he ever considered 
applying the design 
to a boardgame. 
non-digital version of 
Dicey Dungeons could 
absolutely work, but. 
for it to be any good 
at all, think, Р have 
to sit down with the 
idea from scratch, and 
try a fundamental 
redesign of some core. 
parts of the game. 1 
don't think you could 
do a 1:1 port that 
would be fun to play 
= you quickly get 
situations in the game 
that are just too fiddly 
to do manually." 
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PACER 

sleek anti-gravity racing cars glide so. 
effortlessly over the dips, banks and 

loops of its intricate tracks. The fiction 
behind R8’s futuristic racer suggests that by 
2075, quantum levitation tech has become 
sufficiently advanced as to allow these elegant 
craft to be suspended above the tracks vi 
nitrogen-cooled superconductors. Meanwhile, 
magnetic buffers along the sides help cushion 
collisions with the walls ~ a real necessi 
when we're playing. 

"The game, too, has required plenty of 
invisible work to get it up to speed. The PC 
build we play runs at an unwavering бор», 
and we're assured the same is true of the 
console versions. We're promised more 
visual effects will bring these tracks to life 
currently they are indeed a little static 
but that framerate is non-negotiable. With 
vehicles this nippy, the extra responsiveness 
is essential for negotiating sharp corners. 
without hitting the sides, and for avoiding 
collisions with other racers. And, for that 
matter, dodging the projectiles they fire and 
the mines they drop, though the weapons here 
currently lack impact: a fix producer Steve 
es tells us is at the top of his to-do list. 

L: of science has gone into making Pacer's 

If Pacer looks familiar, that's because it 
isn't strictly a new game, but rather an old 
опе rebranded, It used to go by the name 
Formula Fusion, and was successfully 
Kickstarted four years ago before its Early 
Access release received what could politely 
be described as a mixed response. It certainly 
looked the part, but that's no surprise given 
the talent behind it. R8 Games was founded 
by a group of disillusioned devs formerly at 
Psygnosis before it was subsumed into Sony: 
alongside graphic design studio The Designers 
Republic, responsible for the distinctive 
aesthetic of the WipEout games, it was 
hoping to recreate the studio's golden age. 

Evidently that didn't work out, and so Iles 
arrived in September last year to put things 
right. Alongside lead designer Carlton Gaunt, 
he's overseen a complete averhaul of the game 
alongside the rebranding. “It needs to be 
driven by stable technology” he says. "That 
meant gutting the entire thing and rebuilding 
from the ground up — not only to make for 

better experience for the players, but 10 
make it easier for us as a development team 
to forge ahead and use bolt-on technologies 
in a modular fashion rather than trying to 
hack this thing together. Really, we've got 
the guts of a brand-new game? 

Even if you played Formula Fusion, he 
suggests, this won't just feel like a DLC 
expansion to the earlier iteration. The АТ 
has been rebuilt from scratch, the physics. 
reworked and the user interface refreshed. 
‘There are now 14 tracks compared to the 
original's eight, and with day and night 
versions of each (not to mention mirror and 
reverse options) you've got plenty of variation 
within individual courses. The vehicles, too, 
are customisable: there are multiple skins to 
unlock with the prize money you earn from 
each race, with cards letting you fine-tune a 
vehicle's specifications beyond its preset 
stats. You can trade shields for raw speed if 

The Al has been rebuilt, the 
physics reworked and the 
user interface refreshed 

you're confident of dodging missiles, or 
for brake power for the twistier 

tracks. "One thing we want to provide that 
you don't see elsewhere is that expression 
of yourself as you're racing,” Gaunt says. 
“Everything about how your craft handles, 
bow your weapons Пу, how you interact with 
others is yours. That's not just something 
that WipEout didn't do, it's something Redout, 
F-Zero and AG Drive didn't do” 

While Iles insists it's no clone of 
Psygnosis’ racer, it's not unkind to suggest 
that Pacer is to WipEout what Dangerous 
Driving was to Burnout. That's no criticism: 
there are plenty of people out there who'd 
quite like another WipEout game, afterall. 
And for those among us who've never quite 
managed to get to grips with the series’ 
idiosyncratic controls, its extra options are 
certainly welcome — even with a handling 
model that already feels a little more generous 
and nuanced than its inspiration. We're no 
longer quite so well-acquainted with those 
trackside buffers, at any rate. Ш 

accelerati 

Zeroing in 
ies acknowledges 
gravity racers Rave relatively niche 

appeal, justas he's 
vare comparisons 
With WipEout won't 
cesary do Pacer any harm But hes 
keen to emphasise 
the differences 
between the two 
games, believing they might help widen that 
ide. "ftra lot 
deeper gameplay wise, than WipEout" Re says "When you 
Unlock a ship n. 
Wipeout, what 
youve gots what You've got. With us, You have that whole 
Upgrade path where 
You're making the Ship your own: you 
сол apply skins, Upgrade your ship, 
Your weapons, and So forth Hes been 
Struck, meanwhile, Ey the very different 
response the game 
fas received at pres 
shows in the US: “They ай talked about zero on Gamecube 
As the ast ant-gravity facing game they'd 
had. heres definitely a market for usto tap into in America 
that WipEout never 
realy addressed." 
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EL HIJO 
A Western game with neither red nor dead 

=n a story introduces itself as a 
Western, there are a few elements 
you're probably expecting. The 

hats, the perhaps most 
inextricably, the guns. But El Hijo promises 
а Spaghetti Western without weapons — or 
indeed violence of any kind. It's a stealth. 
game where you play a small child, evading 
capture by grown-ups using. 
seek skills and an arsenal that, even when it 
swells to include a slingshot, is used entirely 

y híde-and. 

for distraction rather than destruction. This 
approach goes both ways: get caught and, 
thankfully, you don’t have to watch the child 
suffer — they'll just get picked up by a 
chastising adult and sent back to their. 
room, or the nearest checkpoint. 

So what does a Western without those 
trademark gunfights actually look like? Well, 
to start, rather lovely. El Hijo captures the 
Italian and Spa 
for the Old V 
all the dusty edges of those serul 

sh locations that stood in 
st in just a few brushstrokes 

and 
derelict chapels smoothed away into blocks 
of terracotta, It helps that Honig Studios 
influences stretch beyond the more 
traditional gunslinging examples of the form. 
"The original inspiration was El Topo, the 

lead developer Stephan Schüritz 
tells us. "We liked the relationship betwee 
the son and the father, so we built our plot 
around this — but where the movie is more 
artistic, our version is more fun and playful” 

El Hijo doesn't share the surrealist vibe 
of Alejandro Jodorowsky's so-called acid 
Western; but otherwise it's not shy about 
the connection. Like El Topo, the game opens 
with a child — in the film, named only as El 
Hijo; literally ‘the son’ — burying a toy and 
picture of his mother in the desert sand, 
before being handed over to the local 
‘monastery. Schüritz is hoping to blend 

this inspiration with “funny Spaghetti 
Western clichés” and a soundtrack evoking 
the whistles and harmonicas of Ennio 
Morricone's iconic Dollars Tri 

As for why Honig chose to take the 
pacifist 
was always an easy solution for games — it's 
really a le 

эло Most o the 

‘ied mostnes that make 
om int the sunlight serine reward 

route, Schüritz says: "For us, violence 

-cut thing to say ‘you're dead’ — 
vod as the but we wanted to not always use 

The lack of violence doesn’t 
mean a lack of challenge, 
just a relocation of it 

final goal, which also makes it more accessible 
for a younger audien 
despite Honig's background making kid 
friendly games and apps, El Hijo isn’t 
aiming for an audience the same age as its 
protagonist. Which is to say, the lack of 
violence doesn’t mean a lack of challenge, 
just a relocation of it. 

Without stealth takedowns, or prone 
bodies to drag, EI Hijo is a game of observing 

е” He clarifies that, 



ABOVE Throwing stones is 
оге may ot racing, 
guards but ts not cesary th only way to 
Tos each area. More stones Tan be collected though 
exploration mahing your Me easier down the te 

patrols, of gauging the distance between 
hiding spots, and of holding your breath while 
you dash between them, hoping that one 
¡guard won't turn around before you can duck 
safely behind a curtain. This isn't just a 
throwback to the Spaghetti Westerns of 
the '605, but also to early stealth games. I's 
been a while since we've hugged the shadows 
so enthusiastically in a game, grateful for 
their near-mystical cloaking properties. 
"The guards stick tightly to their clockwork 
routines — even throwing a stone or 
triggering a peal of chapel bells with your. 
slingshot will only send them off course. 
briefly, before returning to their patrol — 

and once spotted, you're ай but doomed to a 
checkpoint restart. 

/s approach to stealth feels a couple 
of decades removed from where the genre is 
now. Over the course of hours, that could feel 
restrictive — a lot of the visual appeal of 
Spaghetti Westerns, after all, comes from 
those wide-open plains — and we're told the 
game will open up as it moves from monastery 
to desert and finally city. But in our short. 
time scampering between shadowy nooks and 
conveniently child-sized pots in the opening 
levels, it's refreshingly different. After all, an 
adventure without any violence whatsoever is 
almost as rare in games as it is in cinema, WI 

El Hijo is attempting 
to tell its story and 
introduce its 
mechanics without a 
single word. It's 
another attempt to 
make the game 
widely accessible, 
Schüritz tells us, and 
to keep its storytelling 
расу and engaging. 
When this works, as 
in Rime, Inside or 
Journey, it can add to 
the sense of style - 
and El Hijos visuals, 
which are perhaps 
closer to an animated 
film than a Western, 
certainly have enough 
flair to hold your gaze 
= but the developer is 
stil in the process of 
figuring out how to 
best communicate 
ideas to the player 
silently. The current 
plan is to draw the 
player's eye using highlights - an 
abstraction, but one 
that fits nicely with 
the game's focus on 
light and shade. 

я 
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тке latest answer to the question What would Hearthstone be ie without oll the tribe 
people? comes rm ho More Rabat the upstart publisher behind Desceners and. 
"oprenpace Outlaw founded by former game journalist Мал Rose Se across а steampunk Wasteland, ths singleplayer toca! ard batting Rogue lom German developer 
айелі Studios moy owe a few sys debt t Fallout and FL The Banner 5293 and Slay The Spire = bat И rad looks He more than би sum of its parts 
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Format 54 Origin US Release TEA 

Ths работно tl of a gi Pepper) and her dril (Grinder 
Peppe smaller than even he insect, and so must burrow 
Underground before smacking oe rm below Tow in 
Жерде or momentum and checkpoint stalled by bear 
ond Pepper Grinder looks anything but boeing (apologies). 

developer are making а cutesy 30 adventure The Inspiration 
thi tme appears to be Jet Force Gemini wit ім tila Sie gambling nd ng з ші around  ucciion of 
‘reali environments David Wie ion soundtrack due 
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Takes Taura. previo batte designer on Mer Automata is directing a game for the frt me: Platinum soya Hie 
Kamiya le charge of supervision". Some baptism of fre. 
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SMALL WONDER 

We start to laugh. And isn’t that quite the 

point? This little yellow curveball, for all its 

absurdity, is purpose-built for happiness 

‚> Playdate’ blackandwhite bright notification light The power speaker Input da wort AO seee is 27 inches wide, айна he ити of anew | быры Руане rank folds 
B тад. WE were tld. imehemen, there's ne mace neat inte te side. There's a 

Weert bck еб Baht there be a ii jingle foo. software on Playdate jst yet ran hidden in 
fora bright deat plete ibt > is button opens a ib. The asthe groove in which ts. 

UR. menuinwbich you cn change taken alo of fart” project "errr can akso 
Panic hiking about having Ihe volume, take secant lead Greg Male says a act at charging points I Panic 

Samet or return the home mena. awe before they rer reses a battery 



Some time ago, Sasser hod o b 

act same thing har + 
ppont + 

he for this chor 
hinga hat co 

kind of heavier han man 
Indeed, Playdate is much mare h 

players to design and inter 

Jesper Коло ‘Dan Meng Dave Hayden, Greg Malt Neven 
‘gon fce manager ane кезінде Steven Frank 

aptata ses an ST microprocessor and has about 
7GB of internal storage Tani lt 
e twee assure the theoretical 

El 







Five увоз, to be 
standards his i 
skins for ts virtual 
Katamari having ogreed өр 
totally honest, # Fitewatch hadn't been 

Y stil bo he 
melhing йогат." The bel paid oll 

2.5 milian copies by 2018. Pe 
players to send off heir 

| йе = and, as 
7 

have all hase talented people. There's pr 
Макото tme 

er soys. "Ive always dreamed 
wore company, Ёз preposterous Ю ку lo p 

hon, But i's something that we hod пем 
reason, | fell confident hat we could ну. 

The companys 
project = early ideas inc 
And then боен found # 

sl, harkening back to the original М 
vague memory of Cabel saying semething Ше, W 

hing?” And sort о 
% his hands, "You could tell he wos 

object, and he was soying, 71 could 
оп it. Сода we do something 

Sasser's earliest idea fo: Ploydote wos thot nd le Game & 
Walchstye loy. Im he called on the 

amateur boatbuilder| Dave Hayden. “Dow 
throw ridiculous tasks о, 
going to Dave 

пе He h 
ut! And amazingly. did. 

began in earnest. Hayden's weapon of choice was a h 
his own kichon, on which he malted solder for the 

Panic continued lo work on developing and updating 
wih Hayden occasionally In 

bockground. AV he 
som b 

just gol his Í content, and then ifs gone h 
veniation i that led, I think, to the season ideo: what Ё here wos 

something new every week? 

iple games on here! 
fore ddr sy ln or very k 
Panic's supporters, + 

leap mentally lo, Well, mo) 
holy, m 

Slowly but su 

y wanted hem Io get 
was the hu 

engineer, and he's got he h 
constonty evaluate they had e 

Shaun Inman 
What were the programming 
challenges with your game? 
h wos my first experience using Luo. Ifs simple, 
but ifs relly flexible. But I ran into hese 
problems with garbage collection - becouse Lua 
isa scripting language, ifs oll garbage collected. 
Thats iy in games, becouse he collector 
triggers ot random times, and you don't know 
how long ifs going to run for. 
So you ended up having some issues 
wih performance? 
Боосу yak. | ended up moving my gomes over 
Ye C, and wrote о прези hat enabled malo 
isl squeeze o much more perfomance oul oF We herdwore 
What ideas did the crank inspire? 
Theres one роте thot bul hol hoy rood hip 
жей And when ifs gome over, you con 
Cronk backwards rog би map бо you've 
rre о 00 oll he forero dins you 
visited. There's been talk of йө, tuning a radio 
{ing the rok 

Bl os о ужо o hol before | octal 
hod that in hand ty, which wos a challenge, 
Ther’ о simulator Ња helps you ми your 
gomes on Мос. | a PS3 ond then a PS4 
lle wih the crank mapped to he right 
analog sick. Those analog sti ore covered in 
‘rubber, ond rolling # around in o motion o 
Simulate he crank ripped oH all бе rubber 
What's it like working with Takahashi 
оп Crankin Time Travel Adventure? 
When Cabel approached me about it, | was liko, 
wom, his is amazing, but realy intimidating 
{laughs}. Ws kind of o hard game to wrap your 
head around: ifs an animation hot you control 
the speed of, but then there are elements tht are 
‘independent of hot orimofion that you need lo 
‘work your woy oround. There ore two timelines, 
So l soid, 1 think | want o do this, bul let me 

prototype it rst ond зве if | can actualy deliver 
the code’ I buit a level editor for i, so Keto 
icon put together those animations with a litle 
WYSIWYG tool. I spent o couple days doing 
that, ond then | was more comfortable, 



“In the back of my mind, I was like, we have 

all these talented people. There’s probably 

nothing we can't do, within reason” 





project without endangering he livelihoods of heir employees. "I meon, 1% 
probably laughable to prolessioral businesspeople that his is basically he 
‘extent of our financial planning: we open up the bank website, see the amount 
thats in he checking account, and say, Okay, | guess we con keep going wih 
this,” he laughs, "That is something, of couse, that | did ohen. And here were 
definitely juncures, especially when manulaching showed up, where ifs ike, 
"Oh ged, his is real money now" 
Tho end of 2016, he estimates, was the point ot which thoy were “crossing 

the Rubicon’, | оз time lo get serous. Hayden could build о boord ond the 
team could write code, but they were missing мо pieces ofthe puzzle: 
mechanical engineering and industial design. Sasser secured а meeting with 
the CEO of a local, wellknown industialdesign company, bringing Hayden 
and Megan along wih him. "We showed up in a conference room, ond they 
had brought in consultants. And so | sored ю pitch his ideo, excitedly ond 
onimotedly " The response wos overwhelmingly negative. “The fist question 
from the CEO was, Do you realy Вий anyone's going o buy ihis?” I wos Ike, 
Tm no! sure, Bul ifs something we ойу wont to do, I you can help?” And then 
the consultants were йе, 'Үз going lo соз yov, bore minimum, а couple milion 
buch ю even remotely get his hing ой бе ground.” 

Migan had anticipated someting Ike this. "Everyone was wearing locks 
and де shits in he clica, I mean, | inow thats such clichéd way o lke 
separate companies, bul hals he nd ol company wos." They brogged 
‘about manufoching produc for casinos, which he found distal. “h wos 
very much, unless we were making the nex! register checkout system thot wos 
going lo be sold 10 Soleways across the US, then we were jokers, ond we 
wore wasting heir ime. We were never going to make this, ond we should 
{ust 3D print and put it on Кз. like, Why are you even tying this?” 

Soster's reaction quickly umed Irom lerror — perhaps his was о bod ideo - 
to anger. "f wos one of ће only mes in my Ме hot I fel Ше leaving a meeting. 
Maybe hey were right. But al could Wink of wos, know hose things hot 
you taling mo, we know hat his ls a walid dec and а wid advertue. And 
though we're prey confer # wil ind on audience, heres a very good 
chance it уоп!" was a domorolising ime, bu i lso In o fire under Sasser 
"I remember reining lo е ofice, siting and thinking, who makes hing thot 
hove the spiri oF he hing we want ю maka? You con tell when о product is 
made by people who core about he hing, hr han by a corporate decision 
‘about ће marketplace, This is not, "G4: get into handheld gaming’, or 
whatever = we just wont to put his thing into the word. And cf ol the suf 
that | hod come across and owned personally, Teenage Engineering was 
‘he company бо! тоз fell Ike that lo me." 

Sasser has always loved Teenage Engineering's synthesizers ond 
sequencers, beowiluly designed bis of tin which the makers would citen hide 
videogames. He had по teal connection і ће company lat least he thought not 
= he would later realise hat he нез one of he only people lo buy a box of 
merch for NetbabyWorld, о Shockwave game site hat Jesper Kouthookd, one 
al Teenage Engineering's founders, hod worked on. The some font on hot box 
is now the Playdate foni). But he sent on email anyway, ond evenkally got on 
the phone wih Keuihoold. 1 gave my extremely excited, rambling speech 
‘about his handheld system. There was this long silence, and Jesper’ Йе, 
‘Well, can we make a game for his thing к? | was just ke, Yes! You 
understand mel Those обе jerks, hey didn’t understand But you undersondi" 

In fact, Kauthoold understood what Playdate should be so wel hot he 
almost inr added one of is defining feces. “Jesper emailed his very ы 
render concepts of what this hing could ook Ше, ond there was o crank on he 
side that we hod never seen before,” более laughs, "That was on incredible 
inspiration. Ше, we don’ have lo male ths hing be Ше everyting еһе. Jesper 
definitely has that vision when it comes to hardware. We're software >. 

Ete aso eerie of 
© деме for people ю make new types of gomes 
Why doesn’t your game use it? 
ETT PA EIE. 
V ot on board was oy aic hot 

il hal ohen, Old LCD screens, poires pen 

Toe he Fic келе, bul i wont a portable 
version of hol, hot just does exist yel. think 
the cana fr Fee homebrew gomes on his 
decer gaing tbe held orang 

eats whet cro Ree Sx ter tt 
penton semen, Yo cor me hat rd al 
ne of rebelion end қалы We бе 
‘litle arm weving halo, or a бор боё 
p on o maior The Wi did fia an wel in 
den vay, Thara won чку бакара th Бі. 
that it was controrion. 
Wve sender round Wo hardware 

perenne седі ен reve dag ide Tet go benef, bet you is 
don nol өре So yeh. ere 
something thot is kind of punk about it, ond that 
‘yellow cota. Vs йе friendly punk. 
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guys, and we know we con push he boundaries сі software in all sorts of 
differen directions. Вы | don think it would have occured to me in а milion 
years thot we could put his rotating, ridiculous handle on he side hot fips 
out" like Sasse, the rest of Panic were nstanty sod, Frank recalls: ‘We 
were like, 18 зо weird. But hots exoclly right for his device." 

Тһе suitabiliy of Kouhoald' idea was a fantastic sign. “He's like, ‘Oh, and 
Ihe crank is ke а crank contel ' We're Ike, ‘Great, sounds good!” Sasser 
chirps, on laughs. "fs one of hese things where you just immediately ge it 
We're so fortunate to have found people hol ore on hol wovelengh. Yeoh, of 
course, a crork! Think of he su you could do!” The project was energised yet 
‘again: Hayden was of leaming about Holl effect sensors for the crank, ond 
Sasser was towing yel more polenta! widi cords ot him. 7 became lated 
оп his idea tha if we were going o give people a season of gomes, he 
Finale had to be something special,” he says. "And now we intend to do that 
in sofware, but for a while | hod his notion hat here would be o second 
colour screen hidden inside the device.” The los game in бе season would 
tol players lo unscrew he back ofthe device o uncover the screen, о similar 
concept ol a hidden стопі hot players could ind ond plug in was pitched, 
оз was o sider below the buttons and a secret occeleromeles Al were 
‘abandoned in оном of not biting off more hardware cholenges than they 
could reasonably chew. "Dave was very polie and definitely humoured me 
оп the colour screen, while abo in a very Daverihe way making И clear hol 
it wos o very bod ideo,” Sasser laughs 

ї wos o giddy, stange fme ot Panic. IOS showed up, and the company 
was branching out int apps for iPhone ond Pod. I took о lot of work, and he 
‘apps were far from successful, which was scary. "And suddenly we were 
Finding ourselves in а weird positon of no longer being able to do whatever 
we waned, which is why we gol nto computes in һе fesi ploce,” he says 
"We could have had an idea for an amazing Phone app, but i'd have been 
against the rules, or we Italy couldn’ buld #. And ой of hesa things ore 
happening while we're building his device, where we have tool control ond 
the sky's he limi, ond i's real software and something physical. To eel both 
those things happening al the some tne... Из very hard ісер hot bolonce. 
But we did. And а number of times, Steve and | told oursehes, wonstcase 
scenario, we leamed someting new. We've got an iverestng Wikipedia 
page, whatever. But in our hearts, we wont his thing to be сесі and great 
‘And we want people to love i.” 

If hardware-based surprises were out cf wach, then i would be 
Ihe software that could deliver them = коју, every Monday, va Wi 
Engineer Don Messing hod been working on Playdate's software development 
kit, and Ponic had hired Shaun Inmon (experienced developer and tiny game 
enhusios) o sor creating he fist files. "But we couldnt make enough 
games," Sasser says. "And so we sat down in бе conference room wiih 
a big stack of note cards, and a big fat Sharpie, and Jus wrote down the 
потез ofall he people who inspire us, or make games that we think are. 
cool, or who just ore doing work that we love." 

They began to imagine a dream sequence of games fom their favourite 
developers, pining up cards on the carkboard: names such оз Testy 
Cavanagh (sadly, co busy to fake port in he project, Bennet Foddy ond 
Kelo Takahashi. Ponic work on Frewotch hod postioned it wel ю pith to 
жопе of its стоме heroes, “We'd proven we were semicopoble of doing 
things,” Sasser loughs. "But he hing hat blew me oway, and his is o 
testament lo these game developers, was that we come at hem out of he 
blue with this wild hing, ond hey re immediately excited by #. Im sure беу 
had some reservations in ће back of heir mind. How many people ое 
really going о get to play my game? ls is realy going о werk” The some 
things that we fel the whole ime — butt didn't зор hem from diving in. » 
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And once hey leomed about he cio, hen a bilion ideas jst poured out of 
their brains immediately" 

I was he next source c great inspiration: letting hese word loss developers 
loose on Messing SDK, on о Tit screen, on he стоп, ond watching what hey 
come up wäh. Takahashi. natraly, was immediately enamoured with the bizorre 
lile input method, developing а game wih crankerly contras. Wik Inman's 
help on he programming side ol things, this would eventually become Crankin's 
Time Towel Adventure, a game in which you lum the crank 1o jog he perpetvally 
lale Crankin to meet his long suffering dote, The faster we crank, he quicker he 
runs: when we turn the crank the other way, fime reverses and so do Cronkin’s 
movements. In his way, we're able 1o dodge abstaces(butedbes, rompaging 
Pigs, he inevitable sentien pile of faeces] by positioning him af advantageous 
points in ime. When hanging rom a bar with his body sreching into pieces, 
darts fy solely through the gops, for instance. Њ сє, a збу yer 
scphisicated fear cl analogue cont engineering ard programming, someting 
akin lo indie darling Braid or the more recen! The Gardens Between — Ње only 
game Takahashi played in 2018, oppereniy oher noticing й did similar hinga 
Wih time manipulation 

This is no mere Gome & Walch fodder, hen. “Alot of he game developers 
of couse, are perfectionist,” Sasser soys, "ond don't won o show their work 
unti fs futher long.” Panic would низ hem to do thei hing, ond then months 
loler see an unexpected animated GF of a porkuor gome pop up inthe 
Slack channel, "Chris Makris was someone thot Neven was aware of who 
was making real cool games = he showed up with o game hat was in a деме 
thot | don’ think we even imagined, ond hod his Ьоюл honddiawn ол hat 
was beyond anything hat wa hod created. And hat was one of hose moments 
whore he GIF arrives ond we re all popping up hom our desks, looking at each 
caer Ike, "Ch my god, you've gol ю rebesh is righ now! 

The list of developers making games for Playdate’ fst hee season |12 
games in ta) comprises some of ће indie dev scene's bes! ond brighest And 
although we've been permited to reveal some ofthe nomas, we've been asked 
Io keep the contents of most ol he games a surprise. Suffice It o say that whot 
we've played во for is encouraging sh, оп eclectic mix of genres ond ideas = 
some using the crank, some forgoing it = of varying length and complexity, and 
spanning many ar зу, They fee inmate ond personal, more than олуб 
thanks ю the Ibit screen and accesible ксрі language Luo, devs who might 
nel usualy handle certain өзгесі of development such as ол or programming 
themselves have jumped in wih both feet. 

Tantalising, we know. 8u hots tnd ol he point As someone who's hod 
о lelong love ol videogames - ever since he ple he bank ой on Ай 
12600 hidden in he back of his orent sohon wogon as о young chi 
тәніне ha Playdate is "comes Bock 1o people who love videogames 
Sasser says. "Thea ore people who love games, ond ме love videogames. 
Ard creating videogames is such an awesome and power fing. So for us 
o even Jus be vnemes 1o he sf ha wos hoppering was very coo 

So much hats joyous about games is about secrets, about surprises ~ 
somating ha increasingly dieu o achieve in his day and age. Indeed, 
Panic and iis selacion of devs haw srugaled wih 1: when youre used to бе 
validation that comes hom posing updotes online, going witout con be ough. 
Threes developer Acher Vollmer decided 1o release his Poyo gome, Royal 
rather han wat for he handheld’ тесе; Takahashi, meanwhile, hasn't been 
cleo Ml sing animations fem Сла cà На ой showa separan Fom 
the contes of he console, of course, but sil wracking pleny сі nerves ct Panic) 

“Thats роп ofthe reason why we waned ko hop Ihis о secu; Sasser soys 
“ht because nohing is о вест n 2019. When I wos akid, ere were bor 
Videogame magazines. There certainly wosn' YouTube. And here wos no way 
16 know what a game was going to be, except pik f up ой ће she ond # 

What made you interested in Playdate? 
The des tot somebody who we recy, eal 
‘olened was going © moke something very cool 
et woul ow ine 1 make intestino ite 
games, ond deploy hem 1o а mobile device hot 
See Fee set ah coreg, 
Especially the 

LEE 
iere you hove o support three or or diront 
‘pect on, fre 20 much less 1o worry about 

What ches a good dieu game? теле con 
hoc, chr ya had vere expences 
du ob hodin ober gone А esie 
ey el, Ence cori be киндер уви 
Toe how t ploy, becouse you need o be able 
tom # олобу. Ws lind of Ha when you 
тюй a bock, you want efoto be someting 
hat is just perfectly legible, that you never even. 
hove ю hink обо jst need fel es. 
choy bon bers 
Will Playdote be successful? 
You wort o be in a spoce where you're doing 
something so srünge ond diferent hot her 
you're worried hat you're an ichat, or maybe. 
ere ocucly doing something amazing. You 
orit went people o lock at your hing ond be 
abet dp ol cl he bulet point ord go, 
Yes, his should be success. think thts 
eerie Reo tesi ed көзді 
Sevice thot hot o sel of weird constraints and a 
ark on it ond o screen hols not backlit Ike, | 
don't know # hal should be succes Пон] bu ifs tly unique. 

n 



Fip it over and lock at wo screenshots.” He's leen fo stress that Playdate ізгі 
about nostalgia. "Bu! here was definitely something in hot anticipation ol diving 
home, and looking at his box ever and over again, and dropping the carkidge 
in. And sometimes he games were just incredibly bod. But sometimes hey were. 
even beter han you could have imagined. And so there's defintely on олет 1o 
recaptue а line bit cl hot magic hat some generations maybe haven't even 
experienced.” Secrecy, hen, was hey. They dich’ want Ю un a Kickstart, се 
fest he waters wih a concept post on Panic's blog. "Wo ward his hing lo 
соте out of nowhere, Му formed, and jst blow everybody's minds, he says 

Everybody is, perhaps, something cf ол oversotement. The new blockbuster 
console his в not: fs о gooly, pseudorero handheld curiosiy. The final product 
is of he expected level of Teenage Engineering quoliy, bu his lso means units 
have been expensive to make; a Playdate complete wih USBC cable and Hot 
First season of games wil set you bock roughly £115, ond Panic is not making 
ıa large profi above the uni cas. And unless you're a diehard fon of he indie 
game scene, plenty of ї stor devs may nol even register you interest. Merciful, 
Panic and ts collaborators ore under no lions abou Playdate’ niche appeal 
Indeed, when we ask бе dovs we speak ю who Playdate в for, о couple hol 
jokingly tell us hat ifs probably fo Panic themselves 

They te not far cff ho mark. “Even with our FTP chen [Роль Frank soys, 
“we've always зой of been aur own frt customer. Ше, What would we Ike 
Yo see in his? What would we una? And whol wouid bs delighlul 1o us Thats 
sort of our guiding light or everything we do, Из confusing 1o a lot of people, 
because ley re hung up on, Wel, how are you going to make money?” | don't 
know = ond honesty l'm nor entirely sure how we ve done i fex ће last 20 
years." Ha laughs. "Ви somehow i ms to keep working out 

Panic has always been steadily indepandan = Ike, maybe ko о loul”, 
Sasser laughs. Ploydota, il seems, is por о solement of inten. Not so very long 
одо, Sasser woke up lo a Facebook message hom Mork Zuckerberg expressing 
Interest in buying Panic. "This is going to sound so bod, he giggles, "but I didn't 
reply. Uke, his is net what | want. What? No, thank you. There could be a tina 
when we teach he end of our rood, and we run out of ideas and money. But 
wo have avoided thot like, aggressively. And any ime | sce a company in the 
schwore work pop up and make something, hafssuperinspäing ю me. Then 
hey e immediately acquired by someone ele and you never heor from hem 
again. That vice is gane, And it ils ma.“ 

Wih Playdate, hen, Panic has taken he opportunity o іле i resources Io 
make something emblematic of its values, "There's definitely a hing where 
businesses today, especially in icon Voley, are just hese ілі factores that 
онно make a single hing, and they don! even really core about hol hing,” he 
continues, "They just need to kick money back o he people that gave бет 
money in he fist place. And therefore i's o success. So ой of Ње people hat 
мой lor hose companies ore checked out. How much can you core when 
nobody above you cates 

Ше Nintendo making а copy machine in 1971, Panie making Playdate 
might not be a particularly logical endeavour | exists ю cheerhaly dup, in o 
way = perhaps just make the suggestion ol а disruption. "And maybe thats why 
we're put on this planet: to be on example of Ike, you con move slowly. Moke 
sure you have enough money in the bank, make something good ond see whol 
happens. You don't have lo go for werd domination and crush your enemies 
lle, "We're going to be the number one fuckin’ juice mater’ or whatever” He 
laughs. “The point is, # is something | believe very stongly in ond # kils me o 
see voices disappear | get зо inspired when people do crazy things Ше this. I 
makes me want to тү crazier things, and | feel де hat feeling is festing ond 
hard to find, And | do wish If existed more. So wel just do il лме” 

So here it is: this odd Ile WiFrcompotile, lit gome machine wih а crank 
Ws designed lo mats you wait ond wonder. Ёз made o pl you away hom 
whatever you're doing on your phone for five minutes of fn, ond purposebuit > 

Гу ТТ 

How did you get involved? 
1 hod just left Telltale, and my friend Jake Rodkin 
i ide wth he Pon бел, and hey wre 
working wih him on Frewotch ct he fine, And | 
‘wos complaining to him about looking for work, 
ond was kind of disillusioned with games in 
general. And he soid, 'Cabel and the guys at Fence ийер on би weird hing dt hos o 
crank, and hey ve been looking for 
for it.” And зо he introduced me at one of 
Ромак lourd pre. Т loved Fone ff инн, so wos Pet ere gain. Th shone of he 

Tally look me back to 

gome use the crank? 
uses the buttons and D-pod, and the crank 
‚comes out for special features, But then I've soon 
‚other games that are designed cor 
around it. One of the smart things that hey did 
‘wos ау, Ws up f you, make the goma thot you 

ген sudo, he роб yooh gone m 
developer ore Ihe, We hove fis бом you 
hova o uso 2 Ге sean that from the original 
Bee 
mors organic you вау ‘Wı ect hol we hova it, 
So ik moles tme bo ve hero 
Who is Playdate for? 
1 kind о feels йе ifs cimed al Cobol, ond 
Neven and Grog ond the other guys o Panic 
Iovghs], which sourds like ifs o niche hing: But 
Же more | hink about, the more ink that's 
Же way ю go Hoving worked al companies hol 
wore with, What а going 1o alt What 
8 going to be marketable? What licences can we 
(gef That philosophy just kind of takes over, ond 
you sop hinking, Whats a fun experience?” IF 
ou core enough about it hat you're nat making 
Ho sl then it's going o connect, becouse 
People ore going ode wha rea bain it 
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lo prompt radically new ур 

Ihe Bitsy and Pico mieroconscle e 

have just gone live on Playdotes official sine, with 
So what does success ісік lle? "This is 

because his whole thi 
Жо! part without s 

lol, has grown os a company and p 

has been an advent 

Keita Takahasi 

What interested you about Playdate? 
The device sounded cool: small, о Ibit screen, 
crank input. And the season of games, shat wos 

huol interesting, Also, gomas these days are very 
la fee's a complicated; on he other side, mobile games 

ог oo simple. So | just needed to make 
something in between, 

made along the way ~ Sasser’: be 

On he other hand, c 
Playdate succeed. "lw 
moment and lind an audience thal realy resonates wih 

ud happ 1 can! gecrariee И В 
wil nd its pla 

г cult for тек ninues. “Ws k + cheap lo soy, How did you come up with Crankin? 
^ onswor is, The crank pt reminded na of on oid Rim, Ho 

о movi cano moving forward and bockward 
Sol wonted to mole ht ito o game mechanic 
‘Sometimes, game designers get help from а. 

"s new input ideo. | hope that | е 2 озо 
We сол! be alone. Н leen ipd. 

T peopl Twos ning: Why ore gomes so similar 
nd hey This à maybe on extreme though, but we ий 

deo Ж vae бе buon hata kind of sod, righi? Bat 
(cork спи Ho mines солып | i sourda 
pid im өсімі chou Г been waning 

Is counterculture, perhaps, in o нету yellow form. is different to ry more alternative ways to Input no games 
the sch " Joes sol Тод makas ha gone more dained, | ink, Fe 

^ didi hore the buon input, dor! hink shooters 
odd be popular 

here or | really think ho 

пох 
ays, "But we do 

1. "They mol 
407. lle, doman? n Whot were the challenges? 

L The crank is on analogue input. So we lock a 
long fime o figure out how to sync it perfectly 

ing lives oot м Croma walk animation, But hot wos o 
very smal hing 

happy and continue being happy. We're not 
there. Bul lo he e 
гіт 

ien! hol a piece сі entericin 
Does it matter if irs successful? 
Айу, dor thik o, no. You soid 

> 4o! солее, nd! feel he some Ming, I know 
а patas audience. "V ding his fo п decer ‘hey wormed t release һе Playdate ea ler, but 

m die ning в kind of райе now A big company 
le Google show off a cloud service ving her 
желу ond money ba Panic is a vory этой 
company ond makes а mal device wi a It 
screen thas kind of ke Ме. laughs] Im 
Shays on бе ls strong side. Even if they foil 
Sob Playdate, wot аю ry | do ink, 
heyl fol though 

expe 
Me as 

him, personally. Thing: 
feel almost ike o different per: 
fi 
things. and be proud ond е 

ing again how importa 

Из so weird 
hen | зор and hir 

kind of preposterous 
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AN AUDIENCE WITH... 

AMY 

HENNIG 



torvteling in games is on the cusp of 
transformation: fittingly, so is Amy Hennig. 
The celebrated creative director and writer has 
become almost emblematic of the state of 
narrative design in games, Through her work 
on the legacy Of Kain series at Crystal 

Dynamics, and the Uncharted franchise at Naughty Dog, 
she helped push the medium to blockbuster heights 
thanks to an instinct for innovation ~ and a confidence 
that, by her awn admission, hast always been easy to 
maintain, She was set to continue with the singleplayer 
‘Star Wars game that she was working on at Visceral 
Games, before EA cancelled the project and closed the 
studio. Now, Hennig is looking to start up on her own, 
convinced that the future success of games as a whole lies 
in smaller experiences catering to a broader audience. 
Firstly, congratulations on receiving the Lifetime 
Achievement award at the Game Developers Choice 
Awards, How was that? 
It's just such a warm feeling to feel recognised by your 
peers, 1 mean, we're just all stuck in our heads and our 
own litle worlds, We all have impostor syndrome. Тһе 
people that don't, there's something sociopathic and 
wrong with them, probably [laughs], You know, we never 
feel worthy of that kind of recognition. But you don't 
want that to look like а lack of gratitude. I'm incredibly 
humbled and grateful. 

It vas a very loving room in general, I like seeing so 
many indie games winning at the major Game Developers 
Choice Awards, it just shows you that we're changing and 
maturing It almost felt weird that the awards were split 
between the Independent Games Festival and the Game 
Developers Choice awards, because some of the games 
were nominated in both areas. Does that tell us that the 
lines are actually blurring? You want to make sure that 
you're encouraging indies, but you also don't want a wall 
up: you want to be able to see games like Rerum Of The 
Ока Dinn, Florence or Celeste nominated in the big 
categories. Because it doesn't matter about graphical 
fidelity — just, how many people did it touch? It makes us 
constantly reexamine the words we use when we discuss 
our craft Is scope and fidelity what's important? Or is it 
about the vision and the message? 

It feels like games just keep getting bigger and bigger. 
Is that about to change? 
Tve been talking to a lot of people about this. And look — 
sometimes I'm careful about what I talk about in 

interviews, and then apparently not even careful enough, 
because we're in an age where a nuanced multi-page 
interview can get turned into... you can get sort of trolled, 
you know, by people that are looking for clickbait 
headlines. Most folks don't read beyond them. All of 
а sudden, there's no such thing as truth any more, It 
makes you just not want to talk sometimes, 

But that’s the wrong response. I's important that 
we're candid, and we work these things out and discuss 
them, because we are undergoing so much change. And 
1 think discussing all the challenges that we have with the 
industry is critical, so we don't feel like мете alone in 
what we're feeling 

So yes, the size of games. It's not like I want to give 
our customers less for their dollar, But it's fascinating 
that the price of games hasn't changed over the entire Ме 
of the industry. In the past, cartridges were expensive to 
manufacture. Thus, the $60 price point. When we went 
to discs, the publishers were very happy because the $60 
price point was still there. Now the cost of goods wasn't 
as bad, but then games got bigger, right? Then we went to 
digital distribution — great, there's no cost of goods at all 
But we just keep upping the ante. 

Why is that, do you think? 
T think a lot of that came out of a response to, if it's too 
short or too finite, it's a rental: It's the Gamestop 
equation. That made us go, ‘Wel, it's all about customers 
getting a lot of hours of use out of the products that 
we're selling them’ — even if it's the illusion of value, 
sadly. People weren't buying Uncharted for the 
multiplayer. But perhaps you could incentivise them to 
bald onto the game because they may want to play the 
multiplayer. Or looking at the back of the box, at all 
the features it has. "This is value for my dollar But 
the amount of work that goes into the bullet points on 
the back of the bor.. 

Everything is twice as big now. 1 think my first game 
was me and a programmer. And then we were up to 22, 
then 30 — this crazy, exponential rise. Now you've got 
hundreds of people and all your outsourcing partners over 
four or five years, and the price point hasn't changed, 
T hoped that digital distribution would unlock all of that. 
it would not only sort of democratise our medium 
somewhat — because it's harder to get a game in a box in 
а store than it is to be able to just drop something on 
a service to be downloaded — it would also allow us to 
have games of all sizes and price points as well as genres. 
‘And that just hasn't happened. > эйи on Desert Ste: etum The Gulf 
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‘The serious sort of ‘gamer’ audience is big, but finite, 
And we're making bigger and more challenging games for 
them — even anecdotally, longtime gamers, like me and 
my friends, think it's more exhausting than it used to be. 
‘Twenty hours, 40 hours, 100... 1 don't have that kind of 
time. Most people don't. And the problem is as a 
storyteller, the ability to tell a well-paced story in that 
amount of time when there's this filler in between is 
really difficult 

When — usually — an indie developer comes up with 
something that has an impact, is affecting and has word 
of mouth, we play it. But discoverability is a problem. 
T think there's a certain element of gaming being our little 
secret club house that we don't necessarily want to share. 
"There's a lot of existential threat: Tf we make our hobby 
mainstream, it's going to dilute it! My hope is that we 
Just are more inclusive. It doesn't alter the hobby we 
already have. It just adds to it. 

Bandersnatch caught a bit of flak within the industry 
because it didn’t do anything particularly new for 
game fans. But it wasn’t for them really, was it? 
‘And that’s a hard conversation to have. It doesn't all have 
to be for us as gamers. I believe everyone wants 
interactivity. But we've ignored this massive audience 
because discoverability and intimidation are barriers for 
them, If you don’t consider yourself а gamer, you're not 
going to buy a console. t's expensive. We haven't done a 
good job of making that accessible to people, but now it 
doesn't matter because of streaming. So when it comes to 
these streaming services that are going to allow for 
realtime content — which is going to be a revelation to 
this audience — how do we help them find it? 

‘The other problem is the controller. k's an amazing 
device, but its incredibly off-putting to a mainstream 
audience. But we all have these devices in our pockets. 
We should be using them for this audience. 

And then there's content. Games, by definition, are 
about heating. We don't beat books, movies or TV shows. 
Its about failure, and resetting, and it's about mastery 
difficulty and competition. We need a new language. We 
need to take what we know how to do and reframe it; 
for this audience, we maybe need to eliminate fail states, 
and the punitive aspects, 

‘This feels like a pivotal moment for storytelling in 
games. But things have been changing for a while, 
haven't they? On a certain level, at least. 
It's monumentally pivotal, yeah, and 1 think мете all 
having an existential crisis. 1 actually feel a litte bit 
fortunate, because the problem we were trying to crack 
at Naughty Dog, and then on my Star Wars project, 
was kind of the same one. We were still making a game, 
in the classic sense — but how do you bow do you 
take something familiar, a narrative form that we're 

familiar with, and then deconstruct it? And then how 
do you put it back together again as an interactive 
experience? What are the verbs, the tropes, the 
structural landmarks and the anchor points? And that’s 
why Т think we saw the phenomenon we did with 
Uncharted and Until Dawn, where people's loved ones 
were just as invested in the games they were playing, It 
didn't feel, or look, or sound like a game — until it did, 
and then they left the room. 

But we're not going to convert this mainstream 
audience. We have to meet them where they are. And 
that opens up genre, format and style in exciting ways, 
As expansive as the game industry is, when you look 
at the big games, it feels like we're getting more and 
more limited. Especially when everybody's chasing 
games as service, and what that does to story. It's very 
Timiting, on a creative level, We have so much capacity 
to do all this stuff on the screen that we're forgetting 
to compose the shot. In good ways and bad, we're putting 
too much filler between these key story points — and 
we're also just overwhelming players, and not letting 
them focus on things 

1 know non-gamers who would absolutely love games 
like Firewatch and Edith Finch. But there's no way for 
people to find them. They're behind the barrier of 
а machine and a controller, The first thing I'd love to see 
is for some of these things to be brought through in 
a streaming service with a simpler controller, because 
those things don't have fail states. They're about 
experiential design. This was the beautiful thing about 
Bandersnatch, whether we debate how effective it was as 
an interactive experience or not, 

What 1 don't understand, because I'm a dopey right- 
brain creative, is how our business modela change if 
‘we're not packaging games in а box, or even as a $60 
digital download. How does it work on a subscription 
service? How do we make our money? There are perils 
there, But from a creative standpoint, I'm incredibly 
excited about what it will allow. 

Last we heard, you were looking into starting your 
‘own studio, How's that going? 
So, I have an office [laughs]. 1 have me. 1 mean, look — it's 
not like Ive just been pontificating and scratching. my 
chin for a year-and-a-half, I've been taking consulting 
gies, things that 1 think will be interesting that let me 
work alongside interesting people and explore a new 
medium. So 1 feel like Tm keeping my mental plates 
spinning, but also making connections and sort of doing а 
litte survey of the industry, connecting dots, 

Tm having tons of meetings. Exploring this space 
means you need to talk to platform holders: Google, 
ейік; Ammon, иене, potential development 
partners. 1 mean, everybody now has an interactive 
division — 1 won't name names just because that would 



"WE'RE NOT GOING 
TO CONVERT THIS 
MAINSTREAM 
AUDIENCE. WE HAVE 
TO MEET THEM 
WHERE THEY ARE” 
spark headlines — but every single film or TV production 
company has an interactive division. Sor 
invested in others, or farther along. But they 
to figure out how they become part of an interactive 
future as well. So you think, well, with their distribution 
marketing channels, their brands and maybe even their IP 
that could be a good partnership. 

Starting your own studio will be a new challenge and 
a big responsibility. Will this be the first time you'll 
properly be putting your business hat on? 
Yes, and 1 don't like the business hat. 1 like the creative 
hat, 1 miss the creative hat. It's stretching. different 
muscles, which is fun, but believe me, I am antsy. Im 
hungry for getting back to that day-to-day grind of 
creativity, but the reason T don't mind all the business 
talk is because it's o specula 
Tm seeing how things a 

When I originally talked to people, seemed like the 
blue ocean was VR and AR — and I think it still is in lots 
of ways, but solving narrative in that medium is a В 
ways off, It's like at the beginning of film, where you can 
be a pioneer, which is why 1 was attracted to games in the 
first place. And I would be totally happy there. But I'm 
fascinated by this other thing that's evolved since I've had 
those conversations, which is realtime streaming, which is 
Boing to change everything, I think. I would love to be one 
of the people at the forefront of creating content for thi 
new world, where we're going to reach people that have 
never played games. They just don't know what we can 
do. And so that's an exciting place to be, to feel like we're 
going to get to surprise and delight people with 
marvellous stuff 

Tt scems like you've always had that pioneering spirit, 
‘ever since you helped pitch Nathan Drake, a dude in 
Jeans, as a hero in an era where mascot characters 
were everything. Where do you find the confidence to 
push for innovation? 
lts all an act. There's nobody who's 100 per cent 
confident. All we have is our best guess; the question is, 
what does your gut tell you? As long as you're really 

honest with yourself, as long as you've done your work, 
and you've thought through why you want to do a thing 
and why it's reasonable, then your guess is as good as 
anybody else's. There's a little bit of a zen space you get 

o, where you realise that we all have impostor 
syndrome. We always believe that everybody else is much 
more competent, and much more knowledgeable than we 
are, and that 

Honestly, if the rest of the diverse people around me 
said, "This is fucking crazy. Why do you keep pushing on 
this idea?’ then of course, Га reconsider it, But at Naughty 
Dog the most experienced people were constantly gut 
checking each other, and we had that brain trust going. 

So it’s really all about the people you surround 
yourself with? 
Ideally. 12% hard when you're going solo, because there's 
Jot more opportunity to second-guess yourself. 

Are you going solo now, or are you already assembling 
the brain trust? 
he latter. In Hollywood, where everybody is a free agent, 

you see a lot more of that — kind of like ad hoc writers" 
rooms. Just 10 sanity-check things against each other, 
otherwise you get [stuck] in your own bead. 

You've said that making games at Naughty Dog 
could be chaotic at times — everything was a mess, 
right up until it wasn’t. Will that always be your 
preferred creative process? 
That's not my process — it's game development. What we 
do is fundamentally a sustained act of faith, We're 
‘walking a tightrope across a void without a net [laughs] 
with a blindfold on. Like, it’s insane what we do. It 
doesn't fit on a spreadsheet. The problem is, how do you 
take faith and quantify that in a way that businesspeople 
ог producers are comfortable with? 

‘Our job is to be really uncomfortable, and get 
comfortable with being uncomfortable all the time, So for 
those of us that have made enough games now, it always 
Jooks like a disaster until it doesn't. And all of a sudden, 
the pieces coalesce. And you go, Holy shit, it worked! № 

One of Hennig two Write бш OF 
America Videogame 
‘ring award was fr her work on Uncharted 
brakes Deception 

Legacy Of Kain series 
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In 2016 тм sudo was 
‘lowed shorty atr 

Working at Visceral on the Star Wars project must 
have been a very different experience. What did you 
learn from your time there? 
Okay, I'm going to tell you something 
T went to EA, I didn't know what P&L stood for. Oh, that's 
wo embarrassing, | mean, I was a so-year-old 
woman, At Naughty Dog, we we 
thing. and not worry about the business side. But coming 
то EA, because it's much more driven by quarterly resul 
and that's much more explicit to the developers, 1 had to 
talk about a lot of different things T had never known 

about b 
I'd also been sort of stunted. 

1 re 
that led to me making any sort of naive decisions 

eful. Before 

ce. So 1 felt like 

ret not being savvier. It's not that I f 

don't want to be the 
п their face when 

around my work at EA; it's just Т 
idiot in the room with a blank look 
somebody says P&L. So for wh 
catch up in my old age [laughs]. I wish I'd taken business 
classes in coll 
1 joined Visceral in April of 2014. And then 1 had 

a very small core of about five people, because the 
visual team was working on Battlefield Hardline. By 
July, Т started getting pulled onto Hardline to try to help 
it get done. 

How did you feel about that? 
ТИ be candid: 17% a very awkward position to be put 
in, and T wish my management had not put me im 
that position. “Would you 
help?! and you're the new kid on the block, you have 
10 say yes. The team is struggling and they need help. 
And there's a version of that where 1 could have gone, 
Tm going to stand my ground” — but I would have looked 

Jike the biggest asshole prima donna. And look, | don't 
have a team if we don't get Hardline done, right? And 
People are struggling, and these are also going 10 

Because once they say 

be my teammates, So this is an opportunity to form 
relationships with them. 

But it also delayed things. And when Naughty Dog 
made The Last Of Us, 1 think that team was 160 peop 
So Га like 
plus outsourcing, plus external partners. 

‘We're going to need something similar, 
But Viscera 

was actually EA most expensive 

in, say, Montreal, because 1 
was three times as expensive as a studio 

Bay Area is ridiculous, So 
stress having to defend 

the existence of a studio that | was hired to work al 
d I understand the business realities of it, but it 

sore made it hard. 
We had to have under 100 people — more like Во, 

We went through some reboots and layoffs and tried 
to restructure the studio, to shape it around what we 
needed 10 make and what was financially 
But even after we finished Hardline at the end of 2014, 
there was a year of DUC to do. So it wasn't until 
the spring of 2016 that we actually g 
team back [for Star Wars 

In the meantime, we're trying to build up Motive 
to build the foundation for Jade [Raymond] studio, 

ıd it makes sense for them to be our partners — there's 

asible, 

the rest of the 

the other So people. They're in a cheaper location, 
they're coming Perfect 
right? That was the whole plan. And then by the end 
of that year, it was clear that they were needed on 
Battlefront. And so that entire 
been helping 10 like, interview and build up, went 
overnight. And then it took another year while we 
were going with our half a team — and less than that 
because we actually donated people to work on FIFA. 
Tm 
the challenges of game development. 
many financial and organisational realities that we 
have to navigate 

ар to speed on Frostbite 

studio that wed 

mot trying 16 tell tales; it's more like, these are 
There are во 



It's part of your job to take опе for the team 
‘occasionally. But it's painful, right? 
‘Totally. We want to share our work with the world. It's so 
hard, and there's a sense of unfulfilled promise. But you 
have to take the long view of your own life. People say, 
"Would you have made а different decision knowing 
what you know now? And I have to say no. But the 
experiences 1 had, the people Г got to work with... Like, 
even if T could erase that ра 
make peace — and maybe this comes with age as well 
because you rack up a number of setbacks and tragedies in 
your life where you're like, ‘Life is pain, and it’s glorious 
too, and 1 value what I gained: 

T wouldn't, You have to 

What kind of person do you have to be to be 
successful at this level? 
You have to be willing to jump out of a plane without 
a ‘chute, Well figure it out on the way down. If you want 
certainty, 1 don't think it’s the business for you. You also 
have to be wanting to learn all the time: the stuff you 
know right now might be useless a year from now. 
1 like that, because T want to be ín ‘school’ for the 

rest of my life. It's a creative industry where things 
change so much, во rapidly, that you have to be constantly 
‘on top of things. 

‘And to be able to sustain faith in yourself. You have to 
exhibit that confidence and go, ‘Okay, this is what we're 
‘going to do! And you have to be open to saying, "You're 
right, I'm wrong about that. We should go with your idea 
The hard part about the job is trying to walk that razor- 
thin balance beam between humility and ego ай the time. 

And then, you know, you go back to your desk — you 
o, ‘T don't fuckin’ know if T trust myself. 1 don't know 
what I'm talking about. I'm just a schmuck. I don't belong. 
here. How did I get this job?" Like, we all feel that way. So. 
the more we talk about that, the more 1 think it's good for 
people that are coming up, and people in indie spaces, and 
people that are young in the industry to go, ‘Oh, that's 
normal, Even the people that I'm holding up on a pedestal 
feel that way, even now! We worry that we have to project 
strength and certainty all the time. But it’s okay to say, 1 
actually don't know, let's talk about it? 

1 think that reassures people that there's no magic act 
to being a director. It's about doing your best to find the 
answers, And to work with people that you trust to find 
the answers themselves. 

You've managed big teams before, but setting up 
independently is a different challenge altogether — 
there's the added pressure of responsibility. When 
you're talking to people now, do you have a solid 
‘enough idea that you feel good pitching to them? 
Yeah, sure. But I'm just doing this without pay — I mean, 
1 sold a bunch of EA stock, I'm okay for a while {laughs}. 
1 have the luxury of being able to go, Tim going to take 

“IT'S A CREATIVE 
INDUSTRY WHERE 
THINGS CHANGE SO 
MUCH, THAT YOU HAVE 
TO BE CONSTANTLY 
ON TOP OF THINGS” 

take the gigs a year and just sort of coast a little bi 
T want to take! 

But I want to do this properly. So is it weird to be in a 
situation that's different than being an employee of a large 
company? Yeah, absolutely. 1 want to get to a position 
where 1 have some long-term partners that will secure our 
ability to do some groundbreaking stuff in a creative 
space, and that ensures 1 have enough runway for the 
people that I want to bring on board so they're not taking 
а financial risk with their families. 

Uncharted 4 was a lot of your work, but your last full 
game release was in золі. Your next game must be 
feeling particularly important to you. 
Like, sure [laughs], At 54, you start doing the math. It 
sounds so morbid, but you do get to a point in your life 
‘where you go, "Oh, I've got way more road behind me than 
Ihave ahead: 

How does that change your mindset? 
You start to get really philosophical about it. You no 
longer have the illusion of infinite time, There's a 
sense of being present, and valuing what you have right 
now, whether that’s in your work, or your family, or 
whatever. You're more grateful for the things you have 
Fight now, ax opposed to constantly looking behind 
you, or constantly looking ahead, And 1 think that makes 
you a better partner. 
So what does this say about my next thing? Well, look, 

I don't want to be on a five-year project. Part of my 
about this streaming going 

mainstream is that 1 don't think we have to go dark for 
five years. I think we can get smaller bites out there and 
have more of a dialogue with our audience about what 
works and what doesn't. There's not the expectation of 
making some 4100 million magnum opus; you can make 
ап hour-long experience that is incredibly effective, and 
‘emotional. And for this audience — that isn't necessarily 
looking for a hobby, they're looking for an experience — 
that’s fine. 1 would much rather be aiming our lens that 
direction than trying to figure out how to be the next 
massive game-as-service. Ш. 

enthusiasm idea of 





How A Maze Berlin is reshaping 
videogame conventions 

7 
| 227 elore we've even reached the festival floor, E 

— 

X Mare's тоя charms have begun to take 
hel of До idum bby of the Berin 

{anti organisers and stoic-looki 
‘men = is slowly filing up with shredded 
paper, and will continue to do so over the 
course of the week. It's all thanks to The Book 
Ritual, Alistair Altcheson's self-described 
BYOS (bring your own shredder, obviously) 
which immediately asks us to pour our heart 
out into a copy of Thomas Hardy's Jude The 
‘Obscure with a felt-tip pen. "Have you ever 
lost a thing that was special to you?" the 
game asks us.“I want to know? Within 
seconds, we're scribbling down our deepest 
thoughts, safe in the knowledge they'll be 
shredded moments later. 17% a refreshingly 
cathartic start to the festival, a coded 
message instructing us to leave our baggage. 
at the door in expectation of a cornucopia of 
mind-bending videogames. 

Our initial experience chimes with 
Thorsten S Wiedemann's proclamation, 
during his opening speech, that A Maze is a 
place of positive chaos. “It’s not about. 

ually a site of impatient attendees, 
and ushering in a new era 

of avantgarde play 
By Lews борон 

products; the festival's founder and director 
booms from in front of the DJ decks, “but the 
art of play” It's hard not to be swept away by 
both Wiedemann's message and his delivery. 
Оп stage, he exudes а skittery, almost тапіс 
presence, skipping back and forth between. 
prepared material and off-the-cuff jokes, his 
persona mirrored neatly by his appearance. 
Wiedemann is a part-time model: tall, rough 
and ready, with blonde stubble. But he's also 
gangly, seemingly off-balance at times, with 
a beaming grin that breaks out every minute 
or so. He continues with his wide-ranging 
inaugural speech, the biggest cheer from the 
crowd reserved for his description of the 
attendees as the “punks” of videogames. 
‘The message is held together by his earnest, 
total commitment to what he views as the 
experimental and avant-garde — not only in 
games, but in pure play and its intersection 
with emerging technology. 

‘This year marks the seventh annual 
А Maze Berlin, its first iteration having taken 
place in 2012. The seeds of it, though, were b 
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sown far away in China, where Wiedemann 
was travelling with Michael Liebe, then a 
colleague at the German magazine Game Расе 
"We were sitting super-drunk in Shanghai he 
tells us, the broad smile em 
we were like, Oh, we hate this. This fucking 
industry is so boring. Something is missing.” 
At the time, Wiedemann was interested in the 
kind of cuttin 
renowned internatio 

ping again. "And 

edge media art exhibited at 
J festivals such as 

Austria's Ars Electronica and 
Tra was to fold video 
into this exper e, but positi 
as something unique, hoping to find common 
ground between the interactive 

insmediale. His id 
al sphe 

л popular at 
the time and the newly emergin 
of the era: small, personal projects such as 
Jonathan Blow's Braid. 

indie games 

Prior to 2012' first Berlin festival, 
Maze took the form of ad hoc events ac 

the city at various bars and clubs, the first of 
which took place in 2008, Only a handful of 
games were exhibited alongside DJ sets but it 
began to bring a small community of like 
тілдей game-makers together. “There was 
nothing in Europe, Germany or Berlin that 
actually discussed the conversion of games 
and art," Wiedemann says. “It wasn't there. In 
the States there was IndieCade and Fantastic 
Arcade, but I was here” In 2009 a larger event 
took place at Kim Bar, solidifying what 
А Maze could become in Wiedemann's mind. 
‘Then, in 2010, he began writing a funding 
application, with the help of Transmediale, for 
a larger, more fleshed-out festival: essentially, 
A Maze Berlin in its current form. 

The early years of the festival weren't 
without hiccups. Wiedemann speaks both 
candidly and regretfully about how Ed Key 
and David Kanaga, the makers of its very first 

award winner, Proteus, weren't able to collect 
their prize money until the following year 
because of Wiedemann's budget 

smanagement.“It was kind of horrible; he 
says. “1 had to say sorry" In 2013, A Maze 
Berlin moved from its first home, HTC, to 
Urban Spree. This presented another set of 
challenges in terms of the layout and how to 
organise the twin focuses of the festival its 
wide-ranging talks and the exhibition itself. 
“We had the conference in the same room as 
the game selections," Wiedemann explains, 
“бо we also got lots of crazy feedback, people 
saying, "You can’t do this and you can't do 
that We did a lot wrong but I think people 
liked й it was simple, sympathetic 
and authentic” In spite of these bumps along 
the way, the move to Urban Spree also helped 
the team flesh out the vibe of the festival 
developing what Wiedemann describes as a 

7 with an array of 
oor bars, lounges and installations, 

A Maze Berlin has moved again, 
this time to Sez, a labyrinthine, multipurpose 

on centre built in East Berlin while the 
area was still part of the Soviet bloc. From the 

ng's slanting irregular 
exterior gives the impression of a spaceship, 
albeit coloured with fading purple and red 
paint. Once we make it through the lobby, 

tual Matera brings player of 
ages together curious 

толе objects 
"Burning-Man-like feelin 

the sensation that the festival itself, not to 
tion its guests, are aliens who have 
hed do 

stronger. The first thing we notice is the 
wise — the heavy synth-driven beats of 

co-op plat 
we sign into Moshe Linke's interactive 
guestbook. On the ground floor there are two 
tiers. The higher of t ed with an 

у of strange, performative VR experi 
HanaHana: Full Bloom catch 
walk past, its action consisting of a VR player 

y trippy plantlife with broad, 
gestural inputs. At another install 

ner, Vectronom, blasting as 

two is fi 

stimulat 

Virtual Materialism, we spot a young boy 
grinning at a virtual recreation of himself 
made out of everyday objects, powered by 
Kinect-like technology, 

‘Wiedemann tells us the design of the 
estival is purposely transformational, 

constructed to open up new ways of thinking, 
"Tbe lower tier of the ground floor is bathed in 



NE One ot the more 
emventona gamer xiii at A Mane 
бейт. Mancaum melds ‘pletion and adventure 
with a gorgeous 
Randpere ook, digging ota the eines 
tale fore 

ONA dark ее 
more foreboding tit on the Do Sout Vola 
O abystatsonewberes 
Warn monechramat 
oett manages 
ar heads ona bay festa oor 

pink light, the sound of videogames and 
chattering players bouncing off the cavernous 
exposed concrete ceilings. This is where we 
find the bulk of A Maze's exhibited games, 
ranging from the slow, deliberate pacing and 

lettes of Mundaun, 
Horses and o. obyssalSomewhere to the 
chintzy internet nostalgia of Macdows 95, 
A_DESKTOP_LOVE_STORY and Wrong Box 
That the games are displayed on the type of 

desaturated colour 

fencing you'll see at an actual music festival 
serves to underline one key point: this is the 
most Berlin videogame event we've ever been 
to. When we run into Robert Yang, professor 
at New York University and creator of games 
about gay sex and intimacy, he pi 
suceinctly than anyone else: “А Maze is one 
ofthe few times where vide 

to me, and actually part of a cultural 
zeitgeist in conversation with all these other 
mediums and artforms? 

Upstairs, amid more exposed concrete and 
trailing wires, there's a lounge, meeting area, 
workshop sp: wo talk stages. 
ома 
Devolution, where guests can play through 

lds from the development of 
independent hits such as Ape Out, Hidden 

ks and Kingdom. We spend the bulk of our 
time on the upper floor watching the speakers. 
curated by Wiedemann and Lorenzo Pilia, 
the festival's program manager. Highlights 

ıd there's another entire exhibition, 

early bı 

include Tyu Orphinae's insightful 
observations on dress-up games and Jenny 
Jiao Hsia's 
work. Each is emblem, 

pproach to her deeply personal 
ic of the freewheeling, 

ving many of the 
forward, the result of a commitment 
values at the heart of A Maze's pr 

“Diversity is the top priority, you know" 

adventurous spirit 

Pilia says.“A few years ago, it was mostly 
about gender, but having done this for longer, 
it’s not only about gender and gender 
identity, it’s also about race, geography and 
age. It's not easy, it's not difficult, but it 

«ds to be one of your priorities." Crucially, 
the paradigm-busting talks and games that 
are A Maze's bread and butter tend to emerge 
from underrepresented viewpoints. It's 
perhaps unsurprising, then, that > 
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mainstream, big-budget end of videogames is 
only mentioned in passing, if at all. And what 
deeper discussions do take place are fiercely 
critical ofthe values inherently bound up in the 
commercialised wing of videogames. Jessica 
Palmer, member of the Berlin-based 
‘experimental videogame collective AAA. 
delivers a funny, brutal takedown of The Sims, 
deftly showing how the game doesn't allow 
players to imagine life outside of its “capitalist 
fantasy" Sabine Harrer, meanwhile, explores the 
myriad ways in which videogames perpetuate 
colonial perspectives, quipping, “It’s called 
Minecraft for a reason, not Yourcraft” 

"The talks themselves don't feel like a mere 
afterthought either. If A Maze's game lineup 
‘can sometimes feel dense and even 
impenetrable — take Alexander Muscat’s 
disorientating geometric explorer Worlds or 
Elijah Cauley and Amit Rai Sharma's beautiful 
and surreal walking simulator Static ~ then the 
talks provide context. Often coming from the 
creators themselves, they offer a window into. 
the humans behind such games and the 
sometimes knotty, difficult circumstances in 
which they work. 

‚Fantastic Fetus is one such example, a 
Polish Tamagotchi-esque game from developer 
Fantastic Humans in which players must keep 
an expectant mother ative for the duration of 
her pregnancy. Created in reaction to a 
controversial 2016 Polish anti-abortion bill, 
its lead developer, Aleksandra Jarosz, 
delivered a talk with Argentinian artist 
Florencia Rumpel Rodriguez, on how games 
might function as protest. And for Jarosz 
herself, A Maze Berlin was a supportive, 
considerate space in which to exhibit Fantastic 
Fetus, “The audience at A Maze is perfect for 
‘our game? she tells us. "They are really open- 
minded and 1 don't need to explain to anybody 
why the topic is important.” 

Fantastic Fetus cuts to the core of 
Wicdemann's selection criteria for A Maze. 
“I'm looking for games which are visionary and 
move into the avant-garde," he says, while also 
‘emphasising the need for accomplished 
‘execution, “It should be radical, subversive, and 
socially critical It can be a fictional story but it 
has to somehow be connected with the reality 

LOCAL MULTIPLAYER 

If A Maze’s 

I'm not a space boy. I want to see realistic, 
‘naturalistic things in videogames” 

It's not difficult to find such values 
reflected in the winners of the annual A Maze 
Awards. Scooping the Explorer Award, 
‘Operation Jane Walk repurposes The Division's 
post-apocalyptic environments to create a 
non-violent tour of the city — a video, yes, 
but one with surprising historical depth, 
Jenny Jiao Hsia and AP Thomson, meanwhile, 
take home the Digital Monument Award for 
their depiction of societal expectations and. 
dieting in Consume Me. 

Robert Yang views A Maze and its 
championing of such titles as a broader 
process of folding games back into the realm 
of art, away from the megabudgets of 
traditionally dominant major studios. 
"Videogames didn't really start with an arts 
culture: they started with a product-based, 
entertainment-industry culture? he tells us. 
"And it's only fairly recently in the history of 
videogames that there have been more artistic 
communities trying to come out of that. So 
it's like we're reverse-engineering art from 
the capitalism that formed videogames. 
Festivals like this are us trying to figure out 
how to do that.” 

Key to А Maze Berlin's identity is Ня 
international outlook. Russian duo Maria 
Fedotova and Danila Yakovlev, who develop as 
Lowpolis, scooped the Humble New Talent 
Award. It's not uncommon for non-English 
speakers to take to the festival stage alongside 
interpreters, in further reflection of Pilia's 
explicit diversity aims. A longstanding 
partnership with the Goethe-Institut, 
Germany's flagship cultural exchange 
program, has resulted in the hosting of 
Enter Africa, an initiative bringing b. 
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together developers from 15 different African 
countries. Such efforts complement А Maze's 
Johannesburg event, which ran from 2012 until 
2017, part of a wider effort to activate" scenes 
around the globe. Elsewhere, single events have 
been hosted in locations ranging from Palestine 
to Kiev. "It's the cultural differences that are 
Interesting,” says Wiedem 
people aware that they exist, and they should 
come together” 

It works both ways, too. Troy Duguid, 
another member of AAA, values the role 
‘A Maze Berlin plays in bringing internat 
renowned vides 

Auriea Harvey to the city. “It just 
ses everything,” he says. Fellow AAA 
Jessica Palmer explains that she finds 

the festival similarly galvanising for her own. 
artistic practice. "Т attended a workshop run 

nn. “We try to make 

by Anita Sarkeesian on inclusivity and game 
mechanics and I was able to have this 
discussion with other people, which is really 
exciting because I never get to do that in real 
life. [don’t know anywhere else other than 
A Maze where 1 could meet 30 people who can 
talk about it in a really cool, respectful and 
inspiring way. It attracts like-minded people, 
which is refreshing" 

Yet in spite of its outward-looking 
internationalism, A Maze Berlin does stil 

xel distinctly of the city it calls home. 
‘Unsurprisingly, there's a strong local turnout 
both in terms of local developers and artists, 
but also punters. 
too = from a workshop on live-coding 
generative music to a fleshes 
program featuring the chiptune and gabba 
artist DJ Scotch Egg ~ might only happen in a 
city that has turned clubbing into a cultural 
export. The world-famous techno nightclub, 
Berghain, is only a short walk away, а 
And it’s after hours, once all the talks have 
finished, when A Maze Berlin really clicks. 
The music begins at 10pm and runs through 
until 1am, and the exhibition itself stays open. 
"The lights of the monitor screens flicker on 
the loosened faces of late-night players; 
interaction between them, onlookers and the 
games somehow more fluid. In this setting, 
the act of play feels more free. 

he relationship with music, 

out music 

er all. 

A Maze Berlin isn't perfect by any means. 
Yes, the exhibition comes alive during the 
night, but the expo setup of single stations, 
‘occasional queueing and jostling crowds can 
feel noticeably awkward during daylight 
hours, particularly when the games are 
dealing with such weighty subjects. At times, 

if the more introspective titles of 
the lineup might benefit from a quieter, more 
reflective space. And despite the festival's 
laudable commitment to diversity and 
accommodation of overseas guests, the 
shortage of African, South American and 
Asian developers in both the exhibition and, 
the awards nominations is noticeable. These 
are, of course, wider structural issues, айй 
A Maze is attempting to remedy this with 
its broader international outreach and 

ıı there is 

we wonder 

progressive programm 
still ich work to be done, 

Over its six-year history, A Maze 
Berlin has evolved in relation to the wider 

it was known as A Maze Indie Connect, 
leogame industry itself. In 2012 and 2013, 

reflecting the popularity of the independe 
scene at the time. Now the indie scene ік 
bigger than ever, helped along by the 
d 
its star names showing that it is possible to 
make a sustainable I I titles. 
As profits rose during the 20105, a definable 
‘indie’ aesthetic emerged, revealing a schism 

on of development tools and 

between c titles and the more 
experimental scene. It’s a point Pilia is 
conscious of and keen to underline with the 
festival's programming and a subtle shift in 
focus. "Now we talk about playful media 
he explains. "We're exploring the more art 
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f 
from the commercial indie scene” Indeed, in 
the face of algorithmically driven storefronts 
emphasising the most popular titles, not to 
mention diminishing media opportunities, 
A Maze provides vital visibility for the games 
and developers it champions. 

used experiences, detaching ourselves 

Wiedemann echoes his colleague's views, 
He's keen for AM; 
only experiment. 
forms of media, citing the conflue 

е to act as a hub for not 
ideogames but other 

eof 
technology and play within other artistic 
disciplines. "You have people from theatre 
and film 2 visual art is coming 
with VR and AR. And it's going to happen so 
fast, especially because the technology and 
interest ig here, Older institutions are 
contacting me. They say, You have a 
commüinity and we need developers! There's 
a ыё opportunity to create something that 
isn’t strictly a game. It's a step beyond. 

Having just won the Special Prize at the 
Deutscher Computerspielpreis (essentially 
the German equivalent of the BAFTAS), as 
well as securing significant funding to be 
distributed aver the course of the next four 
years, A Maze Berlin's future looks exciting 
and, perhaps more importantly, secure. As is 
befitting such an outwardly and artistically 
ambitious event, Wiedemann looks to 
жод! cinema to drive home his vision. "In. 

says. “Otherwise, there is no balance? It's 
ie, you need to have an arthouse," he 

Pilla, though, who best sums up А Maze's 
nt fo 

relatively recent videogame history. “Usually 
af the beginning [of a scene] there's nothing. 
but then a sn 

describing it within Berlin's 

local group of developers 
e whe 

ges, perhaps a developer who makes it. 
ut 1 

ppened, the hero in 

start something. There's a ea hero 

Now, there are some known studios, 
hink before that even 

Berlin was not a developer but A Maze. You 
во around and people ask, 'Whe 

and you say, I'm from Berlin and then 
hey say, АВ, A Maze is from Berlin: It's 
become a focal ройи ^Ш. 

өз 
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TETRIS EFFECT 

How Sunday drives, long baths and desert raves 
saw a classic puzzle game reborn 

By Naman Brown 
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ha Eureka moment arrived, as Eureka 
moments mus, in he bath. Joris Elects 
rime dieci Takashi Ishihara hod 
known lora while hot he project wos in 

rouble, Gomes tho! beor Tetsuya Mizuguchi 
name ore chen narcotic experiences, but at 
this tage In development Toris Effect caused 
some awkward sideehecs: fatigue, Чоу 
concenroting and drowsiness lhhora himself 
woke up on more han one occasion from on 
unplanned пар, sill wearing his V headset. 
Even mare worryingly, players were barely 
notcing the festival of sound and light kicking 
ой around the field cl play = he things hot 
define a Mizuguchi game, Afer two years in 
preproduction, during which Ishihara had crated 
а detailed VR design documanı or each of anis 
lets 30 wages, showing how scenery and 
elect would build ond зні! around he player 
in МЗВ, ho hod accidentally modo, well, eris 

This would not do. ahihera’ career had 
been building towards this point ever since high 
School, when he fist played Rez ond suddenly 
Knew what he wanted ю do when he graduated. 
Но studied graphic design and played с lot of 
games, but hac’ planned a соли in ha game 
industry unl he discovered, in Mizuguehi and his 
Sega division United Game Ariss, o group of 
‘apparent kindred spiris. "They were even caled 
United Game Avis,” hara tells us, "Here was 
this group of people on the сила edga, ning 
games ond ой оз equally important, UGA were 
the only ones doing that kind c hing ot he ime. 
1 knew | wanted fo werk hara,” 

The UGA website's «iens poge wos 
blonk [deliberately Ishihara suggests, і rise 
mystique) and so he applied for a job ot Sego, 
Figuring hal once he got his oot in he door at 
Ihe parent company he'd ind his way ю UGA 
Wihin weeks of him storting as an art on 
Sonic Team, word came down that Mizuguchi 
was leaving Sego, and UGA was being wound 
down (and absorbed, ironically enough, ino 
Sonic Team}, Ishihara, hough disappointed, got 
his heod down and got on with i unio few 
years later when a coworker brought in a PSP 
‘ond Lumines, The careers page for Mizuguchis 
naw studio, Q Enertainment, was also blank, but 
his time Ishihara wasn't about o be deterred. 
He wormed his way in, worked hord, ond 
wos linaly lopped as art director on Child OF 
Eden - for which he produced over 3,000 

Dolphin Surf tmely communicates har’ Sunday dive 
design thanks lo ls lain sense of forward motion 

pieces of ой. He reprised he roe forthe making 
of Rez finte, but while Enhance's VR remake 
wos sil in preproduction, Mizuguchi took him 
о one side, He had on ideo. 
Мир hod known Henk Rogers, Ihe 

head of The Teris Company, since the войу 
2000s. Inspired by Sony's announcement of PSP, 
which Ken Клоо pitched os "he Walkman of 

"HERE WAS THIS 
GROUP OF PEOPLE 
ON THE CUTTING 
EDGE, TREATING 
GAMES AND ART AS 
EQUALLY IMPORTANT" 
the 215 contry", Mizuguchi hod storied thinking 
‘about how the unique омдойз style he hod 
pioneered in Spoce Chanel 5 and Rez might 
жой in a game aimed ol o massmarket 
dence. How обо о puzzle gome? How 
обол Tenis? He ord О Entrainment CEO Shuji 
Ut met Rogers in Tokyo ю discus I, bu EA 
held he сепсе. Sil, he mo kept in touch. 
Mizuguchi told Rogers about he US music 
Festival, Buming Mon, which he'd attended a 
few times in the ote "90s. Rogers has been every 
year since. When Mizuguchi went back in 
2011, the mo hung ou, ond Rogers imed him 
ю sty at his ronch, on Big bland in Номой, 

"h wasn't for business, just for friendship,” 
Mizuguchi tals us of һа vist, “We were hoving 
а cosa), creative comersaton abou he ме 
© gomes, ond the hare of Teris, He soid he 
wanted to create а new type ol Tetris, wih sound 
ond music = lte Lumines, ike Rez. | think his 

motivation had been growing and growing all 
those yeoss He soid, Hey, Gooch’ he calls me 
Gooch [laughs] = he Tes licence is avalable 
on PC. Kyou want it, you con have." 

Mizuguchi wa sue hat PC alone would 
be enough, but wos sufficiently Intigued 10 ole 
Мос ю one side once he retuned ю Tokyo, 
‘ond ask him ю render up a few concep 
‘Gooch! paid his rend another vis, and 
showed him bhiharo’s ideos. He sums up Rogers’ 
тосол in o single word: “Wow”. Ii had token 
ıo decade, bu Mizuguchi finaly had Totis 

Ishihara set to work, prety much on his own, 
while the rest c he sudio Focused on бег ifn 
Thot, о, моз originally planned os o PC game, 
but i soon spread to console = ho team were 
planning on funding it hough Kickstarter, and 
realised hat he more platforms the game wos 
оп, the greater its chance сі reaching ів funding 
күзгі. "The reason for Rez being on PC,” Tetis 
‘ioc! producer Mark MacDonald ls vs, “was 
30 hol it wouldn't ba locked away on о bespoke 
platform ever again, People would be able 1o 
Play Rez for the rest of ime, or al leas for os 
long as curen! PC architecture is round,” 
Then Sony unveiled Project Morpheus, Ihe 
working He for wha! would become PlayStation 
VR, ond everything changed. Mizuguch's 
‘original vision for Rez, ойе all was as a ly 
3D, Valiko experince, "Ha Ih kismat," 
MacDonald soys. "And from th fis tima I heard 
about Tes, Mizugucheaan and бага зал 
were ойеоду thinking cf it os o VR projec, co." 

Ichihara’ solo preproduction phase ran for 
o years, working up stage designs. Essentially, 
he was making the backgrounds, knowing that 
he foreground would be coming later. Once all 
30 were completed, ond Rez Infinite was done, 
ЗА production would begin, wih Ishihara os 
‘game бно “O! course | felt a lot oF pressura," 
фе says. “And I was kind of nervous because 
here would be less ofa barrier behween те 
‘ond the audience; my ideas were going lo more 
realy become a product hat people wete 
going o reac o. There were some sleepless 
nights, Literal sleepless. Bu lı had been o while 
since 19 realy fel Ше ЇЧ been able o flex my 
сеоһке muscles, ond | was ready fri i wos 
ile, ‘Okay, Ive been waiting for his. Lots go 
I was nervous, bul really excited as wel." 

Before long he'd be inthe bath, wondering 
where he'd been going wrong - why he was 
Joling asleep while playing, ond why some * 
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THE MAKING OF... 

people, aher a useresing session, would answer 
the question abou he monk roy see by saying, 
“What manta ray?" He went back to fs 
principles, playing he Game Boy version, looking 
for inspiration, He may have found iin he ub, 
bul he answer lay in he driver's seat of a cor 

Tons, he realised, was dened by the 
грройт I gives players to breathe, He 
likened iro when your car pulls away from heavy 
Пай, and you release а line tension: maybe lack 
al the scenery, ЮК а passenger, or lile wih 
the odo, The consequences of this realistion 
were wolold. Fit, the most dramatic moments 
in Tetis Efecs scenery hod ю tigger when 
players were actually able to lock away from the 
puzzle тох. Secondly, he scenery all needed 
to ba more noticeable 

He hod come ю believe hat he brain teats 
games diferent in V; hat, since ће alk 
encompassing technology essontlly replaces ће 
төсі world өпініу, ho brin tool оз such, and 
зо only focuses on what ls most important of ony 
poricular ime, The tools Enhance Gomes hod 
devised for ts games’ oudiovisual elements - 
known, naturally, os Synassihesio Engine - hod 
done a fino job for Raz infe. But Тана Еке! 
needed more. Enhance added two new features 
to ће engine: physics would enable objects o 
move more гесізісоју, and so move players 
molina; and morphing would give а sense ol 
melon, of progression, and hence a зой ol story. 

The fatigue problem, ssi. wos nes 
by Ishihara approaching the gome’ suture кот 
the perspective сі someone heading out for o 
leisurely Sunday drive, Rather hon a linear 
increase in gome speed, os in oiher Tes games, 
here ім, rising ог foling in fime wih the 
music. And by breaking the main Journey mode 
up ino sections of hree or four levels, awarding 
ол overal rank each ime, Ishihara was ging 
players а chance to ioke a break, ike rest stops 
along о highway. 

Slow things took shape, and suddanly user 
lesing wos bringing in more predictable dato, 
though the teom had to leom to dismiss feedback 
that wos dearly subjecive [someone who hates 
jazz, for example, ia помо not going o like he 
Downtown Jazz siaga). Bul while he team set Io 
work on fixing he litle systemic problems that 
were being #то up - people not understanding 
why he game advanced tothe next stoge, why i 
suddenly got harder, what hey just got a score. 

эв 

Missae je very Боп he het, vory 
nieve. he's торгой to do хатой, he 
dos it ond hen we ой, Okay, to how do we 
Pla hal nappen? Whar зүлөт does соте 
ол ста When does t come out How mach. 
dons п соё? A lot of places, Ink, do he 
оррое ol hot He's how much money we 
ove, hor’ what's happening in he roter 
dy. We mabe бе emoscrol decison, ond 
while ws howe ty F to ome, c mola he 
Толу wok ord so ол, fofi wher cones oh 
M you could have your time withthe 
‘over again, what would you 
Wo a about серісін celo mow, Boro 
a way lor papie o shave hi len hey e 
vig wih ofer cp? Wher people 
assoc ою wth Tetis oreo Bate mark, 
now wih Tero 99, oreor 99 Ard hols 
realy cool, bi fs а йө үрө oF eg. 
Wher соол some wsch Slowed people 
lo enl comecied o во өкім community na 
ae wo? 
Arvo X mode, Tetris Effect brought 
(tom agua Wars dene nah 
A let ch pecple hove cred whe playing би 
gona, vo Воо wih Ако Хомай. 
we ve gal beter ol employing 1 Were io 
Мору when we get Fone reactors іст 
сере becas hols оку whol әсе доға or And we hope logo even hither in fat 
apace. FS someting we wor 1o dve io 
‘evon docpot in ie, becouse we und of 
ecl lhe we're ono ютей, 

bonus fr and so on = somehing bigger was 
ening away ot them. In oct, # hod been since 
соу in he projects йе. They hod sîl just mode 
тека. Did hey need to odd something new? 

Think we were on apposite sides ofthe issue, 
bul we were actually prety cle одеће" 
MacDonald says." had this intuition thot we 
needed something new. But Ishihara would point 
ой hot here hod’ been many new mechanics 
from other Totis games hat had survived, that 
were memorable or cool, and hat wos tue. We'd 
check in every couple cf monta, tok обой other 
things, ond then at he end of hose meetings we'd 
be lke, о, how about hat new mechanic? Any 

thoughts on half Bul we didn, The con was 
geting еде down the read. Then 1 would come 
up again, ond we'd reach олово stalemate,” 

They experimented wih imemonipulaton 
mechanics ~ o slowdown move 1o help players 
navigate vider sections, lor example, and a 
1ewind featur fr when a bain drops a 
Лекот in а erbe potion, They didn't work 
instead of just making Tetris, they were making 
eris wit ой he tension removed, ond therefore 
much of its magie as wel. "ite reol if,” 
MacDonald says, “il you toke away all kinds of 
nfo, coat and challenge, you're left wih 
rohing neresing ot oll” The event solution, 
Zone mode, was suggested by he leod 
Programmer on ће projec, who wondered one 
doy whol il would bx фа if cleared Ines no 
longer disappeared fom е board. The resul is 
jus about por: derent, moaringl, un and, 
cncaly, opkonol. Indeed, phy data suggests 
around one in five players has never sed it 
The real moge of Tenis oct however i 

what it does o you. Area X, he new zone odded 
о Rez Infinite, famously reduced ће it press to 
ploy ю tars. Toris Elect hos о for more suba, 
yel much more powerful, impact. h is a stongely 
Cleansing, healing game, one hat makes you lel 
ener обои he word when you oe he headset 
than you did when you sal down. From he 
opening йон of "Wei ой connected" і ће 
dial saga's reassurance that "Роос love ої 
‘round / everything you need is wating for 
yov". Tetis Elect preaches иту al о ime of 
divin, love in оп era of hole, Even if we ignore 
that he world was in a very diferent sate when 
ha sat down to make his frst concept 
tenders, he fact remains hot postive emotion 
is rol easly achieved rough engineering 

"Somehing | kept coming back to in designing 
the gome was ће idea of o timeless message," 
hara says. "Nol flowing tend, or what 
People ore reacting to righ now, but looking for 
universal ings hol we os humans = regardless of 
race, colour, creed or cule react to. The ideo 
is hl anyone, at ony Ime, should be able ta 
соле back 1o Tenis Elect and sil have real 
resonate In ving for tht goal, maybe we 
helped peccle." Mizuguch believes is something 
олу games con do. “Game mechanics and 
design, hey e Ше plas,” һа saya. "Sound, 
music ой, story and so on ae Ike decorations 
Bul d we make realy Беси orchtechre, we 
соп make magic. We con make miocls,” I 
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hink of o typical Glaswegian famifyrun 
business, A cuting edge videogame studio 
probably isn't be co high up your lis 
Yel hats precisely what No Code is 

Estublihed in 2015 by Jon MeKellan ond 
Omer Khan, Ihe team now encompasses not 
only he formers brohet. Graeme MeKellan, bul 
his own wife, lena and har brother, Ben Hal 
Oh, and Khan's mum chips in wilh cleaning and 
ode jobs around he sudo, Yeu might ойо think, 
not unreasonably, that such а cosy environment 

up some ol the mes! lorwardthinklng and 
lant he most fertile ground Кот whi 

unselling videogames ofthe last few years — but 
ће psychological horor of Stories Untold and 
the forthcoming sch thriler Observation rather 
disprove that, к 
building a reputation off he back of confounding 

No Code, 1 seems, is 

‘expectations on 
thoughtful entertainment around in ће proces 

The core of he team, MeKellon brothers Jon 
and Graeme, have known Khon sin 
school. Th 

-ouneilthamad” vilage jst of the noth 

delivering some ol the mos! 

е primary 
grow up In what the но describe 

east of Glasgow in he 1980s: working 
а smateting of houses surrounded by fields, 
pleasant hil views and a hunden cod 

тут commutes nto he city іші. So for, зо 
unremarkable. But the upbringing did offer hem 
one hing: time with one another For well over a 

they'd play videogame 
school, whirling away 

Command & C. Unreal Tou 
while also building up оп intimate familanty wih 

"quer an 

certain films 
we watch 
recalls 

Every Thursday for about wo years 
Aliens Directors Cut.“ Jon 

\ was а special edition VHS and iı had 
for Alien 3 at he 
hot every time os well 

The ніс обо played in bonds together, he 
most recent of which, Futuro (active from 2006 
1e 2009| saw а slew cl releases, selkdirecied 
musie р and down 
the country, including a show ot renowned 
Scotish festival T In The Pork. Is not d 
ace а line from the DIY spirit of ће be 
lo mention he creative, comunicati 

ideos and seltbooked tour 

to No Code as it 
Inder годе speaks lo 

a process of intense collaboration that is 
increasingly are In an industry where roles are 
more specialised han ever, particulary in 
Organisations. While taking part in 20135 
Global Game јот, ће team were ask 

the very 

With рл 1 fl ine employee, Jon Malan hopes ‘everyone wil retan a conection to he suo gamer 

submit helt nome 
‘Somebody asked. ‘Who's your coder And we 

were Ше, "We don't have о coder," says Jon 
"And he soid к тоге о gome 
with no code.” Th gome tat 
weekend ond, болсобу. 

question - lub 
on App Sore hi, 

g the way. T 

“HE SAID TO US, 

Employees 11 
кеу юй on Melon [rca 
Groene Мейо (ld 
Khon audio dec) 
URL ww соодо вуд com 
Selected soegrophy Lub Y Du 

method of working and, more importanly, a 
language of expression 

In эрде of Lub Vs Dub's success, No Code 
sill didn't exist. Jon was in England ~ Horsham, 
lo be exact, working on Creative Assembly 
Alien: Isolation = having moved from Scotland 
when Reolime Words folded alter APB: All 
Points Bulletin tanked, He was one of the firs 
join the Isclohen team, working fist as a 2D. 
arist during preproduction be ore moving onto 
the gome uer nterface once development 
romped up. He devised the delicious rero 

chunky ine 
VriSesque filer “That became its calling card, 
ho says. “became my calling card." By the end 

and the decaying 

‘YOU CAN'T MAKE 

A GAME WITH NO CODE.’ THEN WE 

WON BEST GAME THAT WEEKEND" 

le. "fs a vis 
code but you're n 

Jon, "Even now, myself, Grosme, ond Omar do 
a lot of he visual We build some suf 
that normally, in a big team, the coder 
do, but we 

The benefits of s» 

of programmers, bu the teom fo peek 
into eoch oher's work and figure out whats 

between Jon fwrite, designer ond director, 
Graeme [eod designer), ond Khan [ол 
direckr] ore kapt to о minimum, hı 
sharing not only a creative 

cf development, he'd assumed a senior postion 
on the game, going on fo lead о small team for 

n of is widely praised DIC 
With Alien: Isolation wrapped up, Jon 

moved back lo Scotland to work on Red Dead 
Ведет 
didn't work out 
hoice when | moved there,” soys 

the produc 

2, a seemingly good lit bul one that 
I fell Ike | made the wrong 

on. "l mean, 
Rockstar о machine, It føl Ше just as Id started 
Yo find ол what | enjoyed most = а small eem. 
with on independent sensibly - | went into his 
massive thing. | enjoyed the work | did there but 
| wos constonty thinking, ‘That wasn't what | 
should have done’ 

Bu 
cond his leadership of the Alien: Isolation DIC 
team, Jon phoned Dave Jones, his old boss ot 
Realime Worlds = and creator of the original 

rand Theft Auto and Lemmings - explaining his 
intention lo sel up a studio. Jones supplied he 
inital ima he fray and No 
Code was bom in 2015. № fist fle proper, 
Super Arc light, a radial one button shooter for > 

red оп by both the success of lub Vs Dub 

siment, Khon joines 
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No Code studio i carey located in Baltic Chambers a late-19th century sandstone 
‘bing in contral Ganges bt he team ar ata eyeing up new premi 
‘Sccommodate coming personne s estudia and 1 output, grows w бше 

IT'S REFRESHING TO HEAR NO CODE 

COMMITTING ITSELF TO MORE INTIMATE, 

ALBEIT UNNERVING, EXPERIENCES 

oF opgop, but what 

ory ond mechanics u ays. 1% 
rest of Stores L jou re trying to tell к 
chronological order J oe 
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106 Days Gone 
"n 

110 Mortal Kombat 11 
KC PSA, Switch, Xbox One 

114 SteamWorld Quest 
[^ 

116 World War Z 
FC PSA, Xbox One 

118 Forager 

120 Mondes 

122 Katana Zero 
PC, Such 

123 Que Finger Death Punch 2 



Shuffling bores 
Everybody has a plan for the zombie apocalypse, because the undead’s 
prevalence in recent popular culture has ensured we've all given the matter 
some thought. When the ship finally goes down and the dead rise, we all 
know what we'll do (providing we can safely get to that pal of ours who has 
access to the local hospital's secure wing). Assuming we сап be bothered, 
anyway. We've seen all this stuff before, and know exactly how it goes. 

Zombies are a handy enemy type for videogames. Strong, relentless and 
with no regard for their safety, they pose a serious threat. Barely sentient, their 
Al routines are a relative breeze. And they ore a template from which numerous 
archetypes can be built: the tank, the rusher, the exploder and so on. So it was 
in left 4 Dead and The Last Of Us; so it is this month with World War Z (p1 16] 

and Days Gone (p106). Some run, some shuffle and some sneak up on you, 
but none of them does anything you could call new. The 
broader problem is that hitching a game to such a well- 
travelled bandwagon invites a comparison with the genre 

standouts that, more often than not, will not be a flattering 
one. If you must do zombies, you'd better do something 

new with them. Sadly, neither of these games do. 
Elsewhere this month we find fitles that may not offer quite 

the same variety in enemy types, but thrive on the simplicity 

of what they use instead. The array of tooled-up stick men in 
One Finger Death Punch 2 |р123); the slimes, skellies and 
demonthings of Forager (p1 18); the brawlers and bouncers 
of Katana Zero (р122)- all are familiar, but not to the 
extent that they breed contempt. We've already killed more 
clickers, boomers, creepers and so on than we can count, 
Gaming's а broad medium, certainly. But sometimes it 
can feel awfully narrow. 



ight hundred and thirty two days gone, the menu 
screen tells us as we near the endgame, and boy 
does it feel like it. We have played longer open- 

world games than this, but nothing quite so aggressively 
drawn-out, When, after the ninth cutscene of single 
mid-game mission, its title changes to "It's a long story” 
ме can't help but laugh. Tho 
come before this particular quest wraps up, by which 
time we've already had to follow an МРС — by bike and. 
on foot = between waypoints more than half-a-dezen 
times, ineluding a bit of meaningless busywork where 
we hold the Square button against a door to feel for 
vibrations from a turbine behind it, "Well, that's a day 
Tim never getting back? says protagonist Deacon St John. 
when it's all over, Well, quite. "This world comes for 
you? If only it would get a move on. 

In fairness, it's not the world that’s the problem. 
"This patch of rural Oregon might be subject to some 
ода climatological shifts — we go from what appears to 
bbe midsummer to the depths of winter on successive 
days у realised you can almost 
smell it, It's a familiar vision, admittedly: an amalgam 
of popular post-apocalyptic fiction, with particularly 
strong hints of John Hilleoat's film adaptation of The 
Road. But it feels rich, tactile and real, never more so 
than when you're careering down a dirt track in lashing 
rain, your back wheel skidding through splattery mud as 
you hurry home before the sun sets. The inhabitants of 
the scattered survivor camps refer to it asthe shit's i's 
perhaps not that good, but they're not far of. 

‘Alas, what Bend Studio has chosen to fill it with 
is nowhere near as convincing. Take the Freakers, the 
ravening mutants the developer has taken pains to point 
out are definitely not zombies. Well, they feel like it: 
they might move quicker than in, say, Resident Ev 
they're similarly stupid, and the variants they come in 
are lifted from other zombie games. Alongside the 
regular Freakers are fast-moving News, who leap at you 
when disturbed; burly bullet-sponge Breakers that run 
at you, hoping to barge you over; and Screamers, whose 
plercing shriek attracts nearby swarms. Not that they 
often arrive in any great number. Those hive-minded 
hordes are rately glimpsed outside scripted sequences 
where you're invited to crouch at a safe distance and 
watch them pass by, and it's a long time before you're. 
close to being ready to take them down. When you do 
stumble across a large group, you need only sprint back 
to your bike and ride away. Ten hours later, if you're 
lucky, you might catch sight of another one. 

In between, our hero becomes more of an odd-job 
man, heading out on missions at first for two outposts, 
then a third, then two more. Despite their different 
ideologies, they give out quests that fall into a small 
handful of archetypes. You'll need to burn out nests of 
Freakers, for starters, partly to allow fast-travel between 

are more cinematics to 

but it’s so convincin 
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PLAY 

We have played 
longer open- 
world games 
than this, but 
nothing quite 
so aggressively 
drawn-out 

key locations, but in theory to make nighttime journeys 
a little safer. The game makes a big play of how time of 
day affects encounters: the enemy is weaker but more 
numerous during the day, you're told. Yet it's pointless 
waiting for sundown to get your Molotov cocktails out, 
because you're much more likely to get attacked en 
route, and the difference in the numbers that pour 
from each nest is negligible anyway 

Meanwhile, St John is trying to work out whether 
his wife (missing, presumed dead) is actually still alive. 
Conveniently, he bumps into the very man who bundled 
her onto a medical chopper during the initial outbreak; 
this fellow is working for a mysterious organisation that 
likes to pick over Freaker remains, with its scientists 

nder armed guard. Your job here amounts to crouch: 
walking through foliage, sitting still for a minute, 
throwing the odd rock to distract guards in your path, 
following the scientist to their new destination and 
sitting still for another minute. These missions are, 
at least, mercifully easy; your punishment for messing 
up isto sit through the same expository dialogue again. 

Failure comes quickly if you try to be clever. 
‘Take too wide a berth during stealth quests and you'll 
be warned that you're ‘leaving mission zone! These 
boundaries are often poorly defined, and they crop up 

elsewhere too: upon taking an alternative route during a 
inexplicably made t restart from 

the previous checkpoint. Later, we're chided for failing 
to save a hostage, an objective about which we hadn't 
been forewarned. And, after attempting to flank an 
obvious ambush, we're sent back down the path, forced 
into a decidedly uneven head-on confrontation. 

Stil, while the odds are never exactly in your favour, 
encounters rarely present much of a test, If the Freakers 
can be forgiven their rudimentary combat techniques, 
there's no excuse for the other gangs, whether it's the 
Marauders who tend to arrive in numbers just after 
youve picked a building clean, or the Rippers, creepy 
cultists who like to carve bloody sigils into their skin 
Stealth tactics are encouraged whenever you're clearing 
an enemy camp: you can mark opponents from range 
through your binoculars to make it simpler to track 
them, and their patrol routes are pretty basic. But once 
you've taken out a couple from distance (with an oil 
fiter acting as a temporary silencer) you needn't take 
too much care aver the rest. Melee weapons break 
fairly easily, but there are plenty lying around, and 
with one perk letting you repair them with scrap you 
can fix them as you go, With few enemies capable of 
dealing with Deacon's dodge-rll, and his melee attacks 
auto-targeting the nearest opponent, you can simply 
alternate between pressing the right trigger and bumper 
when surrounded, And if you do take the odd hit, а nifty 
crafting wheel eases matters, letting you make bandages e 
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the run. When it comes 10 guns, the only opponents 
you need worry about are the occasional sniper, and a 
bog-standard assault rifle usually suffices for those 

You might, however, run inte 
spent any time fora v during journeys. On the lor 
treks, this becomes more of a necessity = your bike 
needs petrol, and after a few bumps and serapes, 
need repairing. And so you'll st 
settlements and petrol stations, activating Deacon's 

by abandoned 

version of detective vision, which highlights objects of 
interest as little triangles — and hoping they герп, 
fuel cans or scrap metal and n 
doors or yet another rag. Or you'll jimmy open car bo 
with your knife, a process that takes a few seconds of 

t, say, a pair of double 

ire button in an attempt to induce 
tension, In p ion of State Of 
Decay's scavenging: noise simply isn't a factor, and the 
risk is much lower. Perhaps we should be grateful — at 
least we're not worrying about health and thirst meters 

holding down the Sq 

but these survival elements seem half-h 
le t since you can repair and refuel at each camp. 

You'll rarely be 
since the majority of quests are mandatory. Sure, a 
a while it loses interest in demanding you burn out 
Freaker nests, but you're frequently required to 
investigate people who've gone missing on supply runs, 

rt of credits to do so either, 

or to fetch resources in their absence. Put it this way 
we didn't expect to be asked to pick three sprigs of 
lavender when we started playing, much less locate 
some yeast. Deacon may be little more t 
sigh made flesh, but by the time he's invited to explore 
‘amine to gather samples of einnabar (checking its 
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here s so a state that you e forced to bil her ator an 
ain ne you to burn er corpi ater than love 

purity each time by shaking a test tube) we begin to 
stand his nv ans abc ng nothing more tha 

are crucial, but an errand boy. Not all of these mission 
you're tricked into thinking they are. C 
get the next story quest until you've already set off: the 
game has an irritating habit of waiting until you've left 
a camp before you get a message over your radio from a 
character who had no jobs for you 30 seconds before 

Further little irritations pile up over 60-odd hours 
of play. The sound mixing is bizarre: a sharp guttural 

und at a rest stop convinces us to expect a Freaker 
ack as soon as we head outside, only for us to find 

it 100 yards away, growling at our bike, An incidental 
conversation between two NPCs interrupts а 
talk with a key side character to the point where we 

able subtitles — which later spoil а key reveal seconds 

alk-and 

before it happens. It's unclear why St John feels the 
need to say "uel can” whenever he picks one up, nor 
why it sloshes so noisily as you jo And as we 

hen 

without he stats The Ls OF Us without Nagy 

g an impending downpour, or a distant engine 



Post Script 

Are the limitations of sandbox storytelling behind Days Gone's narrative problems? 

еу say a man’s got to do what a 
wl it turns out Deacon St John 
i personal to-do list. "A murdering drifter camp,” 

he mutters during one excursion. “I've seen these 
bastards before, and I gotta take ‘em out” Then, as 
we pass a group of ravens indicating a nearby Freaker 
nest: *T guess ПІ come back and finish burning this 
infestation zone later” These are clumsy lines, and 
there's а faint desperation about how frequently they 
crop up, especially when we can easily find these asides 
on the in-game map. If it wasn’t already clear from the 
way tarted-up side-quests are folded into the main 
story it seems Bend Studio really doesn't want us 
to miss a single thing. 

‘You'd think the Ше of a drifter would be ideally 
suited to the content buffet of your average open-world 
game. Yet Deacon St John is never really allowed to, 
well, drift. For someone apparently keen to remain 
untethered he's oddly willing to let himself become a 
dogsbody for the various quest givers at each camp, 
and his insistence that he absolutely must deal with 
every enemy encampment or Freaker nest he rides by 
leaves us convinced we've little choice in the matter, 
too, You could, perhaps, argue that this isa deliberate 
contradiction: that his inherent decency, though often 
buried deep, prevents him from simply riding off into 
the sunset and leaving everything behind. And there is, 
in fairness, something in his past which explains his 
sense of duty. Vendors and other NPCs, meanwhile 
seem utterly enamoured with him, frequently telling 
him what a good man he is, even when his actions 
(and words; he gives many of his supposed allies short 
shrift) suggest otherwise 

It's a discrepancy that speaks to a wider lack 
of consistency in Days Gone's storytelling, one that 
fatally compromises the credibility of the world far 
‘more than the occasional technical hitch. The duration 
of one of the shortest, easiest shootouts in the game is 
enough for one character to go from outright hating you 
to deciding you should run a camp together. You 
also question St John’s moral code which forbids him 
from letting unarmed women to come to any harm, 
when he's happy to shoot female marauders in the face 
тете moments later. Consider, too, how you can return 
to the watchtower you call home in the carly game for 
supplies, long after the person responsible for getting 
them has moved on, How motion-sensitive gates are 
probably not the wisest idea in a world overrun by 
cannibalistic creatures — especially since they're 
manually operated at all of the camps. How a quirk of. 
voice direction means St John bellows his responses to 
radio broadcasts from an irksome truther! Or how he 

A three-act 
game without 
much of a first 
act to speak 
of, weighed 
down by an 
interminable 
second 

later lies about his wife's name when it's tattooed in 
giant letters on his neck. 

None of this would matter so much if we had a 
compelling central plot to drive things forward, But 
this is a three-act game without much of a first act to 
speak of, weighed down by an interminable second. 
The opening cinematic sees St John putting his 
critically-wounded wife, Sarah, on a helicopter, staying 
behind to look after biker pal Boozer (who ironically 
‘seems more sober than his hot-tempered friend) while 
promising to meet up with her later. Fast-forward two. 
years, and the two are surviving as drifters in this new 
Freaker-infested world, but with little idea of where 
they're going. It might be fitting for the drifter lifestyle, 
but nebulous talk of “heading north” to who-knows- 
‘where-and-what isn't much to compel you to play. 
further. The is she or isn't she alive" question crops up 
soon enough, but the constant desire to distract the 
player leaves Sarah's fate sidelined for hours at a time, 
All the while, we're left trying to get a measure of what 
kind of story this realy is. Boozer's role in the early 
game seems significant, so is this a tale of male 
friendship in difficult circumstances? Or are we looking 
at a heartbroken man struggling to move on from his 
past? By the time we find ourselves juggling no fewer 
than 16 different storylines at once, it's become almost 
impossible to tell. 

At times it feels as if Bend Studio can't decide 
what story it wants to tell either, and so It borrows 
from other, stronger sources instead, The opening 
unwisely evokes The Last Of Us — needless to say, 
the comparison is hardly flattering — and it's not too 
long before we meet what appears to be this game's 
Ellie substitute, a young girl for whom our gruff hero 
gradually grows to care. Only it's not really a gradual 
thing. In lieu of more thoughtful character development, 
Days Gone bludgeons you into caring about her by 
repeatedly subjecting her to horrific trauma, Within 
the space of a single scene Deacon goes from reluctant 
saviour to bellowing “If you've hurt her, I swear to God" 
to no one in particular. 

It's the kind of shock tactic the game leans on rather 
too often. Following the least surprising betrayal in 
living memory, we're asked to sit through a gruesomely 
sadistic torture scene. And, perhaps inevitably given the 
sheer volume of missions you have to undertake, there 
are some jarring tonal shifts — notably when a corny 
romantic flashback follows straight on from a grisly 
throat-sliting episode. And by the time it botches. 
an emotional moment to which it's seemingly been 
building, it's perhaps time to concede that Days Gone's 
narrative shortcomings are more fundamental than a 
simple failure of structure, i 
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PLAY 

Mortal Kombat 11 

Je know you're partial to a bit of grinding, 
Netherrealm, but this isn't quite what we 
had in mind. The grind of buzzsaw against 

bone, perhaps, of boot against recently liberated spinal 
column against dirt — in fairness, Mortal Kombat 11 has 
all the ultraviolent trimmings you'd expect, It’s just that 
it's awfully tedious about it. In our quest to collect the 
250 Hearts we need to open one — one — Shao Khan. 
loot chest in the Krypt, Kitana's unskippable Gore-nado 
Fatality starts feeling routine: fan goes in, guts come 
out, princess whips up an offal cyclone. We must have 
watched it dozens of times — in fact, we know exactly 
how many times, because each Fatality performed earns 
you one Heart, We have 57. 

Fortunately, Netherrealm has since patched Mortal 
Kombat 13% miserable launch economy (it's three Hearts 
per Fatality now. Don’t all applaud at once) but it hasn't 
managed to shake the ennui we feel while playing its 
latest exercise in hyperviolence, At least, after the 
credits have rolled on its rollicking and often oddly 
heartfelt campaign, in which time-manipulating villain 
Kronika provides narrative justification for some 
entertaining mirror matches (even against shoddy AD. 
Suffice it to say that if we were Future Johnny Cage, 
we'd backhand the shades off our past self, too. 

But the glitter fades, and the nagging feeling. 
persists, not least because Netherrealm has already 
solved some of the problems on display here in 2016's 
Injustice а, Its singleplayer Multiverse ended each brisk 
match in a shower of rewards, a tantalising loop that 
always kept you coming back for more. Disappointingly, 
not only has Mortal Kombat 11 decided to make online 
play by far the most viable way to collect its myriad 
currencies, but it's also seen fit to retain X's infuriating 
Krypt system. We spend our first 250 Hearts on a Shao 
Khan chest, which gives no indication which character's 
loot it will conta re а few trinkets for Jacqui 
Briggs, who we've already written off as underpowered. 
‘The idea of grinding more Hearts makes us feel ill 

‘Mortal Kombat, then, is making the same mistakes as 
ever, presumably for the sake of being different — an 
sometimes at the expense of being enjoyable. What's 
more, it's seasoning it with extra nonsense in a bid to 
ensure you are kept busy. The Krypt is still pot luck, 
only now you're gambling much larger sums. Tower 
challenges are back, rebranded Towers Of Time: intended 
as one of the main modes, you fight your way through a 
series of AI opponents alone or with a friend for 
rewards, Some Towers, however, are ridiculous, despite 
another patch: even on Medium, Skarlet’s character 
tower is a slog that forces us into cheesing it for hours, 

At tougher tiers, buffs such as heat-seeking missiles 
add artificial difficulty in the absence of decent enemy 
Al (bitterest regards to whichever sadist at Netherrealm 
thought the Freezing Aura modifier was a good idea). 

no 

The series 
continues to 
undermine its 
smarter ideas 
with seditious 

choices. Mortal 
Kombat 11 is 
no exception 

Consumables — purchasable with real cash — offering 
an essential advantage feels especially grubby. Throw 
in the fact that you can build а loadout and have an AL 
character grind the tower for you, and suddenly we're 
asking why we should pick up the pad at all. This is a 
dangerous game for Mortal Kombat 11 to be playing: 
annoying is bad, but pointless is even worse. 

Thank goodness, then, that the act of putting 
fist to face is more satisfying than ever, There's been a 
sensible alteration to'ampifid' moves since the preview 
builds: instead of overly complex, bespoke inputs for 
each move, you now only have to press a single button 
for extra oomph on, вау, Jade's Nitro Kick (which can be 
further modified in her customisation mena for a nasty 
side-switch teleport). Alongside the new offense/ 
defense meter system, extending а combo then becomes 
a matter of strategy rather than finicky execution: burn. 
э chunk of meter on extra damage, or hold onto some 
for a wakeup attack ín case you're knocked to the floor? 

The same goes for Fatal Blows: replacing the 
previous entry's X-Ray, it's a powerful, once-per-match 
comeback move that can be activated when you're at 
low health. It doesn't fel cheap, despite its short 
cooldown: it must be aimed and timed well, and a 
lengthy recovery time leaves the perpetrator wide open 
if it's fumbled. Krushing Blows, meanwhile offer more 
flexible and damaging combo options for player wiling 
to study how to trigger them ~ universal ones, such ax 
an opponent attempting to counter a throw with the 
wrong input, offer a thrill as bones crumple in slo-mo. 

But а closer examination o such details reveals 
issues, That throw-break system, for instance, 1s an 
unreadable coin flip: there's no discernible difference 
between the animations for a forward and back throw, 
and each type is countered by a different button. Why 
Netherrealm won't do the sensible thing and use a 
single one is beyond us — but then it's still building 
Mortal Kombat around a block button instead ofa 
backwards direction input. Back when the series needed 
to differentiate itself from Street Fighter, it made a kind 
of sense. But it means that Mortal Kombat has become 
ever more reliant on teleporting moves to answer the 
Jack ofa cross-up game, andthe teleports disrupt the 
projectile-focused ‘zoning’ so central to proceedings. 

As the years go by, во the seres continues to 
undermine іш smarter ideas with seditious choices. 
Mortal Kombat 11 is no exception, and the grinding of its 
disparate parts against one another is almost as painful 
as the Heart nonsense. Like the grisly cutscenes, Mortal 
Kombat ui fun as long as you don't think too hard or 
Тоок to closely at it — but that's exactly where the real 
joy is found in a fighting game. И Mortal Kombat wants 
toi ней. me to sar overhauling the | 
skeleton underneath all that flesh, 
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Characters get their own tutoriais, but 
thee very basic A ever nowadays 
Youle Is where the ea tech er 

As the battle moves increasingly online, how 

'utorials in fighting games are usually an 
afterthought, seemingly designed as a 
kind of Captcha. Can you walk forward 

and backward? Throw a punch? Lovely stuff 
you're clearly a human, and are now free to be 
torn apart by frame-data mathematicians via 
the power of the Internet. It's maddening, 
especially in the online era (MK11's couehplay 
options have been significantly reduced in 
favour of it: happily, the netcode has come 
on significantly since the series’ last entry). 
Gone are the days when you'd get trounced by 
someone standing or sitting directly beside 
уоп, before turning to them and demand they 
teach you what buttons they're pressing to 
bounce your Baraka around in the corner like 
an ugly tennis ball 

Fighting 
of speed-chess. If we're teaching newcomers 
to simply take their knight and bash it around. 
the board until the opponent's pieces clatter 
to the floor, they might have five seconds of 

‚mes are tense, delicate matches 

fun = against a savvier foe, they'll be at a 
as to how they've been bested, and won't 

repeat the humiliation. 
Points to Mortal Ko 

Its tutorial system means well, and goes some 
owards challenging Stullgirs’ for onc 

of the most involved digital dojos in the 
Not that the basic lessons do much to 

return t 
bat 11 for effort, then. 

n2 

educate, There's the usual business of 
movement, blocking and throws. Then, a 
slimmer of hope. “Your opponents will 
attempt to mix low and overhead attacks to 
get past your defense,” the tur rial explains 

ke Skullir We expect to see something 
where we must block с ngs to prove 
we've mastered the concept. Instead, we can 
progress by blocking attacks one 

five. Then we're t 
learned to defeat Sub Zero? who 

fights like a he ily sedated bag of sausages. 

red lessons, hidden among. 

projectiles and when to block them, or the 
damage benefits of mixing up specials 
alongside two usef 
combo timing. B 
will ne 

methods of teaching 
he first impression, which 

ibt be the only thing the majority 
sees, does little to prepare us for online play. 

So what's the sol 
in Mortal Kombat 11 locking certain 
behind tut 
them all if you want the Sha 

1 completion: you'll need to run 
Khan announcer 

voice, and each section you clear grants ten 
Time Krystals (altho 
with this pure 
holding players to ra 
encouraging a desire to learn) 

do we fix the fighting- game tutorial? 

Something drastic and more int active 
has to happen jodveing another 

al via 
some kind of sherpa system, with the veteran 
being rewarded handsomely for taking part 
We'd love to see tutorial updates as balancing 
changes the meta, With the advent of tech 
such as machine learning, maybe there's even 
a future in which a tutorial adapts to and 
commentates on fights, and you can hit a 
button to pause the action and be told why 
you've just been hit in the face. Indeed, there 
are the beginnings of this in МК, with pop- 
ups heralding a ‘punish’ or a “breakaway 

experienced human player in the tuto 

Still, tutorials are expensive enough as it 
is, which is why they plummet to the bottom 

of devs’ priority lists, But without adequate 
n-game tutorials, we're more likely to lose 

the next generation of enthusiasts, Nobody's 
likely to make a one-si fits-all tutorial, 
every game's rules being different. One of 
MKıı's tutorials teaches us jump-in attacks, 
blasphemy in Street Fighter, and while zoning. 
gets its due, Mortal Kombat's structural issues 
mean ‘footsies' (throwin 

е) can't be taught, as it 
barely exists here. One thing’s certain: there's 
no replacement for a human sens 

out less risky 
attacks to judge sp 

i and the 
more fighting-game tutorials can do to 

де them, the better. 
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PLAY 

SteamWorld Quest: Hand Of Gilgamech 

based RPG would be worthy of praise for making 
every battle count. So many games in this genre 

settle into а rhythm that has become wearily familiar: 
you steamroll a procession of grunts, aceruing tiny 
amounts of experience across dozens of rinse-and- 
repeat encounters, before bumping up against a tough 
boss with a giant health pool at which to chip away. 
"There are bosses here, sure, and some of them take a 
fair old while to kill. But even the rank and file сап 
present a test. For once, you can't afford underestimate 
the underlings; rather than resorting to failsafe tactics, 
you need to actually think about your next move 

Tn large part, it achieves this by being strict. At 
times, its limitations can seem severe: a miserly 
three cards per turn? Only eight per character? The 
Steam Word games are all about making complex genres 
accessible, but this is ridiculous. Except it really isn't. 
After a while, you'll have so many possible options that 
the choice becomes overwhelming = but it also means 
you have different ways and means of getting around 
every obstacle, Try as you might to build a balanced 
deck, you'll always find an opponent you scrape past by 
the skin of your teeth, at which point you'll know it's 
time to shuffle the pack, If it's relatively smooth sailing. 
for a while (relatively being the operative word, since 
there are few outright easy battles in Quest) then it's 
probably because you've got the right cards for the job. 

Each card falls into one of three categories: strike, 
upgrade or skill. The first two tend to be physical 
attacks or buffs, letting you store up steam pressure 
abbreviated, naturally, to SP) which can be spent from 
your shared pool on powerful special moves. An 
upgrade and a strike = or two of either = on a single 
turn will give you enough SP for a decent skill, but the 
best ones require more. Occasionally, you might suck up 
‘bit of pain for a devastating move that drains the 
gauge entirely: 20 hits of critical storm damage, and 
that miniboss that had you on the ropes is suddenly 
looking peaky (and, with luck, paralysed), But it's a risk: 
an unfortunate draw with a surfeit of skill cards, and 
that healing move you needed to use is no longer an 
option. Sure, there's a card that gives you а free cog up 
for three turns, and another that gives you an instant 
boost of three. But can you really afford to waste 
valuable deck space on а single-use card? 

Battles, then, are about finding a balance between 
engineering opportunities, reacting to surprises 
and bending the rules, if only a little. If you choose 
three cards belonging to the same character, you'll 
automatically play a bonus fourth, its skill dependent 
on the weapon you have equipped. One of these lets you 
play an extra card on the subsequent turn, while there 
are others that allow you to freely swap out more than 
the standard limit of two if you don't get the draw 

! j: it got nothing else right, Image & Form’s card- 
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In contrast to 

the splendid 
combat, the 
story leans 
into archetypal 
save-the-world 
plotting, but that 
matters little 

SCRAP METTLE 
Liting your party to thee 
means leang two out, and 
"hose sent members wil eam. 
à smaller share ol expenerce In 
theory, hat encourages you to 
chop and change more, though 
A fees a te unnecessary since 
forthe mest part the encounter 
design forces you to ma things 
мо ағунау SUL you're alowed 
to go hack and replay a prevous 
chapter at any time which is 
worth doing for materials to 
сай ог upgrade cards — and. 
‘wth an (admittedly cost bat of. 
ка you can boast experience for 
the weaker character to guy 
bring them up to speed, When 
‘gong back you can afford to be 
tte more сәке holding 
the tigger speeds up running 
movement and actions e battle 
once you've chosen your cards 

you're looking for, But sometimes it pays not to play 
three of a kind when you've got a combo opportunity. 
As Calleo, your tank and healer, you might aggro a foe 
after being granted physical immunity; play the Yojimbo 
card belonging to Orik, a wandering ronin you pick 
up on your travels, and he'll play the loyal samurai, 
countering anyone who attacks his master. Now imagine 
you've envenomated his blade, and suddenly you've 
dealt more damage on the enemy's turn than your own, 

Orik, in fact, with his array of masks conveying a 
wide variety of effects, raises a cautionary tale about 
why you shouldn't rely on a single character, even if his. 
deck is irresistibly good fun. At one stage, we attempt 
to stack the deck so our other two party members are 
left to build up skills for him, but we soon relinquish 
that strategy after one battle in which he is effectively 
rendered useless for several turns. A piercing attack 
that inflicts bleed — where every move causes you to 
take damage — and suddenly the deadly triple-combo 
we're banking on for our next turn goes out the window. 

In contrast to the splendid combat, the story leans 
into archetypal save-the-world plotting (though there's 
an unexpected link to another Steam World game), but 
that matters little with such a characterful cast 
much is communicated visually: Copernica, а mage with 
ıa keen intellect, appears to be stroking her chin as she 
‘walks, and can whack enemies with her spell book for 
a pre-emptive strike. Diminutive siblings Thayne and 
"arab are worn and scuffed, with one of them carrying 
a tremor that speaks to their troubled past. Elsewhere, 
there's pathos in Armilly's tale: though her thiedperson 
narration irritates the others, It's a sign of her long-held 
dream to be a knight, denied by her poor upbringing. 
One heartbreaking betrayal is brilliantly communicated 
in card form: she's given a skill that sees her launch into 
а fiery rage that also causes despair. There are more 
like this for the others, too ~ sifting through your 
deck serves as a recap of key events. 

Only rarely are you reminded that Image & Form is 
stilla fairly small studio. There's some thrifty asset 
reuse — although there's usually а solid narrative 
excuse, and the script pokes fan at itself without being 
too clever-clever about it, even if the fourth palette- 
swapped dragon you fight is maybe pushing it abit, And 
опе or two encounters enforce very specific strategies 
which fly against the freedom you're given elsewhere. 
Otherwise SteamWorld Quest gets a lot of unglamorous 
stuff right: it's well-paced, exquisitely balanced, 
challenging but scrupulously fair, doesn't outstay its 
welcome (despite postponing its climax more than 
once) and has a battle system you'll be thinking about 
when you're not playing, Three cards per turn? Bight 
per character? Finally, here's an RPG that, in every 
sense, eaves you wanting more. 
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World War Z 

en = okay, fine, if — the dead return to walk 
the earth, we as consumers of pop culture 
will only have ourselves to blame if we 

perish, The last decade-and-a-halfof fixation on this 
specific end of days provides an encyclopaedic guide 
to survival, from hypotheses about what kills the dead 
(headshots, mostly, but also fire) to how to deal with 
the infighting among a group of survivors (headshots 
preferable) Like a training video for an imaginary 
disaster played on loop, zombie fiction has explored 
every eventuality and prepared us for the apocalypse. 

АП of which is to say, it’s an extremely well-trodden 
path along which Saber Interactive's World War Z 
shambles. And although it carries a major cinematic 
IP, its developers seem much more interested in 
demonstrating their love for Valve's Left 4 Dead games. 
It is, after all, fourplayer co-op shooter, albeit played 
in thirdperson, which throws hordes and specials’ at you 
while you navigate episodic scenes from after the global 
pandemic turns our familiar world into one of smashed 
Blass, police barricades and viscera. The only real nods 
to the book and film of the same name are incidental — 
places, names, and that unnerving way its zombies pile 
up on each other to climb sheer walls. Conceptually, 
it's Left 4 Dead 3. Stylistically and creatively, however, 
es closer to Left 4 Dead 2.1. 

"The mowing down of reanimated corpses takes place 
across New York, Jerusalem, Tokyo and Moscow, each 
comprising three sequential levels, The broadness of 
scope offered by the source material makes for some 
welcome variety, with Israel's distinctive architecture 
creating a different atmosphere from frozen Moscow's. 
Suburban Tokyo is always a treat to explore, and while 
we've visited ruined New York City in more videogames 
now than we could possibly count, it feels sufficiently 
removed from the other locales to warrant inclusion. 

It’s within these locations, however, hat the most 
profound problem with World War Z lies: levels are too 
short, They're even more noticeably lacking in spectacle, 
imagination or surprise. Despite each location's visual 
flourishes and incidental details, every mission involves 
the same prosaic treks from A to В, Punctuated only by 
stationary defence sequences like those at the end of 
each Left 4 Dead episode, they quickly begin to fel like 
cardboard cutouts arranged into film sets. 

Granted, this isn't genre noted for its fantastically 
immersive or multi-pathed environments. Fatshark’s 
Vermintide series uses bewilderingly high visual fidelity 
to distract you from what are often straightforward 
slogs. Left 4 Dead didn't even do that. Often the design 
imperatives of letting four players battle huge numbers 
of enemies have to take priority over gently immersive 
environmental storytelling. But in both those cases, 
there's ап element of randomness (the AT ‘director; as 
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Valve coined it) which generates new stories every time 
you play. That's not the case here — one escape through 
the New York subway system is very much like another, 
Whatever special infected variants crop up, you never 
break stride. And because of that, your adventures 
conclude without any standout moments in your mind 

All that wouldn't be half as frustrating if the game 
didn't feel so robust mechanically, Shooting the undead 
feels just as it should, all heavy impacts and lolloping 
limbs when you pull the trigger. Those pyramid 
moments, when your enemies arrange themselves into 
the most satisfying target imaginable, are delivered 
gratuitously, giving everyone on the team a chance to. 
unload their special weapons and explosives into a 
writhing pile of kill count. The thirdperson camera stays 
out of your way, and the projectile arcs offer a quick way 
10 pop off an explosive with precision. World War Z has 
the intrinsic satisfaction of fighting off a horde down, 

її also takes a stab at a class-based combat system 
which elevates your mechanical enjoyment just а touch 
through unlocks and specialisation perks. Although it 
doesn't commit to it deeply enough that you'd notice 
which class your co-op colleagues are playing, it does at 
least suggest how Left 4 Dead might be improved. An 
extreme class-specialisation split would be fascinating. 
here: how might the DPS dealers have to nurture their 
glass cannons and medies when the hordes arrive? As it 
is, you're left guessing while things like med kit effects 
are buffed in tiny increments when you level up. There 
are enough of these class and weapon effects to warrant 
at least a few playthroughs of each scenario, alongside 
backstories for the 16 characters = a pleasingly diverse 
mix who imbue proceedings with a whiff of personality 

PvP multiplayer is another tentative step into what 
zombie survival might look like out of Left 4 Dead's 
shadow. Teams of survivors run around in bespoke 
‘multiplayer maps pitted against zombies and other 
players at once. There's a worthwhile mode in here, 
and it'd be buoyed further still if World War Z made its 
classes worth caring about, The thirdperson perspective 
doesn't lend itself quite as well to precision twitch- 
shooting as it does firing indiscriminately at a wall of 
walking corpses, but with some clever special abilities 
the PvPvE concept might have stolen the show. 

World War Z wants you to play it again and again. 
It plans on you growing in competency, upping the 
difficulty, unlocking perks and learning which classes 
work best together. And it presents a few spirited 
arguments for doing so in the form of its characters, 
locations and arsenal, But without having nailed its own 
USP — beyond those pyramids of course — you're far 
more likely to be reminded of how fantastic Vermintide 
and Left 4 Dead are, and play them instead. With better 
class implementation, carrying through into PvP, 
it might have been able to assert its own identity. 
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up an Animal Crossing save for the first time in a 
long while? That dread in the pit of your stomach 

as you wander around, looking at how tall the weeds are, 
how widespread the mess is, and you start to tot up just 
how long it'll take you to clean it up? Forager does that 
to you every 30 minutes, This is a world where flora, 
fauna and mining outcrops spring anew at lightning 
pace; it's also a world you make bigger as you progress, 
making the constant clean-up job more onerous still. 

‘You'll potter over to some neglected area and strip it 
clean — chopping down trees, harvesting ore, smashing 
up baddies, You'll notice the next islet over is in similar 
strats, and tidy that up too, By the time you're done, 
there'll be another island or two in much the same state 
over on the opposite side of the map. Forager presents 
itself, and indeed frequently feels, like the blissed-out. 
likes of Stardew Valley, Harvest Moon and, as mentioned, 
Animal Crossing. But the pace of the game, defined as it 
js by the speed at which things regenerate, means that 
you can never truly relax. 

"The ever-expanding crafting menu helps you 
mitigate the lightning-paced circle of life, but only to a 
point, When it's not presenting itself as a farming 
game, it purports to be a clicker of sorts ~ asking for 
lots of input from you early on while promising that, 
later, said involvement will be automated. That the 
game launches in a small, native-res window suggests 
as much, It's telling you this is not something that 
necessarily needs to be played constantly, even if the. 
spawn rates make it perfectly possible for you to do so 
= if you're so minded, it can be something to alt-tab in 
and out of in between other tasks. Indeed, automation 
inan important part of the game, if only to a point 
Mining rods, for instance, will randomly chip away at 
the health bars of all the resources within its range. 

Y: know the sinking feeling you get when loading 

Everything you do carns XP, and levelling up nets 
you a point to spend in a sprawling and, at its extremes, 
quite ridiculous, skill tree. Some are essential, such as 
the one that automatically adds harvested materials to 
your inventory, particularly once mining rods come into 
play; otherwise this would merely be а game of walking 
around picking things up. Others, particularly those in 
the outer reaches of the skill mer 
not daft. This game never feels like 
or power plants, but hey, why not? 

While it's perfectly possible to unlock all possible 
skills in the course of a single playthrough, Forager 
invites specialisation, Acquire one skill and it unlocks 
two adjacent nodes, allowing you to plough a particular 
furrow in one of the core directions (farming. building, 
economics or magic) — though often one of the two new. 
options will be in an adjacent skillset, inviting you to 
experiment, Essentially, building and economics are 
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vital — you'll need furnaces and forges to craft 
materials, and money to expand — while the other two 
are a matter of preference. At its core, though, this is a 
game to be played in the way you want to play it, 

‘That is not to say, however, that it lacks rhythm 
beyond its core loop of farm, harvest and build, Certain 
islands house dungcons in the top-down Zelda style, 
elementally themed and each designed around their 
‘own mechanic. In the fire dungeon you'll need to light 
or extinguish torches; another has you whacking 
electrified blocks around to generate currents that 
activate switches, lowering walls between you and the 
next area, Late on in each, you'll unlock a weapon of 
the same elemental type as the dungeon, necessary to 
defeat the boss = whose arena is, naturally, accessed 
with a specific key. You can use your new toy back 
above ground, though your sword, upgraded as you 
progress using steadily more advanced crafting 
materials, is strong enough for just about every task. 

Even if an island doesn't contain a dungeon, it will 
offer more than another frequently respawning cluster 
of materials to harvest, There are NPCs offering quests 
(find this rare egg with your shovel, or hand over soo 
faeces; one says he doesn't like you and whack you 
until you get the hint). You might need to slot four 
coloured gems into statues, a large chest thunking down 
оп the island when you solve the puzzle. Craft a key and 
inside you'll find a permanent buff. Wonderfully, some 
challenges can be bypassed entirely if you've already 
acquired certain skills or treasures: one island contains 
four skull chests protected by a dozen skeletons and a 
mid-boss whose powers are rendered entirely moot by 
a charm that prevents skellies from attacking us. Each 
of the chests contains a spirit orb, used to boost health, 
stamina or damage, or instantly level up, 

On it goes, and it's a delightful time: а chill game 
that never quite lets you relax, in a world full of peril 
that never really threatens you, that is filled with stuff 
you don't technically need but quite fancy getting 
because it feels like progress. It is certainly not perfect 
— its gamepad controls are а little fussy, often targeting 
the node adjacent to the one you want to hit; bosses are 
‘weirdly static until they're almost dead, at which point 
they suddenly kick into gear — and like every farming, 
game and clicker in existence, you'll have to put up with 
the constant nagging feeling that everything you do is 
ultimately pointless. But this is a smart, deeply 
enjoyable game that feels at once like an homage to, and 
satire of, the many games and genres that have inspired 

А maintains a strong sense of itself. We trudge back 
up to the frozen north; we haven't been up there in 
hours, and we doubt what awaits will be pretty. Well 
soon tidy it up. It’s what we do, over and over, and will 
continue to do for some time nour men ШШ 
Tittle paradise that's only ever an alt-tab away, 
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and those mansions fit together so neatly, too. 
Like two L-shaped tetrominoes locked together 
in a permanent embrace ~ and right next to the 

city centre, to boot. But this new one needs moving. 
Shifted a little to the left and rotated to a jaunty 
бо-деңгее angle or thereabouts, it gains us five extra 
points, And what do you know? That leftover space 
looks just about enough to squeeze in a tower. Or maybe 
а park. But then again, that cluster of houses on the 
other cliff could be a more inviting spot — and we won't 
ose any points to the brickyard if we stick it there... 

Islanders is nominally a laid-back, streamlined 
strategy game about building cities on procedurally 
generated islands. But it's a city-builder without any 
of that pesky infrastructure to worry about. There's 
по resource management to speak of. You've no need. 
to concern yourself with how to get workers from 
residential area A to industrial zone В. And yet 
despite its self-imposed limitations, is still a game 
where you have to think very carefully about location. 

Thats partly because space is at a premium. You 
can’t flatten out these islands; rather you need to take 
natural features into account when designing your city. 
Ard progress depends on how you arrange your. 
buildings: each comes with a points tally when placed, 
which can rise or fall depending on where it les in 
conjunction with others. You'll need to reach a certain 
total to unlock one of two packs of six buildings, 
repeating until you eventually accumulate a score 
enough to move on to а fresh challenge on a larger (and 
usually more topographically complex) archipelago. 

The cleverly minimalistic interface 
immediately shows you how many points you'll get 
for placing a structure in a given spot, with smaller 
numbers next to the buildings that are influencing that 
score, Sawmills, for example, will gain you more points 
when placed close to lumberjacks and warehouses, but 
they'll lose some if another sawmill is nearby — which 
makes sense in а game about the efficient management 
of space. Generally, it’s bound by a kind of real-world 
logic: hardworking masons want no truck with shamans, 
who are best kept away from cities and closer to areas of 
natural beauty, since they gain pleasure from the local 
flora, Not all are quite so intuitive. Mansion owners. 
evidently aren’t too enamoured when the circus comes 
to town: perhaps they've been ripped off one too many 
times by a rigged coconut shy. Regardless, the numbers 
help you make informed choices 

Up to a point, anyway. The effect radius varies wildly 
between buildings, and you can only see how far it 
extends when you've got one in your hand. Tiny huts 
come with a surprisingly large sphere of influence, 
making them all the more likely to take in negative 
points, perhaps an inevitable cost of their diminutive 
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size that allows you to tuck them into the tightest of 
spaces. And as you get further and the targets to move 
оп grow more demanding, you won't always want to go 
for the highest-scoring spot — or the one that lets those 
mansions fit together so snugly. That Tetris comparison 
is fitting: at times, you find yourself arranging the 
pieces you're given in such a way as to forgo points on 
the board in favour of long-term rewards, as you wait 
for the right piece to arrive and set up the equivalent of 
а combo. If you've reached your next score target before 
‘opening the next pack, you can consciously withhold, 
‘say, a mil, until you've laid down a cluster of fields and 
suddenly it's worth more than 50 points, Unlike Tetris, 
however, nothing is removed once placed. Islanders 
demands you commit to your decisions, as each 
building lands in place with a hefty thud. It's a sensation 
not unlike pressing down on a chunky Lego brick and 
snapping it in securely, 

Generally, it pays to arrange things as neatly as 
possible to maximise the space, and at times Islanders 
carries a similar satisfaction to rearranging Leon's 
attaché case in Resident Evil 4. And yet sometimes it's 
a battle between beauty and efficiency, and you find 
yourself having to curb your aesthetic instincts for the 
‘sake of your points tally. Either way, your city will look 
good in Islanders crisp geometrie style, which reminded 
us variously of Godus and a sunnier, friendlier Bad North 
— to the point where we almost expected a bunch of. 
Vikings to rock up on the shoreline once we'd finished 
ош first island. 

‘The procedural generation isn't quite the issue it 
first seems: you won't always get a kind layout, but part 
of the challenge comes from playing the hand you're 
dealt. f your choices feel restricted, then at least having 
а selection of two building packs gives you a chance to 
make the best of a bad lot. There's no point getting a 
sandpit, for example, if there's a single sliver of beach 
on the north side of the island beneath a series of rocky 
mesas that, at best, are going to hold a building each. 

Despite its soothing ambient soundtrack, Islanders. 
isn't quite as relaxing as it first seems. It’s not long 
before the score targets become more demanding, and 
you find yourself dragging each building across every 
inch of the map, nudging the scroll wheel and shifting 
the mouse gently to find the precise spot for a crucial 
‘two-point swing. It can be alittle pernickety about 
placement too, and you won't immediately know that 
certain buildings can't be placed on certain surfaces, 
though that’s a mistake you'll only make once, 

Otherwise, this is wonderfully absorbing stuff, as 
much a spatial puzzler as a strategy game. Modest but 
ingenious and smartly priced, Islanders is as engaging to 
tinker with as а palate cleanser between bigger games as 
И e | 
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Katana Zero 

atana Zero is guilty pleasure by design. I 
encourages you to revel in its casual brutality, then 
forces you to face the disturbing repercussion 

the surreal neo-noir styling refuses to let you se 
giving its sword-wielding protagonist exhilarating 

of an unravelling m 
Veterans of Hotline Miami will recognise the recipe 
ting with the simultaneously lurid and grimy style 

"he detail in the pixel art is striking and suggests a 

power at the expen: 

labour of love, albeit one with а sadistic streak. The 
each mission 

eupho 
contrasting perfectly with the crunchy impact noises 

bass-heavy dance tracks that accompany 
s with hedoni 

that comprise the spot effects 
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short bursts of precision violence. Often you're the 
m of play is familiar, too, with a focus on 

victim, as enemies attack mercilessly and a single hit 
will take you down. But they're also predictable and 
checkpoints are generous, so each failure helps you 
anticipate their movements. Most importantly, you're 

reducing squads of goons to mush. A typical sequence 
might see you burst through a door (flattening the guard 
behind 1t), roll forward under a shotgun blast to slice up 

Te environment oers various opportunities tor improvised kiling. 
providing things such sa range of towable objects and seu 
Systeme that can prove a dendi othe enemy a they can o you 
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nman, pick up and throw a bottle to execute an 
ife-wielder, then enter slow motion to 

deflect an incoming bullet back at its sender, Once it 
becomes instinctive, every success is a glorious thrill 

inst the clarity 
of the action. At the start, you know nothing about your 

A disorienting narrative then rubs a 

star or the forces tasking him with his 
murderous assignments. And even as events unfold, a 

cast of freakish psychopaths and the character's own 
know what's real. le mental state ensure you new 

flashbacks and nigh 
proficiently to create a feverish atm 
Hallucination 

sphere 
If the twists are well-executed, however, they're also 

overbearing, as the story hogs too much sereen time, In 
where missions are short, the intrigue 

‘outweighs the fun. By the time the levels become 
stantial enough for you to express yourself and build 

a sustained flow, there's not much left. The volatility of 
the plot introduces variety, with a couple of notable 
quences that switch up your playstyle, But overall the 
ip-start tempo leaves a sense of untapped potential 
Katana Zero wants us to face a truth: that we kill not 
some noble cause or because we have no choice, but 

because we enjoy it. Yet it doesn’t escalate quickly 
‘enough for us to fully unleash and confront these dark 
desires, The killing is enjoyable, but we'd have 
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One Finger Death Punch 2 

hat title, for all its evocative snappiness, is a little 
misleading. First, if you're using a controller, this 
should really be called One Thumb Death Punch; if 

you're on a mouse, it’s a twe gig Moreover, you 
fight th 
far more than your fists, or even your feet. There are 
weapons to swing, shuriken to throw, arrows to fire and 
bullets to deflect, to name a few. Okay, One Thumb Or 

anch Swing Throw Fire Deflect 2 
doesn't quite have the same snappy ring to it. But 

endless onslaught of bad-guy stickmen with 

Two Finger Death 

The real misnomer, though, is the implication th 
things die in one hit, Sure, the grey-hued basic enemies 
do, but they're a pushover, walking fro 
tap of the requisite button as they enter your attack 
range dispatching them immediately. But + 

to defeat. It begins with the greens, who need two quick 

through your first blow to the other side. The 
complexity ramps up dramatically, and memorising the 

lour chart — red means four quick hits, yellow means 
towards-away-towards, and so on — is the key to 
success, Brawlers and bosses, meanwhile, have unique 
The chevrons at your let show when an enemy is in range =a тён not олу leaves you open to attacks or a spel bt ово ham you rating S, 
the scoring үмөт i generos with i-r ratings wit say rea 
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randomly generated patterns that scroll down the screen 
like Hero note chart 

All this applied to the first ame, of course, and 
while the five intervening years of wo 

kitchen-sink approach 
ter game speed, more enemies 

sequel with what appears to be 
= more weapons, a f 
per level and so on — this is a refined, keenly balanced 
game. While developer Silver Dollar Games insists. 
when you first boot up the game that it is meant ^to be 

t's terrifically hard to put down. 1 
animation of its stickmen characters is fabulous, there's 

dings despite the lightning 
pace, and bursts of slow-mo stre 

played in bursts 

a zen-like flow t 
еп the sense of 

you catch your breath. This is deeply «Шу game, that. 
much is certain. Yet it is also terrifically smart. 

Still, you'll have to walk away at some point, It 
with over 400 levels in the main 
host of extra modes (see Alt Tabby). 

But you'll certainly be back, Like the best action game 
One Finger Death P nder your 
skin; unlike so many its apparent gente peers, 
however, it doesn’t insist that you essentially learn a 
new language to master it. It asks a simple question 
do you hit left, or right, or nothing at all? — and lets its 
magic unfurl f m there vay expandedaod EM 
gently refined, this is textbook sequel-maki 
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=" lever'y, Invisible Inc i ıu start one of the procedurally generate 
a balance of contrasts, — missions, the facility's layout is a mystery 

teleport into an empty square гооп 

ba 

retain an element of risk in every act, — once you can see something, intel on it 
but removes the ice a comprehensive. Th 
percentages and di п you t from Klei Entertainments 

к Of The 

unknowable challe and enemies. Here, in 
replayability, without the п based world, the concept goes a step further, 

'uptness of most Roguelike campaigns. a guard is visible, you can read 
he foundation for all this is а f mour or speci s he 

tealth. — Invisibl hi-tech private perceive his exact cone of 
espionage outfit in the late xast cent tion point and y 

— 

nn 
facilities to acquire info, mone eripher nc way to 

resources long enough and you get a chance t, giving you a window to sneak up 
nter the enemy's HQ and take th through his pockets or escape uns 

sneaking around offices, labs and ba М is part of the game's drive to eliminat 
iding guard patrols and hackin biguity. Even combat, when it does occu 

an knock out or kill a particular gua 
The first contrast is between the on't and if you attack the resu 
familiar and the new. You start with two guaranteed. You never have to second-guess 
hara (you rescue furth hat the enemy will do and ver have 
peratives along the way) whose movement: ink about probabilities, You mere 

around grid-based locations are governed by have to choose from the many possibilitie 
AP, or action points. Following basic stealth — lid out in front of you. Surprises only occur 
protocols you stay іп cover, look ahead when you blunder forward blindly, or fai 

gesta cool, methodical advancement 

When it comes to thi he enemy secur 
of pla ur presence after every turn, and 

opacity, or information 
remarkably abundant or completi 
First there's what you don't know. When а booby-trapped system or use lethal 



TIME EXTEND 

WHILE YOU DON’T HAVE TO WORRY 

WHETHER AN ACTION WILL SUCCEED, 

YOU MUST CONSIDER ITS EFFICIENCY 

map protecte 

inflexible either, as сом 

Choosing when to do something betwee 

for the challeng 
veryone ош wit guard 

A quick switch to aching teal pleni у simple factors such as the 
made i useful to view the always to lool > comple discover o lr and look 
its computerised systems every safe, ris 
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Opening the lockers na 
ult bound to drow Mention Be prepared to 
ab the oot and un Before backup arrives 

regardl 
he limit, and invari ард 
he exit with half-a-dozen enemi 

е halr's-breadth victories refle 
ame's final congr ism 

combination of Roguelike structure with 
feel of a conventi 

re. By default h 
through its Beginner difficul 

could e Finish x 

pro 

leeper int As 

character
s 

and hack ac 
which brings its own uniqu 

Tie mort efficent and 
scree fom ol tack 

different 

 experimenting with diffe ا ————
еер» the experience endlessly fresh 

ће game's use of permadeath is also ----------- 

culty levels. Being spotted ін a problem 
еген u way out, And beca 

з nts at your disp 

them or drag them 
clears. Or, if 

he nonetheless 

ceed, perhaps 

ту decision is 

have turned 
is feels like 
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